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E D ITO R 'S N O TE
Dear Readers,
As a new member of the Deep Magic board, the first task I was assigned was to write this month’s
editor’s note. Whether the other board members found it amusing to give the task to the new guy is
irrelevant—I’m honored to do so.
I met Jeff Wheeler—one of the founders of Deep Magic—outside a pizza restaurant in my local town.
This was after a friend of mine—who lives in China—told me about Jeff’s Muirwood series and how the
name of my hometown and Jeff’s were strikingly similar. While it was an odd sequence of events that led
to meeting Jeff, we struck up an initial conversation that could have gone on all day—and we have been
friends ever since.
I was also lucky enough to have one of my stories appear in the June 2016 relaunch of Deep Magic.
Then came an article about how I became a writer later in life, which was published in August. I’m also
the guy who formats the e-zine for Kindle, which means I’ve been fortunate enough to have received it for
free and have read every published story and article to date.
The sheer volume of great stories submitted to Deep Magic is somewhat overwhelming. With so many
talented authors sending stories, selecting just a few for publication is a complex task with plenty of
moving parts. So, if you have sent a story to us, I beg patience. We have an entire squad of First Readers
who labor very hard to winnow the list into the select few that then go to the board for final approval. If
you have received a rejection e-mail, please do not be discouraged. We may have found your story
enjoyable but not the right fit for our e-zine.
I’m excited to say that this month’s issue is chock-full of exceptional stories, including one by D.K.
Holmberg, who is currently ranked #10 overall in Fantasy on Amazon!
First up we have a science-fiction tale that I personally extricated from the towering pile of early
submissions. It is titled “Between Earth and Exile” and is by Laurie Tom. It’s a science-fiction tale about
a young starship crewmember who gets a shot at command. Then we have an excellent fantasy story about
a wizard who learns that not all the best magic is taught in school. That story is titled “Not That Kind of
Wizard” and is by Eugene Morgulis. Next up is an emotional tale from New York Times best-selling
author D.K. Holmberg titled “The Price of Healing,” which is about a dying young woman who comes to
realize what is most important to her in life. Then we have Clint Johnson’s ethereal “The Dealer, the Hag,
and the Boy Who Dreamed.” It’s a dark, inventive tale about dreams and sacrifice. Finally, there is a story
about dragons, former loves, and letting go that I think you will enjoy. It’s titled “Autumn at the Dragon’s
Cave” and is by Kathryn Yelinek.
We have a set of superb articles as well. The first article is by Nick Webb and compares the true
physics of space travel with how it is often portrayed in the movies. Next is an interview with Shawn
Speakman, who has been Terry Brooks’s webmaster for many years and, along with being an author in his
own right, he is also the publisher of finely crafted editions of Mr. Brooks’s best works. Then we have an
interview with the amazingly talented artist, Andrée Wallin, who worked on Rogue One: A Star Wars
Story.
Lastly, there are two book excerpts. One is from debut author Emily R. King and is titled The
Hundredth Queen. It will be released on June 1, 2017. The other is from our very own guru, Jeff
Wheeler, and is from his thrilling new novel, The Hollow Crown, which will be released on June 13,
2017.
Again, I’m excited to be part of this effort to publish high-quality fiction suitable for readers of all
ages, and I hope you enjoy this jam-packed issue. If you are an author or an artist and wish to be featured
in our magazine, go to our website at www.deepmagic.co to learn how. We strive to publish the very best

“clean” short fiction on the market today.
— Steve R. Yeager

SCIENCE F ICTION

B ETWEEN EARTH AND EXILE
By Laurie Tom | 9,100 words
e had captured the Alcaltan frigate a week ago. It should have been an easy job. We chose that
W
moment for a reason. The ship was being towed for decommission and only had a skeleton crew for
defense. But that hadn’t mattered. They still killed Kellen.
Sometimes no amount of planning or preparation is enough. Most of us, had we lived anywhere else on
Earth, would not have had the opportunity to escape on the Bloodborne. We understood how some things
came down to a matter of luck.
But luck still had to be dealt with. And Kellen was gone.
I knocked on the door to my Captain’s quarters, telling myself that my plan was sound, even logical,
and not that I was homesick after all this time. I was twenty-one and had served under the Captain for six
years. Age did not matter in the face of survival.
“Come in.”
Even while we were docked at Pyre Rock, the Captain preferred his quarters aboard the Bloodborne. It
was quieter than the base most days, given all the construction and the wailing from Emma and Daiki’s
new baby.
I pushed open the door and it squeaked in protest. The Bloodborne ran on limited power while docked.
The only reason we still had normal Earth gravity was because we were at Pyre Rock, where we could
take advantage of the stolen generators we’d installed in our base. The Alcaltans’ command of gravity had
been one of the deciding factors in the war. It was nice to make it work for us.
“Alexa,” he said, with a glance in my direction, “isn’t your team lining the walls of the new wing?”
He sat behind a rough desk of our own construction, dark hands rotating a display of Pyre Rock on the
holo. It was a draft of the construction. We hadn’t burrowed into that much of the asteroid yet.
“Finished, sir. If I might have a moment of your time?”
The Captain gestured for me to take a seat at a small table a meter from his desk. He did not get up to
join me, nor did I expect him to. The Captain had never been much for coddling his crew, or himself. His
quarters were spartan, save for the rack of shelves on which he kept keepsakes of our victories. They
were a reminder that against all odds, we still survived.
“Captain,” I said. “Right now, the crew has its hands full. We’re trying to expand our base and man the
Bloodborne at the same time. And I hate to say it, sir, but Kellen’s death has hit us hard.”
He nodded, silent. I don’t think he wanted us to know how much he missed Kellen. If the Captain was
the head and the heart of the Bloodborne, Kellen had been the limbs to make everything happen. We’d lost
crew before, but the second-in-command of the Bloodborne had been a sharp, intuitive man. Replacing
him would not be easy. Not that we could really replace anyone, but even pulling from what we had, no
one was Kellen.
“We need more people,” I said. “I know there’s a chance they’re not even alive, but if we’re building a
colony here, I would like to rescue my family. My mom was a structural engineer before the war—she
could help build Pyre Rock—and now my brother is old enough to crew.”
The gaze that met mine betrayed neither surprise nor anger, but it was unflinching, hard. The Alcaltans
had tried to break us many times, but even with Kellen’s death, I knew they would never break him.
“We have been exiled,” he said evenly. “You know you can’t go back for them.”
That was the agreement, the only reason the Bloodborne had been allowed to leave.
“I don’t need to go back to Earth itself. Just the solar system would be enough. We need more people,
before there aren’t enough of us left . . .”
It was selfish to want to rescue my family. I wasn’t supposed to care about things I could not change,

people I could no longer see, but no matter how I wanted to be like the rock that was my Captain, I could
not be that strong. He had gone into exile with his head held high and a willing crew at his back. I had
gone in tears.
My Captain studied me, and I tried to still the twinge in my gut. “And how do you propose to get your
family off planet?” he asked.
“I have an idea,” I said, and I felt very small sitting in the office across from the man to whom I owed
everything. “I think I can get them smuggled out on a carrier. It won’t be easy, or cheap, but I believe I can
manage.”
The Alcaltans were not a hive mind any more than humans. Though in exile, and officially hunted by
Alcalta, there were a few rogue outposts where we, the crew of the Bloodborne, were tolerated despite
what we were. We had connections, and if I pressed them hard enough, paid them well enough, I was
reasonably certain I could arrange something even on occupied Earth.
“I’ll handle all the arrangements,” I said. “I just need your permission to borrow a shuttle.”
I prepared myself for his refusal, because with a crew of a hundred, two on leave caring for a child,
and no way for us to gain new recruits, he could scarcely afford to lose anyone to a whim, to a purpose
that arguably served the individual more than the crew.
“If I offer this opportunity to you, I must offer it to everyone,” said the Captain finally. “Find out who is
interested and how many people that means you will have to rescue. If you think you can manage, you
have my permission. However, I think you will find that a shuttle will not be enough.”
“Thank you, Captain.”
***
My life had changed the day the Captain’s ship landed on the outskirts of Concord Grove, bringing the
last human colonists home in defiance of Alcalta. It had stayed grounded for only a few hours.
The police, the human police, had surrounded the ship, as though they could hold a dreadnought and its
crew at bay with tiny tanks and a handful of rockets until a representative of our government could arrive
—the same government that had surrendered to Alcalta once they realized that the aliens only had an
interest in keeping humanity contained and not in obliterating us.
Captain Jonathan Mercer had been an officer in the Earth-based fleet, but he didn’t roll over when the
war ended. He and his crew stole an Alcaltan dreadnought to rescue the survivors of a colony that would
have died without help, survivors who would probably die anyway on a depleted and overpopulated
Earth. Our government called it a pointless venture, but for that, the Captain and his crew were branded a
threat to the peace.
If not for the fear that murdering the Captain would have turned him into a martyr, I had no doubt they
would have executed him on the spot.
Instead the sentence was exile. He and his crew were to take that blasted ship and leave Earth, forever.
I remember seeing the Captain, standing so tall and proud that I doubted they could have forced him
into exile if he had not agreed. He didn’t belong there on Earth. To the rest of us, to those who crowded
around his ship despite our fear, he issued a warning, that the Alcaltans would not hesitate to eliminate us
the moment we became too great an inconvenience, that we might discover ourselves unhappy with the
sacrifices demanded in a life of appeasement.
So he extended an offer, to any who were willing, to join his crew. At first only a handful dared to walk
past the police, and when they weren’t shot, a handful more. No one knew what kind of future a life in
exile promised, but the Captain seemed so assured, so strong, that we knew he would not limp into the
stars and fade away. I had no future on Earth, where every day revolved around finding enough to eat.
With the new refugees, there would be even less.
My mom refused to go. She did not believe we could survive on a ship without a port, in the face of

aliens that had made it plain they would only tolerate our existence if we remained on our home planet. I
was afraid too, but I was more afraid of what would happen if I stayed.
I still remember her fingers in my hair, how her body shook as I hugged her good-bye and told her I had
to go. She said she understood, though I don’t know that I believed her. Without me, there would be one
less mouth to feed, and she could care for my younger brother without worrying about what could happen
to a teenage girl in a broken city. We’d fought so much—over school, over food, over curfew—that I
could barely believe she let me go.
For a moment, I reconsidered, but fear was stronger than tears. When I darted past the police line, I did
not look back. I fell in behind the new crew members preparing to board, the last to join.
In retrospect, we should have found it strange that we had been allowed to leave Earth on a stolen
dreadnought, that the Captain had been allowed to take dissenters with him. The Alcaltans did not let us
go so easily. Our first battle as a unified crew was shortly after we cleared Earth’s orbit, once we were
far enough away that we were out of sight of those on the ground below.
The Alcaltans planned to kill us where there would be no chance of martyrdom or inspiration to those
who remained behind.
We were terrified, outnumbered, running a ship many of us had never served on before, some of us not
even familiar with ships at all. I considered it a testament to our Captain that we escaped. We then
understood what measures we needed to take simply to survive.
Our crew was alone in a universe where we were the only humans outside of Earth. We named our ship
the Bloodborne and took to raiding for food and supplies. It wasn’t out of rebellion, or a patriotic desire
to show the Alcaltans that humanity was not done. We were pirates, and we could only rely on each other.
But as I relayed our Captain’s offer to rescue our families back on Earth, I soon discovered that, though
I trusted my fellow crew, I hadn’t really known them.
Peter had a sister, three years younger than him, who’d lost an eye in a crossfire. Valerie had left
behind her husband of only two months, not realizing that helping Captain Mercer in the colony rescue
would result in her exile. Manuel wanted to know if his parents were all right. And Justin had asked me to
find his son. I hadn’t known he was a father.
Hitomi and I had even gone to the same school, though being in different years, we had never met.
Richard’s mom owned the store where I used to buy slushies before the sky fell, and if I thought hard, I
could remember seeing him there on Friday afternoons.
When they learned the Captain had approved smuggling their families off planet, their lives came
tumbling out, and by the time I finished speaking with everyone, I had a list of just under two hundred
names. Not all the crew had family they could speak of, some had lost everyone in the war, but there were
still more people than we could fit in a single shuttle.
I knew that the chances of all of them being alive would be negligible though. Perhaps a quarter would
be, and we could work with that.
The amount of money needed to bribe our contacts to get information on two hundred people was
astronomical. The crew chipped in whatever they could, even those without loved ones to rescue. We
used the Alcaltan lumil when dealing with the outside world, each member of the crew getting a share of
the spoils after a successful raid, but we didn’t use it with each other. There was no such thing as paying
for room and board. You served on the ship, you got a room and three meals in the mess. Any lumil we
kept was just gravy, and yet I couldn’t account for more than half of what we needed.
People started talking about pawning their belongings the next time we visited an outpost. Human goods
were nearly worthless to Alcaltans in their intended forms, but a diamond from a ring could be
repurposed for manufacturing, the metal from old electronics could be salvaged.
“I can arrange the necessary information gathering,” I told the Captain, when next I met him in his
quarters. “The only problem is the money. Not everyone can afford it, but it doesn’t seem right that we

should restrict rescuing family to only a portion of our crew. And how would we choose? It’s easy to say
those who can afford it should get priority, but what about the rest? Would we hold a lottery?”
A part of me regretted conceiving this plan at all. If no one was rescued, we’d be no worse off than
before, and I couldn’t imagine what it would be like to see someone else’s family come home while mine
was left behind.
Once again I sat at the small table while the Captain remained behind his desk. The distance may as
well have been the entire ship. I was just a part of the crew. I wasn’t Kellen. I couldn’t expect sympathy.
After all, I was the one who’d dug myself into this mess.
My Captain spoke. “Would you consider it right to leave a few people behind, when by the luck of the
draw they could have been the ones you save? You can’t give hope only to take it away.”
“It wouldn’t be right, but it would be fair. I just didn’t think this would happen—that we wouldn’t have
the money to even find out if the people we want to rescue are still alive. I thought the crew would have
saved up a little more. It’s not as though we’ve needed a personal stash of lumil to survive.”
Indeed, we ate better on the Bloodborne than we had during our final year on Earth.
“And what did you save for?”
“I . . . I wanted to buy my own ship,” I replied, feeling silly to admit it. “When I was in school, I had
this idea I would buy my own ship, see the galaxy, go to Alcor, Yukikawa, and all those planets we don’t
have anymore. Of course, now I know I wouldn’t be able to afford much more than an oversized shuttle,
but it would have been less recognizable than the Bloodborne, so we could have used it . . .”
The Captain stood and walked over to the shelves suspended along the wall. “For years we’ve stolen
everything we needed to survive, and used the ship’s communal funds to procure what we could not.
There are no longer such things as homes, vacations, or retirements to save for. It’s unsurprising that the
crew should spend the majority of their earnings on the rare outpost entertainment.”
He retrieved a small brown box from the top shelf and offered it to me. “Not everyone is as industrious
a saver as you. Here. This should cover the rest.”
Had he known? I had contributed the largest donation to the smuggling funds, but I hadn’t told anyone,
feeling sheepish about how much money I’d saved. The crew already made light of my spending habits
whenever we docked at an outpost.
“It’s what is inside the box,” said the Captain.
Remembering myself, I popped the lid and found a recorder inside. I flicked it on, bringing up the
display, and stared.
“The schematics to an Alcaltan battle cruiser?”
“The new one, put into service in the past year,” he replied. “I had intended to wait before bargaining
with it, so that the Alcaltans would be less likely to tie it to the attack we made six months ago.”
This would certainly pay for everyone’s families, not just for the information, but to smuggle them out
as well. There would probably even be money left over. Certainly there were some Alcaltan malcontents
who could put this to use and would pay handsomely for it.
“Thank you.”
He nodded and walked back to his desk. “That is only to pay for costs remaining after the crew has
contributed all they can. Anything left over is to be added to the communal funds for the Bloodborne and
Pyre Rock.”
“Understood.”
I turned to go when a sudden thought occurred to me.
“Captain! I forgot to ask. Do you have family back on Earth?”
“No.”
“Oh. I’m sorry. Thank you, again.”

***
I didn’t tell the rest of the crew of the Captain’s contribution, especially when it occurred to me that the
only person on the Bloodborne more miserly than me was the Captain himself. The battle cruiser plans
had come from his personal collection of trophies, which shouldn’t have been much larger than any of
ours, except that we tended to pawn things we didn’t want as quickly as possible, and the Captain tended
to dispose of his spoils as gifts or bargaining chips.
Finding a buyer for the schematics was the frightening part. I didn’t know how the Captain could stand
it, trading for ship parts and illegal weaponry on a regular basis. I did have connections, though, and a
few inquiries took me to an Alcaltan weasel who claimed to have a wealthy client.
My mom wouldn’t have recognized me, haggling over battle cruiser plans as if they were a scarf at a
swap meet. I struck a deal, and with several members of the crew present for protection, we exchanged
the schematics for two large crates of surya. The Alcaltans used the rainbow crystals to perform large,
untraceable transactions, but I’d never seen so much at once.
With the profit, we doled out cards of lumil and handfuls of surya to individual weasels, but never in
sight of each other, never letting them know that while we asked one to look into ten people, we were
asking another to look into eight. The Alcaltans did not value familial relationships as much as humans
did, and we counted on them to not piece together the reason for our inquiries, but as we waited for news,
we could not help fearing that they would.
When their reports arrived, I was grateful.
Roughly a third of our list could not be tracked down, their whereabouts unknown even to the weasels.
Others they confirmed dead, but they were able to locate forty of our family and friends in varying
degrees of health. My mom was alive. She was over fifty now—despite everything she must have
endured, she was still alive! She hadn’t moved from Concord Grove, terrible though it was. My brother
was in a labor camp. The Alcaltans were comfortable with exchanging food for work, so my brother was
probably healthy, but for how long?
A sense of malaise settled over the crew. For some, they had lost family all over again, and we worried
over the state of affairs on Earth in a way we hadn’t since the earliest days of our exile. No matter that we
had been forced off the planet—we didn’t hate our home—but if I could not have Earth, I at least wanted
my family.
We were overdue for a raid, but the Captain refused to launch the Bloodborne. He didn’t tell us why
with any words, but I knew from a look and his silence that we were in no shape for combat. I found
myself doubting again whether I should have brought up my plan to the Captain, but I remembered his
words about offering hope only to take it away, and I wasn’t going to be the person who let the Captain
down.
I told the crew to prepare for a rescue. Maybe we couldn’t save everyone, but we could save someone.
Hush was my favorite information weasel, and the only one that I trusted enough to handle my family, so
much as I trusted any of them. He was still an Alcaltan who made a living as illegally as we did, an
opportunist. I just hoped he would consider our dealing with him beneficial enough to keep his end of the
bargain.
Forty people, I told him, on one Alcaltan transport, to rendezvous with us on Varuna in the Kuiper Belt.
I didn’t care how he got everyone on board, but it had to be safe passage for all of them, intact, without
harm. To this weasel I gave enough surya that his bulbous eyes misted a milky brown in contentment, with
the understanding that he would get an equal amount if the selected humans arrived safely. Alcaltans had
faces like earless elephants, and Hush signaled his approval with the shaking of his long snout.
The Bloodborne had come equipped with two shuttles, both with meager weapons and limited range.
They were designed to convey guests to and from a planet’s surface while the Bloodborne remained in

orbit, though in an emergency they can and have been used to hop between planets in the same star system.
If passengers were willing to get cozy with each other, we could squeeze forty people plus crew onto two
shuttles for a short trip from Varuna’s surface.
“We just need to get the Bloodborne close enough to launch them,” I told the Captain.
We stood in what had once been an Alcaltan officers’ meeting room. The ceilings were high and
rounded, built for the aliens’ greater height and sense of aesthetics, but we’d torn out their furnishings and
replaced them with our own, fit for human dimensions. Kellen and the Captain had often met here to
discuss strategy. Now the Captain and I had a map of the greater Sol System displayed on the holo before
us and I pointed him to the ovoid ball of rock that was to be our rendezvous point.
“I would have liked carrying them out farther than the Kuiper Belt, but that would have required export
clearance, and it wouldn’t have been likely we could have gotten forty people past security for that.”
The Captain nodded in approval. The Alcaltans weren’t concerned about intrasystem smuggling, only
between stars. A transport out in the Kuiper Belt could easily be on mining business. It was good cover.
Humans had been occasionally used for that kind of labor.
“Still,” he said, “the Alcaltans have early warning probes at the edge of the star system. They’ll
recognize the Bloodborne’s drive signature, even in the Kuiper Belt. The dreadnought’s too large a ship to
slip by without notice.”
“Even if they have patrol ships in the area, it will take them time to react. It always has. We’ve never
worried about them recognizing us before.”
“We don’t normally hit star systems this secure,” said Captain Mercer. “Earthspace is still heavily
fortified from the war. They know the Bloodborne, and you can bet they will send more than six ships
after us if we get close to Earthspace again, but they might not react to a different ship, especially a
smaller one that isn’t on their most wanted list.”
“The frigate?” I asked.
We’d finished the retrofit, but no crew had been assigned. A few of us had gone out on test runs, and
though dated by Alcaltan standards, it was perfectly serviceable for us, if a bit cozy compared to the
cavernous Bloodborne.
“Caleb says the test flights have gone well,” said the Captain. “All systems check out, and he
commended your handling of the bridge. Even if the Alcaltans identify it as the one stolen en route to
decommissioning, they will not know that renegade humans are aboard. There’s a decent chance they will
wait for you to identify yourselves.”
“Ourselves? Captain, aren’t you going—”
“The Bloodborne is my ship. This is your plan. I want you to take the frigate to Varuna and handle the
rescue. You may bring enough crew to staff the key posts on your ship and maintain a security team on the
ground. Volunteers only.”
“Yes, sir,” I said, my voice cracking. “Of course.”
So when I boarded the frigate for our mission and stepped onto the bridge, I did not go to the helm as
my training would have suggested, but to the command dais in the center of the chamber. It had already
been made over with chairs and consoles to our height. The main screen was a wide wraparound display
in the Alcaltan fashion, since the aliens’ eyes rested on the sides of their heads. I would have to swivel
the captain’s chair to see everything around me.
This should have been Kellen’s, I thought, as I stood looking at the high-backed chair. I had no doubt
that if he’d lived, the Captain would have given him command of the frigate. Instead, the first person to sit
in this chair for a real mission would be the relief pilot of the Bloodborne. I’d only helmed the ship once
in combat. I wasn’t part of the Captain’s regular bridge crew.
But the rescue had been my idea. The Captain was right. I had to be the one to see it through.
My volunteer crew filed onto the bridge, taking their places in the stations that ringed mine. Valerie had

the scanners, Peter was weapons lead, and Manuel, our helmsman. Hitomi was our best Alcaltan mimic,
so we placed her on the comm, to delay any hostile response for as long as possible. Caleb insisted on
being the frigate’s engineer. He had overseen the retrofit, so it only made sense to take him along, and
he’d brought three assistants with him.
In total, we had twenty crew on board, a fifth of our entire population. We had to come back.
With a deep breath, I sat in the chair meant for Kellen and ordered us out.
***
Varuna loomed before us, a pale red egg tinged with crisp bits of ice. Manuel put it up on the
wraparound as he guided the frigate into high orbit. It looked sedate enough, but I knew better than to trust
my eyes. The planetoid itself was a blind spot, blocking our view of anything that might be hidden behind.
“Anything on the scanners?” I asked.
Valerie shook her head, barely even looking up from her console. “No ships registering in our
immediate vicinity, but we’ll want to complete a full circuit around the planetoid to be sure.”
I looked at the time set to Alcaltan standard. We were early, a habit born of the need to lie in wait for
our prey. It would have been nice if the transport had been early as well. I couldn’t stop the uneasy twinge
in my gut, knowing that the safety of our families could not be guaranteed until they were on board with
us.
“Manuel, prepare to take us down to low orbit once we finish our circuit, assuming nothing turns up.
Peter, drop a missile pod.”
“Sure thing, Alexa.”
“On it, Alexa.”
I watched the pod fall away, carrying a compliment of missiles with it. It would settle into its own
orbit, away from us, and ready to launch a single salvo. It was a good way to catch an enemy off guard,
striking it from a direction it did not expect.
“Alexa!” said Hitomi. She cradled a hand against the ear of her headset. “There’s chatter on the
Alcaltan emergency band.”
My gut turned to ice. “What’s it saying?”
“It’s hard to tell. The speaker’s very excited. Not military, but it’s trying to alert them. Something about
a chase with three ships. No, four. They’re all in our sector of the belt.”
Four ships racing through the Kuiper Belt? They must be lighting up the Alcaltan warning systems like
fireworks.
“Valerie! Can you find them on our long-range scan?”
“Already checking,” she said.
Manuel caught my eye but didn’t say anything. We were still in high orbit. Low orbit would hide us
better from a long-range scan, but we wouldn’t be able to scan as well either, not with a planetoid
blocking our view.
“Any luck?” I asked.
“Nothing yet,” she replied.
If the ships weren’t heading our way, we could ignore them. They would have nothing to do with our
smuggling run. But if our transport was involved, we couldn’t afford to stand by.
“Cargo ship,” said Hitomi, eyes unfocused as she concentrated on the audio feed. “Mining-class
transport. Smugglers on board.”
“That sounds like it could be ours,” said Peter.
“I know,” I said.
What could they have done to arouse suspicion? I thought I’d offered enough surya that there would be
no reason for the smugglers to risk the safety of their passengers. We’d paid double for the forged

paperwork, and Hush would not get his bonus if the transfer was not complete.
“I still don’t see them,” said Valerie.
And that meant that we couldn’t run to their rescue.
“Hitomi! Have they given out coordinates on the emergency band?”
She shook her head, but I could tell by the way she curled into herself that she did not like what she
was hearing.
“A heading, please!” I said to her. “The tattler must be giving some frame of reference. Manuel, get us
out of orbit. We can’t stay here.”
Valerie inhaled sharply. “Cap—” She turned to me wide-eyed, with reflexes telling her how to address
the person in the captain’s chair, but Captain Mercer wasn’t here. It wasn’t even Kellen, whom we’d
called Lieutenant. It was just me.
“Commander!” she said, recovering. “I’ve sighted the transport! It’s being pursued by two cruisers and
a corvette.”
Peter turned in my direction. “Alexa! I can have all weapons online in two minutes. What do you want
us to do?”
The energy from the charged weapons would give us away. We could handle a single corvette, the
frigate was big enough for that, but against two cruisers, we were just outclassed, outgunned.
“Alexa!” someone shouted. I didn’t know who. “Alexa!”
“Commander!” Peter snapped.
I hadn’t realized I’d stopped breathing.
The odds were bad, but the Bloodborne had faced worse escaping Earth. If we didn’t try to rescue our
families, they wouldn’t have any chance at all. The Alcaltans would execute them for trying to escape. We
knew that.
“Valerie, you have coordinates now?” I asked.
She nodded. “Already sent to Manuel.”
“Manuel, set a course for the lead cruiser. Peter, keep the weapons offline a little longer. We need to be
sure of the situation first.”
The frigate shuddered as Manuel gave us a good burn. My gut turned all sorts of somersaults, none of
which had to do with the motion of spaceflight. Yes, the Bloodborne had faced worse escaping Earth, but
the Bloodborne had had Captain Mercer in command.
“Valerie,” I asked, “can you bring up a combat map of the four ships on the main holo?”
“Done,” she replied.
The three-dimensional grid displayed our potential battlefield and the four ships, all of which were
headed in the direction of Varuna. I grimaced. One of the ships matched up with the schematics of a
Mezzen freighter. That would be our transport.
“We’re almost in missile range. How much closer are we going to get?” asked Peter. “Chances are
their crews are preoccupied with trying to catch the transport. If we fire now, we’ll be able to catch them
by surprise.”
“But if this isn’t our transport, we’re going to be jumping into a fight with the odds against us,” I said.
“Hitomi, have they noticed us?”
She shook her head. “Nothing as far as I can tell. The emergency band has gone silent. The situation has
been reported as ‘under control.’ ”
“That’s a good thing,” I said, with a confidence I didn’t feel. “It means we won’t have to deal with
more than these three ships.”
Peter was right. We could fire first and strike them before they could react, but if we didn’t score a
fatal hit on more than one of them, we’d still be outnumbered, and I doubted that we’d down a cruiser in
an opening salvo. Those things were armored enough that we’d only bust a few bulkheads, with no

guarantee we’d break through to the vitals. I couldn’t risk such an attack for less than absolute certainty of
the transport’s identity, and there was no way to determine that without hailing it.
“Hitomi,” I said. “Open a channel to the Alcaltan patrol ships and ask them under what circumstances
they are chasing that transport. If they need our ID, go ahead and use the real one assigned to this ship. As
far as they are concerned, we are a frigate returning to Earthspace for evaluation after being retrieved
from pirates. Our goal is to give ourselves an excuse to hail the transport without drawing fire from the
patrol. If it’s not our transport, we’ll withdraw. You know the pass phrase.”
She nodded, hesitation melting away as she slipped into character. A languid expression crossed her
face as she hit the comm and burbled out a salutation that sounded like a phlegm-filled mutter. I couldn’t
follow Alcaltan as well as Hitomi did, but she did a remarkable job of sounding as though she had just
stepped into an undesirable problem she could not avoid.
The exchange passed for an intense two minutes, then moved to an extended pause. Turning off her mic,
Hitomi explained that the Alcaltans were verifying our ship ID.
“Are they concerned about us?” I asked.
“Not yet. Seems within protocol.”
Peter sat ramrod straight in his seat, hand resting on the lever that would power the cannons. His other
hand had one finger on the comm that connected him to all the gun crews on the ship. He spoke softly,
notifying them that they were on standby and should prepare to open fire on the lead cruiser at any
moment. In the event that communication with him was compromised, they should assume hostilities with
the Alcaltan patrol and use manual override to return fire.
“I have permission to speak with the transport,” said Hitomi. “Opening a channel now.”
She launched into another broadcast, her attitude miffed and domineering, and I knew the patrol would
be listening in.
“You must have interesting cargo to come all the way out here,” she said.
After a lengthy pause, the Alcaltan freighter replied, “It is like home out here.”
Hitomi made a noncommittal statement as though nothing was amiss, but the rest of the bridge held its
collective breath, the air so still that the silence was only broken by Hitomi’s inane chatter.
This was our transport!
“I’ve got target locks down the length of the lead cruiser,” said Peter. “Their distortion field will
probably knock out the first volley, but we’ll have a second before they can redirect.”
“Should I continue approach, or turn the ship?” asked Manuel.
Peter shook his head. “Don’t turn until after we fire the first two volleys.”
“We can’t use the side cannons from this position though.”
“If we turn, they’re going to notice we’re up to something. We’ll lose any chance of surprise!” Peter
swung in my direction. “Alexa, do I have permission to power up the weapons?”
I gave a stiff nod. “Do it.”
Hitomi continued to speak over the comm as though nothing was amiss, but I could tell something had
changed in the demeanor of the freighter. It sounded eerily like hope, and if it was clear enough for a
pidgin speaker like me, it must be blazingly obvious to the patrol.
A harsh voice cut in demanding to know why our weapons systems were online.
Hitomi insightfully pointed out that the Alcaltan patrol already had their weapons up, and we were only
trying to help.
They probably wouldn’t be able to recognize that our cannons were directed at them at such a distance,
but our weapons coming up at the same time as the transport was getting optimistic wasn’t a good sign.
“Weapons charged!” said Peter.
All the moisture went out of my mouth. “Fire.”
A wave of long-range Fulmi-class missiles launched from half our forward cannons, then a moment

later, the second round fired from the other half. The high-energy exhaust cones of the first wave made for
the ideal smokescreen for the second. It was a tactic we had developed late in the war in an attempt to
overcome the Alcaltans’ distortion technology. Their command of gravity allowed them to warp space at
points around their ship, diverting the direction of the missiles and causing them to miss.
Common sense said the Alcaltan cruiser would shunt the oncoming missiles at its flank above or behind
it, so they wouldn’t endanger the other ships in its patrol group or accidentally shoot down the transport.
Once the hidden second wave of missiles closed in on the Alcaltan cruiser, they would execute a burn to
redirect themselves around to the front of the ship, bypassing the warped space before the Alcaltans could
see the new threat and set up a second gravity well. It should be a solid hit. Peter had done this before on
the Bloodborne as Nathan’s junior.
“Five minutes until impact,” said Peter.
“Any reaction from the Alcaltans?” I asked.
“The targeted cruiser is changing its heading,” said Valerie. “The other cruiser and the corvette are still
in pursuit of the transport.”
Manuel muttered a curse.
“They’ve cut the line,” said Hitomi. “I can’t raise the freighter anymore.”
I grimaced. “It’s not going to be able to outrun them.”
“The targeted cruiser has returned fire!” said Valerie. “They’ve got better propulsion than us. We’re
looking at ten to twenty missiles in three minutes!”
“Distortion field is ready,” said Peter. “I have gravity-well creation set to staccato just in case they try
our own tactic on us.”
“That’s risking a hit! We’re a frigate, not a dreadnought.”
He grunted and shifted in his seat. “We should be able to take one or two hits without compromising the
hull, but we won’t want to risk an unprotected second wave. I’d rather take a fifty-fifty chance of minor
damage than a ten percent chance at a fatal hole in the hull.”
“Nathan wouldn’t go for that,” said Valerie, but she shot her glance at me rather than Peter.
When I did not immediately reply, Hitomi asked, “What should we do?”
And I realized that I needed to be the one to answer that. The cruiser we had shot at was turning to
engage. It had been traveling lengthwise to us, allowing the use of its more numerous side cannons, so it if
was turning, that could only mean that it had a fixed main cannon it wished to engage. I thought of the
Bloodborne’s own implosion cannon, and a chill settled around me. The cruiser should be too small for
such a weapon, but that didn’t mean it couldn’t be lethal.
“Two minutes until impact,” said Valerie.
“Three for ours,” said Peter.
Staccato creation would be no good against a main cannon. A grav cannon would be capable of
powering through all but the strongest of gravity wells. The staccato defense was like slapping willy-nilly
at the missiles. It allowed the space distortion to be done quickly by making smaller wells with little
strength behind them, so it was capable of reacting fast enough to catch a stealth wave, but also risked not
being powerful enough to divert any one missile.
“Commander!” This time it was Manuel.
“One minute,” said Valerie.
Hitomi echoed her countdown, broadcasting to the rest of the ship and calling all crews to secure
themselves.
“Change it!” I said, turning to Peter. “Change the distortion to full!” I could see him hesitate and
shouted, “They’re firing the main cannon!”
He was on it before the last word came out of my mouth.
“Impact in twenty seconds,” said Valerie.

“Distortion set,” said Peter. “We’d better hope they don’t have a stealth wave.”
“Ten seconds!”
“Don’t forget to secure yourself too, Commander,” said Hitomi.
I’d forgotten, and I quickly snapped on my harness.
If there was only one wave of missiles, they would be shunted aside by the well and we would feel
nothing. But if there was a stealth wave . . .
“Missiles deflected—”
Peter did not have a chance to finish before we felt the impact of the stealth wave rocket up from below
us. The lights flickered as we teetered in our seats. Then a second impact rippled through us, turning
stomachs and making more than one of us hold our heads from nausea. The distortion field had dampened
the full force of the main cannon.
“Heads up,” said Valerie. “I’m registering heat from their main cannon. They’re going to give us
another shot.”
“And this time they’ll time it better with the missiles,” said Peter.
Die by a rain of missiles or die by the main cannon. We couldn’t divert everything.
“Damage reports are coming in,” said Hitomi. “Internal teams have sealed the bulkheads to the
damaged areas. It looks like we’ve only lost—”
“The corvette has changed course to engage. The other cruiser has almost caught up to the transport,”
said Valerie.
The lights flickered again.
“Lost what?” I asked Hitomi.
Before she could reply, the comm to the engine room lit up and Caleb’s sweaty face peered up from the
screen by my station.
“Alexa,” he said, “we’ve got a problem. That hit took out some of the wiring to the ship. We’re trying
to reroute as much as we can to take the load off the damaged areas, but we’re looking at several local
power failures.”
“Which systems were affected?”
“Gravity control. That’s the biggest one. The grav drive itself is fine, but we’re going to have to throttle
it to make sure it doesn’t short out. We’re doing everything we can to make a workaround possible, but
you’re going to have to be extremely careful—”
“We’re dead,” said Peter. “If we have to throttle the grav drive, we’re not going to be able to run the
distortion generator at full.”
No. We can’t be. Not yet.
“Missiles incoming,” said Valerie. “Three minutes. Main cannon hasn’t fired yet, but it’s safe to say it’s
being timed to arrive at the same moment.”
Peter shook his head. “I don’t know what I can do. I can put up a well for the main cannon at the last
second to avoid straining the electrical grid, but it won’t be very strong. It’s still better than nothing . . .”
“Cut artificial gravity to the ship,” I said. “Countdown in one minute.”
Caleb had left the comm open, and he barked an affirmative.
Hitomi broadcast the warning to the rest of the ship.
“You’ll have your power, Peter.”
“Commander,” said Valerie, “the corvette has opened fire as well!”
We couldn’t do this. There was just too much. I could hear the different countdowns, to loss of gravity,
to impact, all of it a gray haze. What was I doing there? And then I felt my stomach lift and my hair rise.
Gravity was gone. We had only seconds left, then the missiles hit.
My harness cut deep into my shoulders as the ship rocked. I don’t know how, but Peter must have
pulled a miracle with the gravity well, because we were still alive.

“More casualties reported,” Hitomi was telling me.
“One of them mine,” Caleb cut in.
“Dead?” I asked.
“Not yet, but she’s got a bad concussion.”
“Three dead, two critically wounded,” said Hitomi, as if she hadn’t heard Caleb’s interruption.
“We can’t take another barrage,” said Peter. “I could feel the distortion generator give just as I changed
from full to staccato for the stealth wave. The ship’s shedding plating. Too many bulkheads busted, and
the forward guns have been heavily damaged.”
“Then the casualties?” I asked.
“Mostly my team,” he said.
Faces flashed before me. Without asking names I couldn’t be exactly sure whom Peter had placed at the
forward guns, but it didn’t matter. I knew everyone who had come aboard. They had volunteered because
I had a plan, because they wanted to rescue their families as much as I did and they believed I could do it.
I looked at the scanner display, at the ships heading toward us and the cruiser suddenly on top of the
transport. The freighter would never get away unassisted. What would the Captain do?
“They’re readying a third salvo,” said Valerie.
Peter raised his head. “This is it.”
“Manuel,” I said. My voice couldn’t have been more than a whisper, but I felt it thunder on the bridge.
“Take us out of here, fast as you can. Peter, whatever shreds of the distortion generator you can get
working, use it to cover our rear.”
“We’re leaving?” croaked Hitomi.
“We have to,” I said. But no matter how hard I tried to put my family out of my mind, I could not help
but picture my mom and brother cowering in that freighter, hoping to be rescued. I’d let them down, and I
was sorry, so very sorry.
But I had other lives depending on me, and they still had a chance to escape.
“We’re too badly damaged,” I told Hitomi, “and I’m not going to risk the lives of any more crew.”
“I’ll try to wag our tail as we go,” said Manuel. He would not turn around to face me. “If we’re lucky,
the energy cone from our thrusters will smear on their display, make it a little harder for them to target
us.”
The frigate shuddered as the ship turned around.
“Will we have enough power to get range on pursuers?” I asked.
“Maybe,” said Caleb. “I’m more concerned about our hull integrity. It looks good enough for flight, but
just barely.”
I could see Varuna before us again, now that we had turned around. If we could duck around the other
side, we might be able to earn a breather long enough to escape into deep space.
“Speeding up,” said Manuel. “We’re gaining distance. The cruiser has changed its heading. It does not
appear to be pursuing.”
“But the corvette is!” said Valerie.
“That thing’s moving fast. If it wants to fight, it’s gonna catch us.”
“Peter,” I said, “can we hold against the corvette?”
He shrugged. “You know what our systems are like.”
Our display showed the corvette chasing us out of the solar system, closing in. In a fair fight it would
be a close match, but it wasn’t fair anymore. Its crew knew we were limping, they might even be
contemplating boarding. Did they know who we were?
This was my fault. If I hadn’t come up with this crazy idea, our families would have continued living on
Earth, not free, but at least alive. We wouldn’t have casualties on top of a failed rescue.
“They’re gonna fire on us at any moment,” said Peter.

“I know,” I said. We weren’t going to get around Varuna in time. “How are our rear cannons?”
“Fully functional, but with the distortion generator compromised, I don’t know if we’ll be able to get
any gravity wells up again once we let the field down. You can forget staccato.”
“If we don’t take out this corvette, it’s going to be over for us anyway.”
I looked at Varuna on the wraparound and then down at the monitors at Peter’s station. There was one
reassuring green glow. One hope.
Peter noted the same thing I saw and said, “I’ll time them. Distortion field coming down. Give me thirty
seconds and we’ll be ready to fire.”
“Manuel,” I said, “stop wagging. Let Peter line up his locks. We’re going to need to make these shots
count.”
“They’ve opened fire,” said Valerie. “Missiles will land in three minutes.”
“Are we ready, Peter?” I asked.
The missiles lit up Valerie’s screen. The corvette crew hadn’t even bothered with a stealth wave from
the looks of it. They might have seen our distortion field come down and assumed it would never return.
They could have been right. We were wide open.
“Ready!” he said.
“Then fire.”
The ship shuddered with the force of the cannons. Our frigate did not bother with a stealth wave either,
because from orbit around Varuna, Peter had triggered our missile pod, the second attack that the corvette
would not anticipate.
“Two minutes to impact,” said Valerie.
“Distortion field is coming up,” said Peter, but it wasn’t rising fast enough.
On the holo, I could see two sets of missiles tracking for the corvette, timed to land at the same moment
from different directions. It would not be able to block both.
“I think we got them,” I said. “If we make it out of this, thank you, everyone, and I’m sorry.”
Valerie’s screen flashed red when the missiles hit us and took out what remained of our electrical
systems.
***
The damage was not fatal, though for hours the ship was completely without power. We looked like a
piece of space junk, which was just as well. If either of the cruisers had decided to take a spin back, it
would have been over for us.
Caleb was eventually able to jury-rig something once we no longer had the threat of death hanging over
our heads, and he thought it would be enough to get us back to Pyre Rock. On our way, we were met by
the Bloodborne, and our sorry frigate pulled into its shadow, accepting the escort home.
The Captain requested my presence aboard the dreadnought and I took a shuttle over. The halls were
largely empty, the crew focused on the execution that Earth broadcast into the depths of space just for us. I
could not watch. I was the one who failed, the one who had risked everything and lost our families. I’d
almost gotten the crew of the frigate killed. I was no Kellen.
When I entered the Captain’s office, I found him sitting behind his desk as he had so many times before.
He was watching the execution proceedings, but minimized the display with a gesture. I would have
remained standing for the dressing down I expected, but instead he motioned for me to take a seat at the
round table.
“You knew we’d fail, didn’t you,” I said. “That’s why the Bloodborne came out to meet us. We aren’t
late by any means.”
My Captain stood and walked over to me. His face was stern and I cringed beneath his gaze.
“I would not have wasted the schematics on a fool’s errand,” he said. “You know how much those were

worth. You sold them yourself.” He looked at me. “I did have some doubts about your success, but there is
a difference between doubting and believing in failure. The important thing was your initiative.”
To my surprise he pulled back the other chair from the table and sat across from me. “Ever since we
lost Kellen I’ve been considering who would be best to replace him. It would have to be someone who
knows my mind. Someone whom I can trust as an extension of myself. This was your test.”
“But I lost! And some of my crew even died.”
My Captain frowned, a shadow cast over his eyes. “How do you think I felt when we lost Kellen? Yes,
you failed, but I think that is one of the most important lessons for a captain to learn. Think about what
you’ve done in pursuit of this mission. You spoke with the crew. You bartered with the rogue Alcaltans.
You commanded a frigate in actual combat and survived. You even took out an enemy ship. Sometimes
you have to make choices, and they aren’t the ones that you want, but that is part of what it is to be in
command.”
He paused.
“Did anyone ever tell you what happened when I first took the Bloodborne to rescue the colonists? The
Earth government, afraid of what the Alcaltans would do to us, threatened to kill my family if I went
ahead with the rescue.”
“But . . . you did.”
He nodded.
“I had to choose between four lives and four hundred, and either way I would lose. I think you know
some of what that’s like now.”
“Captain, I—”
“The frigate is yours if you wish to command it. I know morale is low, but don’t hold it against
yourself. It was a worthy goal, and remember that every member of the crew who went with you
volunteered knowing the danger. You did a fine job under the circumstances, and you now have a tested
crew.”
The frigate? Mine?
“I don’t know what to say.”
He regarded me, and I thought I detected a flicker of warmth that hadn’t been there before. “How about
picking a name for it?”
I thought about the battered ship, what hopes it had carried and what we had tried to do with it, and then
of the burden it bore as we realized that there was nothing at all left for us on Earth. There had never been
a chance of going home, but now even the dream of that was gone.
“The Exile,” I said. “I want to call it the Exile.”
“Very well.” My Captain stood and pushed in his chair. “I understand your crew calls you Commander
now. It’s a good title. We’ll talk again later once we get back to Pyre Rock and make the transition
official. For now, dismissed.”
I left his office, my heart a little less heavy, but understanding the direction he had given me. However
much it hurt, I knew I had made the right decision. It was the decision the Captain would have made. My
Captain and I—we are more alike than I thought.
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rtis Tasker was struggling to crack a tricky spell to harden the ground in a ghoul-infested cemetery
A
when a tweet from his windowsill broke his concentration. Grumbling, he rose from his cushioned stool
and jogged to the window, where a swallow waited with a note. He opened it and read the familiar script.
Arty dearest,
I can’t wait to see you for solstice tomorrow. There’s an extra eel pie just for you! Don’t get
annoyed, but your uncle Jeston wants to talk about some dragon problem he’s having. Be
nice and help him.
Love, Mom.
Artis rolled his eyes. They’d warned him about this in sorcery school: once you sign the Scroll, friends
and family all want free magical advice. It didn’t matter that Artis knew nothing about dragons. As a
midlevel mineral mage at Grindleflog, Bildenploy, and Snith, LLG, he spent his days increasing a mining
company’s chances of hitting rubies or decreasing a seaside castle’s risk of coastal erosion. Anything
dragon-related was handled by other wizards in other departments, and Artis preferred to keep it that
way. True, when he was a boy and dreamed of being a wizard, he hadn’t pictured himself practicing
subterranean thaumaturgy. But it was a good job and could be quite fascinating on an intellectual level. Or
so Artis told himself. In any case, no one had ever been eaten by a slab of shale.
“Am I interrupting your break?”
Artis whirled around to see Archmage Harpus Binkle glide into his cell, his robes and eyebrows
trailing behind him. “I need a new draft of the Dramshire incantation,” he said, tossing a scroll onto
Artis’s desk. “The client now wants his statues to glow with moonlight, not sunlight.”
“No problem,” Artis said as he reviewed the scroll. “Let’s just reschedule the incantation for
nighttime.”
“Nah, that raven won’t fly,” said Harpus distractedly. He was already on his way out. “I have a royal
function that evening, so let’s keep it at noon.”
Artis sputtered. “Oh, well, maybe another night . . .” But Binkle had disappeared. Not that it mattered,
of course, as arguing with an archmage was pointless.
After a few moments dumbstruck, Artis began to brood over the elements he’d need to make the moon
shine at midday. Sun-dampening cucumbers? Ether lenses? Permits from the Ministry of Skybound Orbs?
It wasn’t even his practice area! He groaned and hoped his colleagues in the astrology department would
have some ideas.
The swallow on the windowsill chirped impatiently. Artis grunted and hastily scribbled a response:
Happy to talk dragons, Mom, but again, I’m not that kind of wizard.
***
Artis arrived at his childhood home the next day, dusty from the road and exhausted from having spent
all night working in his cell. The eel pie waiting in the kitchen brightened his spirits. Five years earlier,
he’d barely managed to eat half. But, as the years at GB&S expanded his mind, his belly had kept pace.
Artis ate the whole pie, washed up, and then collapsed onto his childhood bed.
He awoke to the sound of guests in the field behind the cottage, where Artis’s mother, Chara, had set up
the large banquet table for the solstice feast. Artis mingled groggily with his relatives, taking care to
avoid his uncle Jeston, who arrived with his wife, Matilla, and their pair of red-haired goblins, Rolly and

Tolly.
After the meal, the two boys begged their cousin Arty to make some magic. Reluctantly, Artis dug up a
small stone from the field and showed it to the lads. He then clasped the stone between his hands and
whispered to it. When he presented the stone again, the children scratched their heads in confusion over
its ordinariness.
“See how it sparkles now?” Artis told them. “I turned some of the quartz into mica.” The boys
remained unimpressed. “Actually, what I did was rearrange the overall statistical composition of the
minerals. It’s just a little trick—not real magic—but neat, right?”
Tolly hucked the stone at Rolly, hitting him in the side. The two tore off to wrestle in the field.
Artis shook his head. Serious magic took planning. Preparations needed to be checked and doublechecked. And even then, the result was often subtler than most people could appreciate. The previous
year, he spent an entire afternoon explaining to his mother how, thanks to him, their rickety old plow
would never hit another stone. But she just patted his hand and asked if he was hungry.
“Wonderful boys, ain’t they?”
Artis turned to see his uncle Jeston standing behind him, as provincial and rotund as ever. “Spitting
images of their father,” he responded.
“So how’s life, Mr. Wizard? Your ma says they’re working you hard at that guild of yours. Best in the
realm, she says.”
Artis blushed. “Only one of the best.” He dreaded whatever Jeston was buttering him up for.
“Got a favor to ask,” said Jeston, right on cue. He then shoved a yam into Artis’s hands. “Think you can
heat up my leftovers?” On the word “heat” Jeston waggled his fingers “magically.” He then threw his
head back in laughter, snatched up the yam, and demolished half of it beneath his horseshoe mustache.
“Seriously, though,” Jeston said between chews. “I been running this market in South Hamdon. Your ma
mention it?”
Artis shook his head.
“Some of the farmers are grousing about this giant beastie that flies around burning up their fields and
eating their sheep. I need to slay it, or they’re gonna move on, and I’ll be out of business. Think you can
help?”
Artis swallowed hard. “Honestly, all I remember about dragon practice is that it’s governed by the
Uniform Code on Winged Wyrms and subject to oversight by the Archibald Council. They don’t test on it,
since it’s so specialized.” In school, Artis had only known a few classmates who had taken extra elective
courses on monster defense. Their careers were violent and short.
Jeston grunted. “Yeah, well I already filed the stupid—what do you call it—Notice of Dastardly
Encroachment with the local Council office. They’re saying it could take three months. I need this fixed
now.”
Artis ventured a guess. “You could apply for expedited procedures.”
“Yeah, okay, expedited. Or maybe you could just take care of the damned thing.”
The thought made Artis shudder. “I’m not licensed for battle magic,” he said, rubbing the back of his
head. Nor do I know any, he could have added. He’d told his mother that repeatedly, but it was useless.
Chara Tasker would probably swear that her son could vanquish a horde of ogres.
“Maybe someone at your guild can help.”
Artis winced as he imagined introducing Jeston to an archmage. “Hiring my guild is, um, pretty
expensive. You’d be better off talking to a local wizard.”
Jeston exhaled sharply. “Well, there was one guy in town who said he might be able to help. Seems
talented. I saw him swap the brains of a chicken and a goat at a festival! Ever seen a goat cluck?”
“Dragon slaying and party tricks? That’s quite a diverse practice.” Artis hadn’t meant to sound so
condescending, but Jeston caught his tone.

“Well, I can’t be too sure of his pedigree, but what do I know about wizards? Meet with him, would
ya? To see if he’s on the up-and-up?”
Artis struggled to suppress his annoyance. “I’m only home for a week—” Before he could finish the
sentence, Artis caught his mother’s eye glaring at him while she served tea and dessert to the other guests,
as if she’d had an ear on their conversation the entire time.
“Sure. I’ll go see him after the holiday.”
“Atta boy, Arty. Can’t tell ya how much I— Dang it, Rolly! No body slams!” Jeston ran off to join his
children amidst the fireflies and clods of fragrant earth. Artis remained, tensing under the stress of a new
assignment ruining another vacation.
***
A wooden sign hung creaking over the doorway of the one-story building. It read, Warlick Jompel,
Magical Services, in gold lettering. Artis exhaled deeply and pushed on the door. It didn’t budge.
“Midmorning and he’s still not in,” muttered Artis. “Must be nice.”
“What’s nice?”
Artis whirled around to see an older man in rumpled blue robes. The lines on his face ran deep,
framing his hastily shaven jowls like trenches. Sweaty curls of hair, more gray than black, peeked out
from underneath a conical hat so outdated that not even the fustiest of archmages still wore one.
Artis stammered. “Must be nice to, uh, work on the ground floor. No stairs.”
The old sorcerer smiled, his dishwater eyes gleaming. “Ah! So you’re Jeston’s wizard boy Arty! Which
guild are you with again?”
“It’s Artis, and nephew. I’m with GB&S.”
“The big boys, eh? I bet you graduated top of your class.”
Artis blushed. “I did okay.”
“Ha! Jeston said you were modest.” The old man shook Artis’s shoulder familiarly. He then snapped
his fingers and the door to his office swung open. Artis smiled thinly. Such parlor tricks might have
impressed his small-town clients, but Artis was no rube. He followed Warlick inside.
Warlick’s office looked like someone had taken the magical resource dungeon at Artis’s guild, turned it
on its side, and swept the various instruments and relics into a mildewed broom closet. Stepping through
the clutter, Artis took great care not to upset the various items of glass, copper, flesh, and bone littered
throughout the room. He carefully removed several orbs of starlight from a chair and sat down with a puff
of dust. The idea that anyone could do any type of work in such an office filled Artis with equal parts awe
and disgust.
“Sorry about the mess,” said Warlick. “Things tend to pile up when you don’t have apprentices to keep
the files in order.” There was no scorn in his voice, but Artis stiffened defensively anyway.
“So you deal with a lot of dragon issues, do you?” Artis called over the stacks of paper on Warlick’s
desk.
Warlick seemed not to hear him. “Tea?” he offered.
“No thank you.” Artis struggled to maintain his smile. “My uncle Jeston asked me to stop by and . . .”
Artis trailed off when he noticed that a tiny brownish-green creature had hopped onto the table. It
ribbitted twice and, in a succession of careful hops, made its way over to a steaming mug of water in front
of Warlick. Without even a moment’s hesitation, the frog jumped in, relaxing into the liquid with a sigh
that smelled of lavender.
“Sure I can’t interest you in a tea frog?” said Warlick. “If that’s too strong, I should have a
chamomeleon.”
That was the problem with small-town wizards, thought Artis. All their magic was for show. Which
was fine for kids and simpletons, but no one would pay any real coin for it. Certainly not enough for a

young mage to pay off his sorcery school debt.
Warlick, sensing Artis’s impatience, lifted a finger to the ceiling. “Dragons!” he said with a booming
voice. The tea frog ribbitted nervously. “Reptilia tyranicus!”
“Yes. My uncle needs to request expedited action for banishment or extermination in South Hamdon.”
Warlick waved his hand dismissively. “Pah! They’ll never grant it. Best hire a knight, equip him, and
deal with the creature forthwith.”
“Won’t the quest be unsanctioned?”
The old wizard laughed and sipped his tea. As his lips approached the rim of the mug, the frog leaped
out and disappeared among the bric-a-brac. “Once the notice is filed, the Council has one moon cycle to
investigate. If they don’t respond in that time”—he clapped his hands smartly—“permission is waived!”
“But that period isn’t yet up.”
“True, but the Council won’t respond anyway.”
“But if they do, and the dragon’s already dealt with . . .”
“Then we withdraw the notice. Aha! Once less thing for them to worry about.”
Artis eyed the old wizard suspiciously as he sipped his tea. Did he expect Artis to applaud his
cleverness in breaking the rules? It was dishonorable, and moreover, dangerous. Artis resolved to warn
Jeston not to trust the man.
Warlick continued musing obliviously. “We’ll have to enchant the weapon ourselves,” he said. “You
can handle that, no problem, right, Arty?”
Artis, who hadn’t enchanted anything since sorcery school, sputtered. Warlick was roping him into the
venture! Enough was enough.
“I’ll have to discuss it with my uncle,” said Artis, rising abruptly from his seat. “We’ll be in touch if
we have need of your services.”
Warlick blinked dumbly for a moment.
“Very well,” said Warlick. He cordially showed Artis out.
On his journey back, Artis practiced the conversation he would have with Uncle Jeston. He ticked off
the reasons Warlick Jompel was the wrong wizard for this—or frankly any—magical task. Reckless.
Frivolous. Disorganized. He even considered reporting him to the Keepers of Magical Integrity.
Returning home, Artis headed straight to the pantry for a snack but was waylaid by noises coming from
the other room. He poked his head around the corner and found his mother sitting with Jeston and his wife,
Matilla. They were both sobbing.
“Arty!” Jeston bellowed. “He took ’em! That winged bastard swooped in and plucked ’em up like
posies!”
“Who?” asked Artis.
“Your cousins Rolly and Tolly,” whispered his mother as she patted Aunt Matilla’s hand. The large
woman was shaking like a pinecone in a bonfire.
“The dragon ate them?”
Matilla exploded with grief.
“Can’t be!” cried Jeston. “We heard ’em screaming as they flew away. They’re alive, I know it. Oh,
Arty. There’s no time to lose. Get Mr. Jompel and save my boys.”
Artis bit his lip. “Yeah. About him . . .”
“I spoke to every wizard in South Hamdon. Only Jompel agreed to help. He’s good, right, Arty? Not a
big shot like you, but he can save ’em, right?”
Jeston’s watery red gaze fell upon Artis. Matilla added her own desperate stare. Artis looked to his
mother for rescue, but was met with eyes as cold and hard as diamonds.
“Go!” she said in a voice that could move mountains.

***
Artis waited in the meadow at the edge of the forest. Far beyond, the setting sun cast the jagged snowcapped mountains in vermilion, reminding him of bloodstained teeth. He fished the divining box out of his
pocket and looked inside. There, two tiny hearts—grumblingly donated from Warlick’s tea frogs—beat on
their own, letting him know that Rolly and Tolly were still alive. The frogs’ eyes, which Artis had
painstakingly mounted onto Aunt Matilla’s pincushion, directed lidless gazes toward the red
mountains.The boys are up there, thought Artis with a shudder, but where is Warlick? It would not have
surprised Artis if the old sorcerer failed to show. A part of him would have even been relieved.
Artis walked another lap around the enchantment circle he’d spent the afternoon preparing, taking care
not to disturb the interlaced rings of barley and salt around the perimeter. Under his breath, he read off the
names and positions of the elements for what seemed like the hundredth time. “Bottles of cloud vapor at
twelve, four, and eight o’clock . . . stormcrow feathers at one, five, and nine . . .”
Before long, two figures came into view against the purple sky. One was short and disheveled,
unmistakably Warlick, scampering to keep up with the second, much taller figure.
“Behold, our champion,” announced Warlick over the gnashing of metal armor. “Sir Regald
Steelgarter!”
As the towering knight approached, Artis felt a wellspring of hope bubble up in his breast. The feeling
was momentary. “Pleased t’meet ya!” rasped Sir Regald, before emitting a loud belch that smelled as foul
as it sounded.
Artis yanked Warlick aside. “Egads!” he hissed. “Did you find him inside a whiskey barrel?”
Warlick laughed wearily. “You try finding a dragon slayer on such short notice.” He clapped Artis on
the shoulder. “No worries, lad. With a lightning enchantment on his blade, he’ll barely need to tickle the
dragon’s hide. Speaking of which,” he glanced over the intricate ritual circle Artis had arranged. “Is all
this necessary? In my day, we’d burn some sage, gut an electric eel, and that was that.”
“This is safer,” said Artis. “At GB&S, redundancy is the enemy of uncertainty.” He looked at the circle,
feeling an anxious rumble in his belly. “Do you want to check over my work?”
Warlick laughed. “Pah! I trust you.” He turned to Sir Regald, who was swigging brown liquor from a
flask. “Sir knight! Over in the center, please!”
The knight took a moment to get his bearings, but did as commanded. In motion, he was as loud as a
barrowful of pots and pans careening down a flight of stairs, and nearly as graceful. Artis snatched the
flask out of his hand.
“You can’t bring that into the circle!”
Regald rolled his eyes and spat.
“And watch your feet!” cried Artis as the man almost knocked over a wad of magnesium wrapped in
basil.
“Good,” said Warlick once Sir Regald lumbered into position. “Now hold your sword up high. That’s
it, that’s it!”
Artis cleared his throat. He felt like he was taking a test he hadn’t studied for, but upon which his life
depended. Then he remembered that it was not his life, but Rolly’s and Tolly’s.
“You can do this, lad,” whispered Warlick, positioning himself behind Artis.
Slowly, his words began to flow, deep with power. “ Enos cumulos vorticulous!” As he said it, dark
clouds congealed in the sky above and swirled clockwise. “Meenos electros scolios!” The clouds
increased their speed and flashed with yellow light. Wind whipped Artis’s robes as he shouted above the
gale: “ Minos excalibos jupitous MO!”
On the final word, lightning shot from the sky and struck Sir Regald’s upraised sword with such
ferocity that it blew Artis and Warlick onto their backsides. The knight thrilled at the power and roared

like a man possessed. Artis shook with giddiness as he squinted at the brilliant spectacle. It was a
delicate enchantment, but he’d nailed it perfectly. He was rehearsing recounting the story when he noticed
Sir Regald’s hand snaking beneath his breastplate. Another flask appeared.
“Don’t!” cried Artis as Regald, his sword still crackling with electric light, yanked the cork out with
his teeth. He nearly had it to his lips when an arc of lightning jumped off the blade. The flask exploded,
engulfing Sir Regald’s head in green fire. Artis and Warlick each let out a shout, but they were lost
beneath the burning man’s shrieks, which stopped long before Artis and Warlick managed to put out the
flames.
Artis collapsed onto the charred grass beside the smoldering ruin. “I tried to tell him,” he gasped. “You
saw that, right?”
“No one’s blaming you, Arty,” said Warlick. “But if they do, you can show them the waiver of questing
liability Regald signed before we left.”
Artis shot him a furious look.
“Just saying,” Warlick mumbled.
Artis banged his forehead with his knuckle, trying to organize a whirlwind of thoughts. “What are we
going to do about Rolly and Tolly?”
“Well,” said Warlick, “dragons feed in the morning, so we’d better get moving.”
“By ourselves? Without Council authorization or a unionized knight? That’s too dangerous. And against
the rules.”
Warlick laughed heartily. “If I wanted to stay safe and follow rules, I’d have been a lawyer. The whole
point of magic is to break the rules. It’s the art of influencing events and producing marvels. Not following
some dusty old procedures.”
Artis was speechless. The scents of pine and charred flesh stung his eyes.
“Now, Arty,” continued Warlick in a reassuring tone. “I’m no happier about this, er, setback than you
are. But it’s not all bad news. Look!” Warlick pried Sir Regald’s sword from his palsied grasp. A crackle
of energy raced along the blade. “It’s still got plenty of charge in it!” he announced cheerily. “A solid
blow from you should do the trick.”
A maelstrom of nausea raged inside of Artis, driven by horror, regret, remorse, and the certainty of his
own failure. He wanted to scream. He wanted to weep. Most of all, he wanted to run. But something
shocked him into lucidity. “Wait,” he said, “what do you mean a blow from me?”
“Well, he’s in no shape to do it,” said Warlick, waving his hand over the burnt corpse of Sir Regald.
“Not to worry, Arty. You seem strapping . . . enough . . . to land a good shot to the noggin. The lightning
enchantment should take care of the rest.” He held the sword out to Artis and looked off into the forest.
“Shall we? Tick tock and all that.”
***
The moon was high and bright, but Artis scarcely saw it. He walked among the trees with his head
bowed, cursing his luck and fussing with Sir Regald’s reclaimed sword belt. No matter how he adjusted
it, the sword slapped obnoxiously against his ankle, a physical reminder that a much larger man should be
wielding it. Each step deeper into the forest was one that he wished he could take back.
But what then? Artis wondered. Tell his mother and uncle that the quest had been a failure? That his
cousins were going to be eaten at sunrise, and there was nothing Artis could do about it because, for all
his fancy education, he didn’t know the first thing about practical magic? Artis preferred to take his
chances with the dragon.
After several more hours of walking, Artis and Warlick approached the edge of the forest, where the
trees thinned to reveal the mountains beyond. Artis stopped, transfixed by the immensity.
“You hear that?” whispered Warlick.

“Mmmm,” hummed Artis.
“Voices!”
Artis snapped out of his reverie. “What? Where?”
“There! And look. Fire!”
They snuck toward the flickering orange light and peered through bushes to find a campsite hidden
among the trees. Three large tents were arranged in a semicircle around a bonfire, beside which, sat two
burly men in armor. A third man paced around the camp, his robe flowing behind him. He carried his long
frame with the utmost dignity, and his stern face, slicked-back silver hair, and aquiline nose suggested
power and stature neither Artis nor Warlick failed to notice.
“He’s not from town. I can tell you that much,” whispered Warlick.
“No. Likely an archmage from one of the big guilds in Santibel.”
“Listen closely, Arty. We’ll circle around and give ’em the slip. If they catch us, tell ’em we’re
travelers–”
“Why would we do that?” snapped Artis, who was no longer whispering. “We’ve finally had a stroke
of luck!” He rose and strode into the heart of the camp.
The men at the fire jumped up instantly, their hands going for their swords. Artis ignored them and
approached the tall robed man directly. The man’s features tightened in suspicion.
“Artis Tasker. GB&S.” He reached out his hand.
The man relaxed and gave Artis’s hand a serious single shake. “Mr. Tasker. Pleasure. Fentus Sovenari.
S Double P.”
This was better than Artis could have dreamed. S Double P was the common name of Sovenari,
Plinkum, and Plinkum. Whenever Artis corrected someone that his own guild was not the best, but merely
one of the best, it was largely out of deference to the S Double P’s prominence (though some had
suggested an ancient reputational spell may have been at work). That Artis was speaking with the head
archmage of that vaunted guild was not lost on him. He stood ramrod straight, and used his clearest adult
voice.
Fentus revealed that he was in South Hamdon to slay a dragon at the request of the noble house of
Velobar. As it happened, Lady Velobar’s favorite wine came from a vineyard in the region, and the family
had retained S Double P to exterminate the beast for the protection of the crop.
“Interesting that we’ve run into each other,” noted Fentus. “Our diligence did not turn up any other quest
authorizations for this area.”
Artis pretended to casually inspect the camp. “Just a small pro bono matter for a local family,” he said
matter-of-factly. “A couple of boys have gone missing in the forest, and we agreed to track them down.”
He did not like lying, but some pruning of the truth seemed in order. No doubt Warlick would approve,
thought Artis. He continued, “Of course, I had to partner with a local practitioner who knows the area.
Though he seems to have gotten lost as well.”
Hesitantly, Warlick emerged from the bushes, looking even more disheveled than usual. Fentus arched
an eyebrow nearly to his steadfast hairline.
“There he is! Good of you to join us, Warlick,” said Artis. He then lowered his voice and motioned for
the archmage to lean closer. “You know how these rustic wizards can be.”
“Ha-ho!” Fentus loosed a throaty chuckle. “More rusty than rustic, I should say. Mmm?” He elbowed
Artis in the ribs playfully. “Come, young man, why don’t you and your associate join us.”
Artis and Warlick sat by the fire where they were introduced to Sir Abbic and Sir Dolbart, who grunted
in acknowledgment and resumed their meal. Fentus sat beside Artis and regaled him with complaints
about the roughness of his journey and inquired about the goings-on at Artis’s guild. It was nothing like the
nerve-racking conversations with archmages that Artis was used to. Out there, playing the part of a
capable and competent wizard overseeing his own assignment, Artis chatted easily, even joked, and felt

like an equal.
Artis became so caught up in the company that Warlick jabbed him in the side.
“Finish your hobnobbing,” he whispered. “Your cousins don’t have much time.”
“Don’t you think I know that? If we play this right, we can get Fentus and his knights to rescue the boys
for us.”
Warlick opened his mouth to speak, but just then, a thunderous snore from the mountains smothered the
conversation. The company looked up to find its source—a cave opening high overhead, which glowed
like an ember among the ashen slopes.
“Our quarry speaks!” said Fentus. He then craned his neck and shouted, “Are we quite ready, Ms.
Siege?”
There was a rustling inside one of the tents. The flap pulled aside, and out of it stepped a small but not
insubstantial young woman in robes with copper-red hair pulled tightly back. Her face was smooth and
white, except for a pair of high, rosy cheekbones and some rather noticeable bags under her green eyes.
Artis immediately recognized the effects of overwork and little sleep.
“There you are,” said Fentus. “Artis Tasker, allow me to introduce one of S Double P’s up-and-coming
junior mages, Ms. Annadray Siege. She volunteered to spend her holiday camping here to study the
mountain.”
Artis noted how Annadray’s green eyes narrowed at the word volunteered. “Hi” was all he could say.
“Good evening,” said Annadray, nodding curtly. “Fentus, I have completed mapping the mountain’s
mineral structure, as requested.” She handed him a scroll. “Speak these words, and the mountain will
crumble.”
Fentus unrolled the scroll and studied it with a frown. “It’s a bit long.”
“It’s a big mountain,” she replied a bit too sharply.
“Now hold on,” Warlick, who’d been roasting an apple over the fire, interjected. “You plan to what?”
Fentus gave Artis a cheery eye roll before answering. “The commissioned deliverable is one dead
dragon,” he said, as if he were schooling a child. “Why risk life and limb fighting it when we can simply
bury it?” He slammed his fist into his palm decisively. “That’s casting outside the circle!”
“But the boys!” shouted Warlick.
Artis stepped between them. “Fentus, my colleague and I are concerned that the children we’re looking
for might have made their way up that mountain. If it were to collapse . . .”
“Mmmm,” intoned Fentus. “That would certainly be a crack in the crystal.”
“A crack? They’ll be killed!”
“Now, Warlick, there’s no need for hysterics,” said Artis, trying to get a hold of the situation. “Fentus is
a reasonable man. I’m sure we can come to an understanding.” He turned to the archmage and smiled
genially. “Perhaps you could delay the spell until morning. Warlick and I will track down the missing
children and bring them back here. Then we can all watch you destroy the dragon together. How about
that?”
Fentus scoffed and shook his head. “Impossible. A dragon is on the rampage, and Lady Velobar’s wine
source needs protection. In fact, just before you arrived, I received message by sparrow that some poor
country knight was burned alive at the edge of the forest. That monster must be stopped.”
A familiar anxiousness crept into Artis’s belly and worked its way up to his tongue. “Perhaps I didn’t
make myself clear.” Artis was trying not to babble, but failing. “The dragon is asleep, you know. For now.
Or rather, for a while longer. So it’s okay to, um, wait a bit. Right?” His eyes landed on Annadray, who
was reddening. She cleared her throat and spoke hesitantly.
“The dragon sleeps until sunrise reliably. Then it feeds. We should be safe to wait a few hours while
these gentlemen—”
Fentus cut her off sternly. “Nonsense, Annadray,” he said, annoyed and not bothering to hide it. “The

Velobar family is paying by the hour, and I’ll hear no more suggestions unless I ask for them. Go prepare
the incantation site. This mountain comes down tonight.”
“But,” Artis said weakly.
“But nothing,” said Fentus. “Unless you show me a competing quest authorization, my wax is dried.”
Artis was speechless, but Warlick was not. “I’ll wax you!” He spat and marched up to Fentus, his nose
barely reaching the other man’s chest. “You should be ashamed to call yourself a wizard. In my day, the
practice of magic was all about helping the little guys level the playing field. Now it’s just another tool
for lining the pockets of nobles.”
“Oh please,” replied Fentus. “If I wanted leftist sermonizing, I’d grab a pamphlet from the gutter in
Santibel.”
Warlick continued trading barbs with Fentus, who was suddenly flanked by the two knights—not that
that intimidated Warlick in the least. Artis watched in shock, hot blood roaring in his ears. Warlick’s
passion would have been impressive, were it not so misguided. Fentus would never change his mind.
Artis had spent enough of his career catering to the whims of archmages to know that their wills, once
fixed, were immutable. Warlick may as well try arguing with the mountain itself. An idea occurred to him,
but he didn’t like it.
Artis put his hand on Warlick’s shoulder. “Warlick, stop,” he said. “Fentus is right. An authorized quest
takes precedence, as do the Velobars’ property interests.” He may as well have punched the old wizard in
the throat, but he needed to be convincing for his plan to work.
“There now,” said Fentus smugly, “at least one of you is a professional.”
“I apologize on behalf of my less-refined associate,” Artis continued. “In fact, I have experience in
mineral matters. I would relish the opportunity to show S Double P what I can do and assist Ms. Siege
with the preparations.”
Fentus smiled approvingly. “Loyal and ambitious! You have a bright future, young man.”
Warlick’s eyes bulged out of his skull. “Arty! How can you—”
Artis did not let him finish. “Gather our things. We’ll sift through the rubble when our friends have
finished.” He locked eyes with Warlick intently, watching the old wizard’s face turn from bewilderment to
resignation.
The site for the spell lay a short journey from the camp, at the foot of the mountain. Artis walked beside
Annadray, who lugged a satchel of instruments. When they were alone, Annadray spoke.
“Thanks for coming,” she said. “But I don’t need your help.”
Artis coughed. “It’s the least I can do for the great house of Velobar.”
Annadray pondered that for a moment. “I’m sure you’ll make an excellent archmage one day,” she said
coolly.
“Isn’t that the goal?” said Artis, surprised at how defensive his words sounded.
“For some. I’m only working at the guild until I pay off my sorcery school debts. After that, I’m going
to open my own practice in my hometown.”
It was the same dream Artis had heard many young wizards repeat year after year that they remained at
the guild. At least he was honest with himself, and never entertained such delusions. Annadray will figure
that out soon enough, he thought, but he was too nervous to quibble.
The two arrived at a clearing at the base of the mountain. Without protection from the trees, the cold
wind cascaded off the slopes. Artis was shaking and huddled deeper into his robes, but it didn’t help.
There was no hiding from the foul smell of ashes and decay.
As Annadray busily arranged the situs incantus, Artis faced the mountain. He sensed the humming of its
minerals, knowing that Annadray’s spell would account for each one precisely. It was painstaking work,
but if her analysis was off, various rocky elements would prop up each other, and the mountain would
stand. That, Artis hoped, was his chance. He would change the mountain’s composition just enough to

subvert the spell and delay destruction. He and Warlick would still need to save Rolly and Tolly, which
meant facing the dragon, but Artis tried to focus on one impossible feat at a time.
He spoke the names of the minerals quietly as he recognized them, preparing to make the necessary
adjustments. “Granite, dolomite, quartz, iron oxide, . . . gold?”
“Pyrite,” said Annadray. She was standing beside him, her eyes closed. “Fool’s gold. There’s also
manganese, calcite, barite, cerussite, stibnite, gypsum, copper. Don’t you just love it?”
“It’s, um, fascinating on an intellectual level.” His stock response left a foul taste in his mouth.
Annadray laughed. “I like to think of each mineral as a different instrument. It’s like the mountain is one
big symphony that only we can hear.”
Artis strained his ear and listened. Each mineral’s vibration stirred the ether at a unique frequency, but
he struggled to hear the music beneath it.
“Focus on that vein of copper,” said Annadray.
He did, furrowing his brow and sensing the ore. Then he heard sound—not from the mountain, but from
Annadray herself. She hummed a high note, as clear as any bard, with barely a waver or even a part from
her pink lips. The tone grew louder, and Artis realized that it was no longer coming from Annadray, but
from the copper secreted deep within the mountain. Soon, the sounds of other minerals joined it, rising
together like the opening strains of an orchestra. The song was as large as the mountain itself, filling Artis
with so much sound that he feared his chest would burst.
“It’s wonderful,” he managed to say.
“It’s magic,” Annadray replied. It was something Warlick would say, which made Artis smile.
Annadray smiled back, and for a moment Artis forgot that anything else existed.
But the smile did not last. Annadray returned to her work. Artis remained, listening to the mountain
music and ruing what he had to do. The frog hearts in his divination box beat almost as quickly as his
own. If the mountain was a symphony, it was about to get a new conductor. He would not need to be
precise, just alter enough of the mineral composition to throw off Annadray’s calculations and buy more
time. He took a deep breath and dived in. His words were sloppy, desperate, and ruinous.
Artis was at it for nearly ten minutes when Annadray perked up her head with a gentle “Huh?” Artis bit
his lip and continued his spell under his breath.
“Wait. What are you doing?” she said, her eyes going wide as she heard the broken music. “Stop it!”
she said with increased desperation. “You’ll ruin everything.”
“I’m sorry,” said Artis. “But I can’t let you destroy the mountain until I’ve saved my cousins.”
Annadray was about to make another plea when they head Fentus’s voice calling.
“What’s that commotion?” He appeared in the clearing, followed by Warlick. “Annadray, where are we
on the preparations?”
Artis looked pleadingly at Annadray’s worried face and mouthed to her, Please. He could see the
calculation racing in her green eyes.
“I’m so sorry,” she said through her teeth. “But I’m not ready, Fentus. Artis just pointed out a
miscalculation in my spell, and I’ll need some time to correct it.”
Fentus spoke slowly, which made his words sting harder. “That is unacceptable Ms. Siege. And poor
optics in front of our friend from GB&S.”
“I know,” she responded. “But I’ll have it fixed before the dragon wakes.”
“You’d better,” said Fentus. “Or do not bother returning to work.”
The young woman nodded curtly.
“This will be noted in your annual review,” Fentus darkly intoned. He then spun away with a whip of
his robe and disappeared toward the camp. It was the kind of dressing down Artis feared every day of his
career.
Annadray turned to Artis and poked his chest with a stiff finger. Her face was as red as her hair, her

jaw locked so tight she was almost trembling. “You have until sunrise,” she said through her teeth. “And if
I find out you’re lying to me, you’ll have bigger worries than the dragon.”
“Thank you,” said Artis, hesitating before adding, “and I’m sorry.”
Annadray turned in a huff and proceeded to quietly unravel Artis’s spells.
Artis motioned to Warlick, who shuffled along dumbfounded. They walked away silently toward the
mountain.
The two had hiked up nearly half the distance to the cave before Warlick said anything. “You changed
the rocks to ruin the spell, didn’t you?” he asked.
Artis said nothing, but gave Warlick a quick nod between heavy panting breaths.
“I didn’t think you had it in you,” said Warlick warmly. “Shame though that you had to get that nice girl
in trouble.”
Artis did not respond at all.
Warlick continued. “Do the higher-ups at your guild treat you like that? Pummel you with expectations?
Blast you for failure?”
Artis climbed on.
“I see now,” said Warlick softly. “It’s a wonder you’ve got any magic left.”
***
Artis and Warlick approached the mouth of the cave, wincing when the waves of stench overwhelmed
them. The dragon within was breathing steadily, sleeping.
“Another hour until the sun rises,” whispered Warlick. “Just enough time to grab the boys and get out
with our skins.”
“What’s the plan?” asked Artis.
“Don’t you have one?”
Artis shot him a bewildered look, and Warlick smiled. “Step lightly. Stay quiet. And be ready to use
that.” He poked his foot at Sir Regald’s sword, which hung from Artis’s belt. Artis gripped the hilt and
pulled the blade out to observe its faint yellow glow. It looked powerful. He hoped it would be enough.
Even more, he hoped he would not need to find out.
All throughout the ancient cave, glimmering stalagmites and stalactites jutted from the floor and ceiling.
Many were broken where something enormous had crashed through them with little regard for the patient
work of eons. Artis pulled out the divination box for direction, but put it away when he realized that the
cave had only one wide passage leading deeper and deeper into the mountain. The two had no choice but
to follow it toward the rhythmic grumble of the slumbering beast, which grew louder with their every
step.
Artis realized that everything he had ever feared—failure, insolvency, disappointment—were little
more than petty anxieties. For the first time, he felt true fear: fear for his life, the lives of his cousins, even
Warlick’s. There was purpose to it. That tightness in his belly made him determined, rather than sick. His
senses sharpened. His pace quickened. His lips pulled back, baring his teeth—not in a smile exactly, but
in an expression surprisingly similar.
They found the dragon curled up in the center of a large blue-and-white cavern. It was nothing like the
drawings Artis had seen, which the artists had clearly editorialized through the lens of their own terror or
their editors’ sensationalism. This was no demonic lizard. Rather, the monster’s posture, as well as its
stout round face, pointed ears, and leathery tendrils of hair gave it a feline appearance. All huddled up, it
was almost peaceful looking, though still as big as a cottage.
“Nothing more than an overgrown pussy cat with wings, isn’t it?” said Warlick over Artis’s shoulder.
“You’ve never seen one either, have you?” asked Artis, knowing the answer.
Warlick responded with a blank look.

“Some expert,” Artis sighed. He looked around for Rolly and Tolly, but couldn’t see them anywhere.
“Where would a dragon keep its morning meal?” he asked.
“I don’t see a pantry,” mumbled Warlick. “Unless . . .” He pushed past Artis toward the middle of the
cavern, toward the sleeping beast, his feet making odd and delicate patterns on the cavern floor. Artis bit
his lip bloody, frightened and confused as the patter of the old wizard’s soles filled the dim emptiness.
“This is no time for your ridiculousness,” he hissed.
“If you’re only worried about what’s beneath you,” Warlick said softly as he danced, “you’ll never rise
above.”
Suddenly, Warlick shot up twenty feet into the air. Artis clasped his mouth, shocked when Warlick did
not fall. He hung in the air for a few moments, looked around, and alighted, silent as a feather. Warlick
jogged back to Artis, whose hand still covered the lower half his face.
“Not bad, right?” Warlick said with a wink. “Great for cleaning gutters.”
“I must have missed that lesson in sorcery school.”
Warlick chuckled. “Listen, Arty. The dragon is curled all around the edge of a pit. I couldn’t see in, but
I’d wager your cousins are down in there.”
“Can you be sure?”
“Of course not. But it’s our best chance.”
“Fine. Then why don’t you float your way over the dragon and into the hole, and float back out with
Rolly and Tolly? Assuming they’re even in there.”
Warlick laughed a bit too loudly and quickly stifled himself. “You cannot seriously expect me to drop
into the middle of that? Besides, I can’t carry anyone out but myself.”
Artis looked back toward the mouth of the cave. Even at a distance, he could tell that day would soon
break. He closed his eyes and tried to concentrate, running through and discarding various possibilities.
But his mind kept returning to Annadray, or rather something she had said as they stood together before the
mountain. Then he heard it—a sound like faint wind chimes, deep in his mind. Artis opened his eyes.
“We go under,” he said. “Create a tunnel from here to the bottom of the pit and walk back out with the
boys.”
“Dig? But we’ll wake the beast.”
“You see this?” Artis waved a glowstone over the cavern floor, which sparkled like a frozen river.
“This entire cavern is filled with calcite. Minerals deposited, grain by grain, over millions of years by
dripping water. It’s the most versatile rock there is because each tiny bit makes its own decision about
where it ends up. So, we don’t have to dig at all. Just confuse each mineral into its prior state of flux.”
Artis reached his hand toward the ground and began to whisper. His fingertips jerked lightly, as if he
were coaxing the stone. Slowly, a dent appeared in the floor, creating a shallow puddle of water and grit.
“Incredible,” whispered Warlick.
“Not just for lining the pockets of nobles, is it?” said Artis with a smirk. He resumed his spellcasting,
and the rock gradually dissolved into a diagonal tunnel. Warlick stayed close behind, huffing and puffing
as he scooped handfuls of slush and tossed them out of the hole.
Before they knew it, they’d pierced the edge of the pit beneath the dragon. The rock wall fell away to
reveal a small, circular open space. Above them, a living roof pulsed with warmth and rumbled with
hunger. Squinting, Artis could see two small sleeping figures huddled against the side of the pit amidst a
pile of bones. Rolly and Tolly’s clothes were tattered and covered in dirt. Tears streaked their blackened
cheeks, revealing the freckles below. They had been through much, but they were alive.
Artis slunk over and gently shook the boys, who awoke disoriented. As their awareness returned, they
shouted in relief, “Cousin Arty!”
Above, the dragon stirred. Artis hushed the two boys and hurried them into the tunnel he’d dug, but it
was too late. Enormous joints cracked as they roused from sleep, and a drowsy murmur creaked as loud

as a temple door. Behind them, a clawed paw padded and grasped at the floor of the pit. When it found
nothing, a furious roar shook the cave so loudly that they all covered their ears.
“Maybe we can wait it out in this tunnel,” said Warlick.
Artis was about to nod when the shaking above them intensified. This was different from before. Stones
crashed. Even the booming yelps of the dragon sounded more panicked than angry. Slowly, Artis realized
what was happening. “They’re starting the spell to destroy the mountain,” he said. “Come on!”
Artis nearly ran out of the tunnel, but Warlick yanked him back in. Peeking into the cavern, they saw the
dragon had made its way past them and sat blocking the way to the cave’s entrance. The beast was
shivering, its head tilted in fear and confusion.
Artis’s hopes collapsed. “We can’t outrun both the cave-in and the dragon! We’ll either be buried or
eaten!”
Warlick wiped the sweat from his forehead, leaving behind a charcoal-colored smear. “I’m done
running,” he said with a weary smile. He turned to Rolly and Tolly. “Have you boys ever ridden a horse?”
The two nodded in unison. Warlick grabbed their hands and ran out of the tunnel, right to the dragon’s
backside, and climbed up on its rump. “Hang on tight!” he instructed as the kids took hold of the thick
leathery fur that covered the base of the monster’s tail. Artis joined them, the thundering of his heart
blocking out the inner voice that begged caution.
Another falling sheet of rock exploded just feet away from them. The dragon whelped frantically, but
did not budge.
“It’s too scared to move,” shouted Artis, feeling the follicles stiffen and shudder.
“Then encourage it!” replied Warlick.
With a worried grunt, Artis yanked out Sir Regald’s sword, which still crackled with electrical energy.
“We have to expel the lightning, or else we’ll all be—” Just as he said it, a massive stalactite plunged
down upon them like a stone dagger. Artis shut his eyes and thrust the sword aloft, sending a bolt of
yellow energy into the air, vaporizing the stone into rubble.
“Never mind,” he called. Then, with one more glance at Warlick, Rolly, and Tolly, Artis stabbed the
sword into the dragon’s backside. The beast roared and lurched forward, taking off toward the mouth of
the cave. All around, the passage shifted and narrowed as the walls crumbled. But the beast was
undeterred, bounding at blinding speed as Artis and the others struggled to hold on. Just as Artis felt his
grip failing, the violent bouncing stopped. The noise of the collapsing mountain faded, and a cool rush of
wind enveloped his face. He opened his eyes and was overwhelmed by the morning’s brightness.
They were flying.
The dragon had burst out of the cave and was diving along the slope of the mountain, outpacing an
avalanche of debris tumbling after them. Rolly and Tolly squealed in delight, and Warlick gave a whoop.
The exhilaration of flight consumed Artis as well, crowding out all terror and thought of consequence. He
indulged in it, drank it in, and for one delirious moment, Artis howled like he’d been jolted alive. The
moment ended when an arrow whizzed past his head. Artis ducked and pressed closer to the dragon’s
hide. “Someone’s shooting at us,” he shouted over the wind.
“It’s Fentus’s goons,” called Warlick, pointing.
Artis peered around the side of the dragon and under its wing and saw that Warlick was right. Sir
Abbic and Sir Dolbart stood at the base of the mountain, bows in hand, sending arrows at the dragon—
and its riders. Behind them, Artis could make out the figures of Annadray and Fentus. They seemed to be
arguing. Another arrow zipped toward them, but the dragon rolled to avoid it. It snarled and sped up its
dive toward the party on the ground, preparing to strike.
It’ll smash them like insects , Artis thought as speed and terror squeezed his belly. And then us!
The thrill of the escape had faded, leaving Artis exhausted and out of ideas. The comfort of resignation
called to him. How easy it would be, he realized, to follow the dragon’s unstoppable trajectory to the end.

It felt like a decision Artis was used to making. Yet, deep inside, a new part of him resisted. He had done
more magic in the past day than he had in all the previous years. He transformed a mountain and rode a
dragon. He even nearly rescued his cousins. Nearly! he thought. That meant he was close. There was still
time.
“What the blast is that?” Warlick’s voice snapped Artis back into the fray.
Ahead of them, a massive stone boulder, as big as a haycart, was rolling up the mountain and into the
dragon’s path. As it got closer, Artis saw that it was not rolling, but running, sprinting toward them on
massive stone legs. Artis sensed something else within, but he could barely believe it.
“Get ready!” he shouted. Though for what exactly, he was not sure.
The dragon unfurled its wings to their full width, and they caught the wind with a tight leathery snap,
slowing its descent. Just before the massive stone passed underneath, it sprouted arms and leaped toward
them. As the rock creature surged closer, Artis saw that atop the torso, where the head should have been,
there were flames. No, not flames, he realized, but a bonfire of wind-whipped red hair belonging to
Annadray Siege, who was piloting the giant like a puppet. In one deft motion, it reached up and grabbed
the dragon by the throat. They hung in midair for an instant, the dragon beating its wings frantically against
the tons of stone. With a final jerk, the giant brought the monster thunderously to the ground.
Artis, Warlick, and the boys tumbled off the dragon’s rump and onto the mountainside. It was not a soft
landing, but they survived it and limped to safety behind a rock outcropping. Behind them, Annadray
maintained her grip on the dragon’s neck with one stone arm and pummeled its head with the bouldersized fist of the other. The dragon twisted and gasped, coughing flames.
Artis and Warlick watched awestruck.
“I always considered myself a pretty nifty wizard,” said Warlick. “But this puts things in perspective,
doesn’t it?”
Artis stood marveling at Annadray’s creation, trying to work out the spells necessary to accomplish
such a feat. It was some combination of battle magic and mineral magic, employing more creativity and
power than he’d ever imagined possible. He wondered how long she could maintain it, before realizing
that her time was short. Annadray’s rock golem was starting to fall apart as the dragon thrashed from side
to side like a rat terrier.
“We have to help her!” cried Artis. He looked around, but Sir Regald’s sword was nowhere to be seen.
Their packs, too, were lost. “Don’t you have anything?”
Warlick rummaged through the pockets of his robe, tossing out random trinkets. “Not for that monster!”
he said, pointing.
Artis found himself transfixed by Warlick’s chubby outstretched digit. It seemed to blink at him. Artis
drew his face closer. Perched on Warlick’s finger was a tiny creature, its skin gently oscillating between
beige and green.
Warlick saw it too. “My chamomeleon!” The little lizard acknowledged him with a lazy motion of its
three-fingered foot. “Now, here’s a magical lizard I can handle!”
“That’s it!” said Artis excitedly. He grabbed Warlick by the robe and pulled him out into the open,
toward the clearing where Annadray and the dragon were battling. Warlick protested, but Artis was dead
set. “My uncle mentioned a trick he saw you perform at a festival. Do you remember it?”
Warlick’s eyes went wide as he realized what Artis was proposing. “I . . .” He stammered, then steeled
himself. “We’ll need a distraction,” he said finally.
***
Annadray’s strength was failing. She was losing her grip on the dragon’s neck. The dragon, sensing that,
leaped up onto the giant’s shoulders and, with all the might in its four legs, shoved it backward. The rock
arm shattered, freeing the dragon into the air, where it hovered, preparing to finish off its adversary.

Annadray lay on the ground, amidst the dusty ruin of her giant, a great winged shadow enveloping her
body.
Just as the dragon was about to belch its fire, a pebble struck it in the eye. It jerked its head angrily.
“One hundred points!” shouted Tolly. Next to him, Rolly hurled another stone. This one lodged itself in
the dragon’s nostril.
“Two hundred!” shouted Rolly.
The dragon snorted and growled at the two ruddy morsels, who ran screaming into Artis’s arms. He
hugged the boys tightly as the monster swooped in for the kill. It sped faster and faster over the ground, its
catlike face growing so near that Artis could see the red veins of its slitted eyes. The dragon was only an
arm’s length from devouring them when it smashed face-first into an invisible wall. It lay there in a daze,
hindquarters bunched up behind its great skull.
“See?” said Artis to his cousins, stepping out from behind the crystal and tapping it. “I changed the
structure of the granite so it’s clear as glass. Kind of like the rock in the field at home, remember?”
“You said that wasn’t real magic,” said Tolly.
“I did, didn’t I? Then how about that?” He pointed to the sky.
The three looked up to see Warlick, floating in midair, toes twinkling. He descended like a falling leaf
directly onto the dragon’s head.
“Hurry!” shouted Artis.
“I’d like to see you try this!” Warlick shot back. He clambered over the dragon’s nape and placed his
right hand on its furrowed forehead. In his left, he held the little chamomeleon. The old wizard closed his
eyes and muttered a spell. The dragon began to stir. Warlick repeated the enchantment as the monster
below him writhed. Suddenly, the dragon convulsed as if it had been struck by lightning, sending Warlick
tumbling to the ground.
Artis ran over to him. “Are you all right? Did it work?”
“I’m not sure,” said Warlick, rising with difficulty. “I believe that— Yow!” He threw up his left hand
and flapped it painfully. The chamomeleon dropped to the ground with a soft smack, shook its tiny head,
and proceeded to hop up and down, wriggling its body as if it were expecting to fly. Artis picked it by the
tail and studied it. The lizard opened its mouth hotly, but all that came out was a tiny noise, halfway
between a ribbit and a snore, that smelled of mint. Artis swaddled the fussy creature in some cloth and
presented it to his cousins.
“Because you were both so brave today, I present you with this magical reward. A lizard that thinks it’s
a dragon. Treat it well.”
Rolly and Tolly stared in awe.
“Careful,” said Warlick as he sucked on his finger. “It bites.”
“What about that one?” asked Artis, nodding to the dragon, who was blinking sleepily and lolling its
head around.
Warlick walked over and scratched its jowl. The dragon barely noticed. “Gentle as can be,” he called.
“And a vegetarian. I’d wager it won’t be harming anyone ever again. Except perhaps the shrub men. Pah!
They’ll be fine.”
The dragon yawned and rose onto all fours. Moving only one limb at a time, it began a slow ascent up
the mountain.
“Where’s it going?” Artis asked.
Warlick tutted thoughtfully. “A chamomeleon’s natural home is a steaming mug, so I’m guessing it’s off
to find some hot springs.” The old wizard smiled. “That was clever thinking on your part.”
Artis returned the smile. “I couldn’t have done it without you and— Oh!” he suddenly remembered.
When they reached Annadray, she was still lying on the ground among the stones that had formed her
golem warrior. She was alive, but the spell and battle had taken their toll.

“Can you walk?” asked Artis.
“Yes, but please don’t make me,” she said woozily. “What happened to the dragon?”
“Warlick gave it an attitude adjustment,” said Artis.
“But only after Arty subdued it,” said Warlick.
“Which I never could have done if Annadray hadn’t softened it up first,” said Artis. “You never told me
you were a battle mage.”
“I’m not licensed,” said Annadray. “But I took the advanced combat courses in school. Didn’t you?”
Artis shook his head. “I thought they were silly and impractical.”
Annadray laughed despite the pain. “How about now?”
“Some night classes couldn’t hurt,” he replied.
***
The door to Warlick’s office swung open with a snap of Artis’s fingers. He walked inside and waved to
the old wizard behind his desk. The office looked almost tidy since they had installed shelving for all the
magical items that had previously littered it. They had also put in a second desk.
Warlick noticed the large flat package under Artis’s arm and jumped up from his seat. “Let me see it!”
he begged, waggling his fingers excitedly.
Artis put the package down and tore back the brown paper. The two stood for a moment’s silence,
admiring the artisan’s handiwork.
“Shall we put it up?” asked Artis.
“Of course,” said Warlick. “But, oh!” He put a finger to his temple. “First, I wanted you to see this.”
Warlick reached into his robe and handed Artis a letter. “It came while you were out.”
Artis took the envelope. “It’s from Annadray,” he said.
“I waited for you to open it.”
“Why?”
Warlick rolled his eyes. In the past months, Artis had spoken of Annadray often. He first wrote to her to
apologize for getting her fired, and offered to explain to S Double P that her assistance in his unsanctioned
quest was done out of utmost necessity. Annadray wrote back, declining. Their correspondence continued.
When Artis went back to Santibel to pack his things for the move back home, the two met for ale. Warlick
had tried to pry more information about that evening from Artis, but Artis merely told him, “It was good to
see her again.”
“So, how’s our girl?” asked Warlick.
“She got her battle magic certification,” said Artis, scanning the letter before he continued. “And she
plans to travel in the north for a bit to hone her skills.”
“ ‘If you don’t hear from me in six months,’ ” he read, “ ‘start sifting through Yeti dung.’ ”
Warlick chuckled. “Six months,” sighed Artis, his voice tinged with disappointment.
“She’ll be back before you know it,” said Warlick. “Besides, we’ll be much too busy for distractions.”
They walked outside together and used a stool to take down Warlick’s battered old sign. The new one
they hung read Jompel & Tasker: Magical Services of All Types and Descriptions .
“I see you chose not to highlight your specialty in minerals,” said Warlick.
“Yeah,” Artis replied. “I’m not that kind of wizard.”
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THE P R IC E OF HEALING
By D.K. Holmberg | 8,600 words
ira felt a cough building as she looked around the familiar streets of Amon. The town had changed
K
little in the years since she’d left—not nearly as much as she had changed, especially as the wasting
sickness had taken hold the past year—but enough that she didn’t know the square like she once would
have. Maybe that would help Father make a few sales; local merchants never got the same price as those
from out of town. And the gods knew they needed the extra income before reaching Annendel.
“Watch the wagon. The square is notorious for thieves sneaking through,” Father reminded her. “I’ll see
if Rubbles will buy anything.” He grabbed a rolled package of paper and a small box of inks from the
back of their wagon parked near the center of the town.
Kira nodded as the coughing fit took hold. The fit lasted longer than usual before finally easing off. She
wiped a hand across her mouth, afraid she’d see blood again.
Her father didn’t notice, frowning as he glanced up at the dark clouds. “Are you certain you will be
fine?” Roughly, he placed his hand on her head as he’d seen the healers do, but didn’t seem to know what
he was looking for and pulled it away.
She shook him off, surprised that he bothered to touch her. Usually, he feared catching her wasting
illness and stayed at least an arm’s length away. Besides, he wouldn’t find anything. None of the healers
she had seen had been able to find anything.
“I’ll be fine, Father. Besides, any sale you make will help,” she said. After the fit, her voice felt weak.
She forced a smile onto her face rather than let him know just how weak. If he knew, he wouldn’t continue
to trade. They’d head straight to Annendel, sales be damned, and worry about finding enough coin to pay
for healing later.
“Well—if you’re certain. Just watch the wagon. I think we’re close to what we’ll need. Another week,
maybe two, and then we will be in Annendel.” He took her hand and gave it a squeeze. “The parchment
might bring us the rest, even without knowing its secret.”
Kira nodded, afraid to say anything. In spite of all the hard work to find a way to get her help, nothing
had made a difference. When she had fallen ill, he had become driven in a way that she had never seen
from him before, determined not to lose her as they had lost her sister. But Kira knew time was getting
short. Even were they to get enough money for the study in Annendel, it probably wouldn’t matter. After
everything they had gone through to get the money needed, she did not dare tell her father that.
He checked the locked trunk in the back of the wagon one more time before securing it. The trunk
contained the entire savings from their trip, her last hope for healing once they managed to trade for
enough money. As he ambled away, he clutched the items he hoped to sell to Rubbles under one arm,
glancing back only as he neared the edge of the square.
Kira made a show of waving, but once he was out of sight, she let out a long breath and shifted over to
the cart, slipping as she climbed up. Standing even a few moments drained her, but that was something
her father would not learn.
Another fit of coughing hit her. Her eyes watered with it, and she tasted bile at the back of her throat. At
least her father wasn’t there to see it; he got so worried every time she broke into one of those fits.
Eventually, she worried that he would stop taking her word that she felt fine.
As she sat, the dark clouds overhead finally made good on their threat of rain. Kira pulled her cloak up
and over her shoulders, fighting the sudden shiver that worked through her. She had not been away from
Amon long enough to forget the heavy rains so common that time of year, rains that made even simple
daily activities difficult.
Thankfully the rain had held long enough for her father to take supplies for a sale. If nothing had

changed, at least Ms. Rubbles could be counted on to purchase some of their supplies. Every bit helped,
getting them closer to being able to afford the price the healers demanded. Soon it wouldn’t matter—at
least, not to her—but she kept fighting for her father. She worried what would happen to him when she
finally succumbed to the illness. At least by doing something—anything—any guilt he might have could be
lessened.
A loud thunk made her turn. A small figure streaked away from the back of the wagon, quickly
disappearing into a small throng of people. She looked down and saw the back of the wagon open.
She climbed down slowly. The cold rain sent shivers through her, but her heart fluttered for a different
reason. Hopefully, the wagon had just been bumped, but the reminder of thieves in the square made her
heart pound. Rounding the end of the wagon, she nearly slipped, barely catching herself on slick rainsoaked wood.
A few items were missing from the back of the wagon. A small lantern. A roll of cheap silks. And the
trunk.
All the money they had collected gone.
Another fit of coughing overwhelmed her, doubling her over, but all she could think about was how her
father would react, already seeing the disappointment on his face.
***
When the coughing fit finally eased, Kira wiped tears away from her eyes and swallowed the lump that
had formed in her throat. She knew she shouldn’t be disappointed; having the Guild of Annendel study her
illness had always been unlikely to succeed, but it had been hope that she could cling to. Suddenly, even
that was gone.
She tried closing the back of the wagon to avoid everything else inside getting wet. Her arms trembled
and it fell open. She did not have the energy to try again.
“Kira?”
She lifted her head and looked up. A tall young man with straight brown hair falling over his forehead
looked at her with piercing blue eyes. She recognized those eyes. “Galen?” she asked.
A wide smile split his face, until she started coughing again. When she finally got it back under control,
he looked at her with the same expression of concern she always saw on her father’s face. “You are
unwell,” he said.
From Galen, son of Amon’s most respected healer, that simple statement made her throat tighten again.
“I’m fine.” The familiar lie was easy.
He blinked and she could tell that he wanted to say something more, but he remained silent.
She sagged, her legs giving out as another shaking chill rolled through her. Had Galen not been there,
she would have fallen.
Galen lifted her and carried her to the front of the wagon, setting her atop the seat carefully. Without
asking permission, he pressed the back of his hand against her forehead, with more confidence than her
father had managed. Then he touched her neck and twisted her head from side to side before resting his
head on her chest and listening. Her breath caught at the familiarity and lack of concern for catching her
illness.
“Don’t,” he said. “Take a deep breath.”
She took a shuddering breath. Her chest rattled as it so often did. So far, her father hadn’t noticed. Or if
he had, he hadn’t said anything.
Galen sat up and met her eyes. “How long have you been sick?”
“A long time,” she said softly. She pushed up, leaning back on the wagon and turning away from him.
The way he studied her made her uncomfortable, reminding her of every healer she had seen over the past
year. But none had shared the same compassion that she saw in his eyes. After all the healers she had seen

on the road, she wondered why her father had not taken her to see Galen’s father, Aelus.
“You’ve been to Annendel?” he asked.
She shook her head. “We’re traveling there now. The Guild has offered a study.”
Galen snorted dismissively. “And how much did they quote you for the study?”
“A hundred silver marks.” Saying it aloud made it sound ridiculous.
“A hundred?”
Seeing the disgusted look on his face, Kira pushed on. “The Guild is unrivaled in their knowledge,
Galen. I don’t have to tell you that few have such an opportunity.”
“Even fewer can afford such an opportunity,” he said, then climbed down from the wagon, as if
suddenly realizing how close he sat to her. He wiped ink-stained hands on his brown pants, smearing
crimson stains down the sides. The rain soaked them, making it look like blood running down his legs.
“I am fortunate,” she said bitterly.
Galen shook his head. “Kira . . .” He paused. “I’m sorry. That was poorly said on my part. Blame my
father for teaching me that healing should not be something only the rich can achieve.”
Kira glanced to the back of the wagon. They weren’t rich, but her father was determined. Nearly a
hundred silver marks—half a year’s hard work on a journey that Kira once had thought impossible—
stolen. Any hope she might have at the Guild finding an answer stolen with it.
Would it have made a difference to the thief had he known?
“Would he see me?” she asked.
Galen frowned. “Who? My father? I thought you were traveling to Annendel.”
“I was . . . Am,” she corrected herself. “But we’ve seen every healer my father could find from Duras
to the Western Plains. None has helped.”
“And you think my father will do better than a Guild healer?”
Kira sighed. She didn’t, but since their money had been stolen, she had no other options. “It wouldn’t
hurt.”
Galen shook his head sadly. “I’m sorry, Kira. He’s not here. Left to collect herbs and other supplies
about two weeks ago. Doubt he’ll return for another two weeks. He left me in charge, though that mostly
means inventory.” He held up his ink-stained hands.
Kira took a deep breath and forced a smile. “Of course. It was worth asking.”
The rain started to taper off, turning into a fine mist that still left her feeling soaked. She stared across
the square, worry for what she would tell her father when he returned growing stronger.
Looking back at Galen, she asked, “Is there anything I can do for you?”
Galen laughed lightly, still watching her with his piercing blue eyes. “I had just stopped at Rubbles
trying to buy paper,” he said. “Probably not the best weather to make such a purchase.”
Kira wondered if he had seen her father. Would Galen even recognize him after his years away? But he
had recognized her, even changed as she was, though she shouldn’t be surprised since she had always
known Galen had a crush on her. “You didn’t find any?”
Galen held up his hands again. “Closed.”
If Rubbles’s was closed, then her father would return soon. And she would have to tell him what had
happened. “Where else can you try?”
A small smile crept across his face. “Theran.”
“That’s nearly a day’s ride!”
“Longer by foot,” he said.
“Galen—” Another coughing fit kept her from finishing what she intended to say.
“I don’t know what the healers have tried, but if you’re visiting Amon for long, you should stop by the
shop. Let me at least give you something for the cough.”
Kira managed to suppress the cough long enough to nod. “I’ll talk to my father about that,” she said,

seeing the top of his head weaving through the crowd as he made his way back to the wagon. Already she
felt her heart pounding as she thought about how she would tell him what had happened. Would they just
return home to Duras? At least that way she would have time with her mother before the illness took her.
“Do you remember how to find it?” he asked.
There was a sincerity in his voice that pulled at something inside her. She forced another smile as she
nodded. “Thank you, Galen.”
He studied her for another moment and then started away. Kira watched him until he rounded a corner.
Only then did she hear her father opening the back of the wagon, and she began to prepare for his outburst,
dreading the conversation as another coughing fit threatened her.
***
Kira clutched the roll of parchment in one hand as she looked at the storefront. Little about it had
changed since she had lived in Amon. The paint had faded somewhat, and the lettering seemed smaller,
but otherwise, the sign reminded her of those days so many years before when she had still been allowed
to move around the streets alone. She’d never had the same freedom once her father moved them to Duras.
The larger city had different dangers. Unfortunately, he hadn’t been able to protect her from everything.
She had not had the heart to tell him about the chest. With the rain, he had slammed the back of the
wagon shut quickly, not looking inside, but she had no doubt that he would soon learn what happened. And
then she would be forced to endure his disappointment.
A fit of coughing set her shaking, then slowly eased. The fits seemed to be getting worse, each time
taking her breath away for longer. That time, a little blood came up. How much time did she have left? At
the least, she could take Galen up on his offer and see if he knew of anything that would suppress the
cough. Perhaps his father had learned of something the Guild had missed.
A bell over the door jingled as she pushed it open. Inside, the shop itself looked neatly cared for, rows
of shelves all well labeled. That, at least, seemed different. She remembered Aelus’s shop to be more
disorganized, a clutter of scents from the stacks of herbs practically overflowing the shelves. She
wondered if the change was Galen’s influence.
Voices near the back of the store made her hesitate. An older man, his voice high-pitched and shaky,
spoke to Galen.
“Do you know when he might return?” the man asked.
Kira peeked around the end of one shelf. She saw Galen standing across from a well-dressed older
man, a pained look on the man’s somber face. A narrow table was all that separated them. “I’m sorry,
Hyp, but he’ll probably be another week or two. If there’s anything I can do to help . . .”
The man gripped his stomach. “Well . . . I awoke to severe stomach pains and haven’t been able to eat
anything all day. I’ve never had anything quite like it.” His voice sounded pained and his head swayed as
he spoke.
“Never?” Galen asked. There was a barely masked hint of surprise as he motioned to the table. The
man crawled on top, moaning as he did, and Galen pressed his hands into the man’s stomach and twisted
his ear down to listen. Once satisfied, he helped the man sit back up.
“The pain goes through to my back and neck.” He stood up straight, letting go of his stomach. “Aren’t
you going to write this down, Galen? Your father always documents my symptoms.”
Galen let out a soft sigh. “I’m sorry, Hyp.” For a moment, Kira thought that Galen would dismiss Hyp.
He clearly did not think his symptoms were too serious, but then he grabbed a piece of paper, dipped a
pen into ink, and quickly scratched something across the page. He slid the paper quickly off to the side.
“Maybe it’s time you see the Guild,” Galen suggested, looking back up at Hyp.
A sour noted entered Hyp’s voice. “The Guild?” He grunted and shook his head. “Your father is a better
healer than any Guild member. Quite a bit cheaper too. And don’t you worry, Galen, pretty soon you’ll be

there as well.”
Galen smiled and steered Hyp down the rows of shelves. Seeing Kira, he winked. “Try these,” he said,
taking a few loose leaves and stuffing them into a small bowl. “Mix them in water. It should help soothe
your stomach at least. Let me know if it doesn’t work.”
Hyp nodded. “You’ll tell your father?”
“Of course, Hyp.”
Hyp dropped a few coins into a bowl on the table before leaving the store with a soft jingle of the bell.
Galen watched the door for a moment before turning to face her. Tension faded from his shoulders and
his neck. When he smiled, she could not look away from his eyes.
“You see him often?” Kira asked.
Galen shrugged. “Hyp is a worrier. It’s been worse since my father left. I haven’t figured out what my
father gives him to help him relax, but nothing I’ve given has helped so far.”
Kira looked back to the door. “Then what did you try today?”
“Just barberry and chamoline.” He shook his head and wiped a hand across his brow. A streak of dark
ink smeared as he did. “The chamoline is soothing. Might help his nerves. The barberry may help calm his
stomach.”
Kira suppressed a smile. This wasn’t the same Galen she’d known when she was younger. That Galen
had been full of chaotic energy, determined to leave Amon and explore the bigger world. The Galen
standing before her carried himself confidently, seemingly content to follow in his father’s footsteps.
Another cough threatened to come over her, and she covered her mouth and took a few shallow breaths.
That was the only thing that seemed to work when the fits threatened her. Galen’s eyes narrowed as he
studied her and then he put an arm around her shoulders and steered her toward the small table near the
back of the room.
“Sit,” he said. “Let me see if I can find you something.”
“You aren’t afraid that you’ll catch this?”
He looked at her with a strange expression before shaking his head. “I knew as soon as I saw you that
you weren’t contagious. I just wish I knew how to treat the wasting illness that’s taken you.”
Galen left her and wandered down a few of the rows of shelves. Kira looked around as he did. The
hard table had a clean white sheet covering it. A few heavy tan ceramic mortars, the kind she had seen
used by every Guild member her father had brought her to see, rested nearby, each darkly stained but
otherwise clean. Behind the table were a few sturdy pots. As far as she could tell, all were empty. A stack
of papers rested on the desk nearby, the topmost with only a few lines written on it. In a neat scrawl, she
saw what Galen had written about Hyp.
Abdominal pain. Nausea. No physical findings. Suspect hysteria. Given barberry, chamoline, and
feverleaf.
Galen returned and pulled one of the smaller mortars off the shelf. Kira did not see what he poured in
before he began pounding at it with the heavy pestle. He caught her looking at the page and smiled
sheepishly.
“My father prefers to document all the symptoms and treatments. Thinks he can catalogue them
sometime, make a reference that anyone can follow.”
“So they won’t need the Guild?” she asked.
“The Guild will always be needed for certain things.”
Kira frowned, surprised that Galen would admit to the usefulness of the Guild.
He shrugged. “Can’t operate on yourself. And sometimes there are unique cases that don’t have a clear
answer. But often enough there is much that simple herbs can heal. I think that is his goal.”
“I thought you were nearly out of paper?” She clutched the roll of parchment under her arm.
Galen nodded. “That was the last sheet. Shame I had to use it on Hyp, but he was right—my father

would be disappointed if I didn’t document what I saw.”
He moved behind a tall shelf and reappeared with a pitcher and cup. “Just a small spoonful,” he said,
scooping out a small amount of greenish powder from the mortar. Galen poured water over the top of the
powder and handed the cup to her. “It won’t taste great, but should help ease the coughing.”
Kira brought the cup up to her nose and inhaled. “What’s in it?” She caught a hint of mint and cinnamon,
but something bitter as well that seemed to burn her nostrils.
“Codain leaves mostly. The pulp from the leaves helps suppress the cough. Everlind takes care of what
codain does not. Everything else in it just makes the taste more palatable.”
She took a sip. The lukewarm liquid tasted as bitter as it smelled, and there did not seem to be any of
the cinnamon flavor the scent promised. She almost spit it out.
When she managed to get it down, another fit of coughing worked through her. “I thought you said it
would suppress the cough?” she said when it had finished.
“Give it time.” He pulled a metal canister out from under the counter and scooped the rest of the
powder into it before handing it over to her. “Take this. If it works, use it. You can always have another
healer mix more for you; just remember to tell them to use codain and everlind. They can flavor it
however they please.”
Kira took the canister. Already she felt the urgency of the cough easing, like a knot in her chest
loosening. For a moment, she wondered if Galen were wrong. Maybe his concoction could heal her. Or
maybe if given enough time, he could come up with something the Guild had missed.
Then the moment passed. Even if the medicine took away the cough, nothing else had changed. She was
still dying. For some reason, losing the money—and the hope of healing in Annendel—made that easier
for her to accept.
The canister wasn’t anything fancy, but after spending as much time traveling with her father as she had,
she knew the price of metal. “I don’t have anything to pay you for this.”
Galen waved his hand toward a small jar at the end of the table. A handful of coins—mostly coppers—
rested inside. “That’s not how my father runs his shop, Kira. Just pay what you can. It all works out.”
She swallowed and closed her eyes. “That’s just the problem, Galen. I don’t have anything to pay you.”
“I thought you were going to Annendel?”
She shook her head slightly and took a deep breath. “We were. The money was stolen.”
Galen blinked slowly. “When I first saw you. You nearly fainted.”
She nodded. “After every place we’ve visited. Bels. Chefe. Even all the way to Voldin. To have it all
stolen here in Amon seems a cruel irony.”
Galen put his arm around her shoulder. She tensed at first, but there was a comfort to the way he held
her that she never felt from her father. Tears streamed from her eyes for a long while before drying. Kira
took a deep breath and sat up, pushing away from Galen.
“Is there any way . . .”
She shook her head. “Not that much silver. Not with the time left.”
Galen studied her again. The way his eyes danced from her head to her neck to her arms left her feeling
almost as if he touched her. Then he nodded.
“If only my father were here,” Galen said. “Maybe he would know of something different you could try.
I’m sorry, Kira.”
She sighed, shaking her head again. “No, Galen. I’m sorry. You’re just offering help.” She pulled the
roll of parchment out from under her arm and held it out only to realize that she’d grabbed the wrong roll.
“What is it, Kira?”
“I meant to bring some paper to you. I thought I could use that as payment.”
“That would be perfect.”
“But it’s not,” she said. “I brought the wrong one. There’s a small roll of paper that my father has said

is practically useless. I figured you could use it. But this isn’t that roll.”
“What is it?”
“This parchment is something strange my father found somewhere on the plains. The mystics there
claimed it has special properties. Father thought to sell it to the Guild. They always appreciate items like
that.”
Galen unrolled the parchment and ran his hand across the surface before pulling one sheet away,
fingering the edge as he did. “Where did you say he found this?”
Kira didn’t remember exactly. Much of the journey blurred in her mind, a combination of the various
medicines the healers they encountered along the way wanted her to try and the strain of traveling every
day. “Voldin, I think.”
“Much nicer than Voldish parchment,” Galen said. “There’s an unusual marbling to it.” He looked up at
her. “Why can’t you still sell it to the Guild? Maybe you can trade it for the study.”
“It’s not worth enough. Not like it is.”
Galen frowned. “My father would love it. This is just the kind of parchment he would use to begin his
record of ailments.”
“Record of ailments?”
Galen laughed. “Book of maladies?” he suggested.
Kira laughed. It felt good to laugh. That she could do it without coughing surprised her.
“What’s wrong with it?” Galen asked.
In answer, Kira reached across him, grabbing the quill and bottle of ink resting near the stack of paper.
She dipped the pen into the ink and drew a long line across the parchment.
“Kira!” Galen reached toward the pen.
She only nodded toward the parchment. The dark line gradually faded, as if absorbed by the page.
“There is no way to write on it,” she said. “Father figured we could discover some method during our
travels and make the parchment more valuable to the Guild, but we haven’t been able to find anything that
would work.”
“Would it be worth enough if you could?” Galen asked. He leaned over the page, staring after the ink
for a moment. Then he took the pen and started writing. The words quickly faded.
“Father thinks it might.”
Galen looked up. His eyes seemed bright. “Enough for the study?”
Kira didn’t know. Could a roll of parchment—even this strange special parchment—really be worth
that much? Her father had always intended the parchment to make up any difference that remained when
they finally reached Annendel. She didn’t think he expected it to fetch enough to fund the study completely.
“I don’t know. Maybe?”
She felt a surge of hope rising in her chest and knew that she needed to tamp it down. Even were she to
reach Annendel, she reminded herself, there was little chance the Guild could find an answer in time to
help her. Nothing could change the fact that she was dying.
***
Galen leaned over the page of parchment. Ink practically covered his face, staining his cheeks, with a
small dot on the end of his nose. His bright blue eyes still held the same excitement as when they had first
started searching for an ink that might work; so far, all the different inks that they had tried had absorbed
into the paper just as quickly as the first one. Kira felt herself growing increasingly disappointed.
“We can stop,” she said, leaning back in her chair. She felt exhausted, though they had only been at it a
while. How much longer before her father began to worry? She had told him that she wanted to visit some
of her old friends, but the only person she had seen from her days in Amon was Galen.
“The colorant is all wrong.”

Kira looked up and saw an older woman, gray hair pulled into a swooping bun atop her head, her dress
of a simple cut but heavily embroidered.
“Ms. Rubbles,” Galen said, lurching to his feet.
She waved her hand and glanced at the sheet of parchment. “Stock that thick needs the right colorant,
otherwise you will barely be able to see it on the page.”
Galen shot Kira a look before smiling at Ms. Rubbles. “Of course, you’re right, Ms. Rubbles. We’ll try
that.” He made his way around the table and stood facing her. “Can I help you with anything?” he asked.
Kira hadn’t seen Ms. Rubbles since she had lived in Amon. After all those years, she looked older but
no less distinguished. Being one of the few female shop owners in the village likely made the difference;
Kira remembered her as tough but fair. She looked sickly, with a slight sheen to her face as she leaned on
a lacquered cane.
“Is Aelus available, Galen?” Ms. Rubbles asked.
Galen shook his head. “I’m sorry, Ms. Rubbles. He’s gathering supplies.” He swept an arm toward the
shelves. Kira didn’t think they looked bare, but Galen obviously did.
Something changed in Ms. Rubbles’s posture as she learned that Galen’s father was not available. She
closed her eyes and let out a soft breath. “I see.”
“Can I help with anything?” Galen asked.
She gave him a placating smile. “I don’t think so, Galen. I’m sure that your father has taught you well,
but I need a fully trained healer.”
“Of course, Ms. Rubbles. I’ll tell my father that you stopped in.” She tilted her head forward. “But if I
might offer a suggestion?” he asked as she started to turn. She paused and waited. Galen moved past her
and grabbed a few items from the shelves before returning to her. “Steep these as you would tea. It should
help until my father returns.”
Ms. Rubbles glanced down at what Galen had placed in her hands. She frowned for a moment before
nodding. Then she turned and limped out of the shop, leaving with a soft jingle of the bell.
Before saying anything else, Galen grabbed the topmost sheet on the stack and pulled it toward him. In
his neat script, he made a quick note. Arthritic knees. Faint sweat. Eyes slightly pronounced. Visible
mass on neck. Likely glandular problem. Given methimanine seeds, buglebalm leaves, and motherwort.
He slipped the page back atop the pile and gave Kira a wry smile. “Maybe she’s right.”
“About needing a better healer?” Kira asked, surprised. “From what I have seen, you’re as skilled as
any healer I’ve met outside of Annendel.”
“Thanks, but that’s not what I meant. I think she’s right about the colorant. We’ve been using different
inks, but none has worked. Maybe we need a darker colorant. Treat the ink like I would any other
medicine I compound.”
Kira bit her lip as she turned back to the page. They had tried the different inks that Galen had available
but had not really tried mixing their own. “What do you suggest?” she asked.
“Taris berry?”
Without waiting for Kira to say anything more, he slipped out and around the table and hurried to one of
the shelves and back holding a small cluster of cherry-red berries. Setting them in his mortar, he ground
them quickly with the pestle and then spooned it into the ink, stirring it with a practiced motion. Kira
could tell that the ink lightened as he did, taking on some of the color of the berry.
“I thought you said we should go darker?” she asked. “That seems to be lightening it.”
“Maybe lighter here, but I think the color will be bolder on the page.” He pulled the sheet of parchment
close to him and dipped the pen into the ink. Then, slowly, he ran the pen across the page.
Both watched the line as Galen pulled the quill off the page. For a moment, it seemed as if the bright
red line would remain on the page, but then it began to fade, slowly absorbed back into the page no
differently than any of the other inks they tried.

“Anything else that you can think of?” she asked. “Maybe darker, not just bolder?”
Galen furrowed his brow while thinking. “Maybe parsap?”
Again he hurried over to the shelves and again returned, this time carrying what looked to be a small
twig. He broke the twig over one of his other mortars. A small droplet of a thick, oily sap dripped out into
the bowl. Galen took a few drops of fresh ink and added them to the mortar, mixing it together.
“It’s usually used as a sealant. Helps bind wounds,” he explained, then shrugged. “With as thick as it is,
maybe it will work.”
With a tight expression, he cleaned the tip of the pen and dipped it into the ink before making a long
mark on the page. This ink seemed a little different, almost congealing atop the page and giving Kira hope
that it might work, but then it slowly started to fade, sinking below the surface of the parchment.
Galen lifted the sheet and looked underneath the page, frowning. “Interesting how that works.” He ran
his hand across the top of the parchment carefully, expecting the faded ink to stain his hand. His frown
deepened and he held his hand up to his face.
Kira sat back, feeling defeated. Nothing they had tried seemed to work. And if nothing worked, then any
hope she had at getting enough coin to pay the healers for the study was gone. She hated the lump that
formed in the back of her throat and tried to swallow it back.
“Kira, there are many other things we can try. Caldric ash? Torch thorn?” Galen’s eyes narrowed as he
thought. “Pollyton seeds? They stain everything.”
She shook her head and smiled at him sadly as she blinked back the tears threatening to well up in her
eyes. “We can stop, Galen. It never would have worked anyway,” she said softly. “I know that I’m too far
along. There isn’t the time for a study to help, even if I hadn’t lost the money.”
Saying it aloud felt freeing in a way. Finally admitting what she had grown to know over the past few
months took away tension that she hadn’t known was there. She might not be ready to die, but there was
nothing she could do to change it. Nothing anyone could do.
Galen slipped an arm around her shoulder and held her against him again. She didn’t tense that time.
“You didn’t lose anything.”
She turned to see him looking at her with more affection than she deserved. “I should go, Galen,” she
said. “My father will be worried about me. Keep the parchment as a gift for trying to help me.” She patted
her pocket where she had the small canister of medicine he’d given her and started to turn away from him
before he could see her cry.
As she turned, her hand caught painfully on something sharp resting on the parchment. The tip of the
pen, probably, she thought, bringing her hand to her mouth with a soft cry. She tasted the parsap ink before
realizing what she was doing and pulled her hand away from her mouth.
“Let me see that,” Galen said.
Kira tried to stand but found that her legs were weak. “I’m fine,” she said.
She didn’t want him to learn that the bleeding would not easily stop. That had been happening for the
past few weeks. Like everything else, it was getting worse. And Galen had already been more than helpful
to her. The cough medicine really seemed to work; she hadn’t felt a fit come on since she first took it. And
he had willingly worked with her as she tried to find a solution to the parchment, probably knowing that
even if they found an answer, there was nothing the Guild of Annendel would be able to do to help save
her anyway. Best to simply return to Duras. Be together as a family before the sickness took her
completely. Considering what had happened with her sister years earlier, even her father could agree to
that.
The bell over the shop door jingled. Kira stood then, willing her legs to hold her up so that she could
make her way out of the shop. She did not trust herself to look back at Galen, though she knew she owed it
to him for all that he had done.
“Aelus?” a deep voice demanded.

Kira turned, recognizing it as her father’s voice.
“He’s not here,” Galen said, coming around the table.
Kira wished for a moment that he would put his arm around her one more time, longing for one last
touch. When Galen had comforted her, there had been none of the concern others seemed to have of
catching her illness, none of the fear that even her father had, the way he always kept her just far enough
away. Only those times when she nearly fell did her father touch her.
Her father appeared between the shelves. Galen stopped and glanced back at Kira. He saw something
on her face—the anxiety of admitting what had happened with the money, or her acceptance of her fate.
“Master Benril,” he said, turning back to face her father. “Thank you for allowing Kira to visit with me
while you stopped in Amon. It has been wonderful catching up with her after all these years.”
Her father looked over at Kira. “You did not tell me you were coming here.”
Kira took a deep breath, smiling as she turned, hoping that it didn’t look as pained as it felt. “I said that
I wanted to visit friends.”
His broad face seemed to darken. “What did you tell him?”
For whatever reason, there had always been friction between her father and Galen’s. She’d never
understood.
Galen answered for her. “Only that you were stopping briefly through Amon.” His smile appeared
much more convincing than hers. “We talked about your recent travels, and I asked if she happened to see
my father while to the west.”
Her father turned to Galen. His frown deepened. “We have most certainly not seen Aelus. And she will
not.” He looked at Kira. “Come, it’s time that we be going.”
Galen tilted his head. “Of course, Master Benril.” He turned to Kira. “It really was wonderful to see
you again.” He took her hand. His fingers felt soft and warm. One worked briefly over where she had cut
herself, smoothing the skin and briefly probing the wound. Satisfied, he squeezed again and released.
“May we see each other again soon,” Galen said to her.
Kira swallowed and nodded sadly. Both of them knew that wouldn’t happen.
***
Outside the Aelus’s shop, she glanced back. Dusty windows blocked her view so she couldn’t tell if
Galen watched as they made their way back to the wagon. The streets were muddy and she took care to
stay on the uneven cobbles as she followed her father, but she slipped and had to turn away before she
could see if Galen watched. Her father walked a step in front of her and did not look back.
Kira dreaded telling him about the lost money. She wondered if he already knew. Could that be the
reason he’d come for her? She doubted that he did or he would be angrier.
“Did you think that Aelus could help?” her father asked, pulling her attention back to him. He finally
looked at her briefly, and she read annoyance on his face and heard the derision in his voice as he said
Aelus’s name. “We’re going to Annendel. Home of the greatest healers in the known world. There is little
a village apothecary can do compared to some of the healers you have seen.”
Kira didn’t want to argue, but knew that many of the healers they had visited during the journey west
paled in comparison to the skill she had seen from Galen. She glanced at her hand and shook her head. He
had even recognized that she was bleeding and used the parsap to seal the wound. It still throbbed, but no
longer bled as it had, and certainly not as long as it usually would.
They weaved through the streets and reached the wagon. The back was latched and the tarp pulled tight
over the top. Everything was ready for their departure. Kira would have to tell him that the box had been
stolen. They couldn’t go to Annendel. She was not sure she really would want to even if they still had the
necessary coins.
“Father . . .” She started to explain, but felt an irritant in the back of her throat as another coughing fit

threatened her. It would be the first one since she had taken Galen’s concoction.
He watched her with a concerned look on his face as he always did when the fits came on. She knew he
felt helpless and hated waiting for the fit to pass, but there really was nothing else that could be done.
“Water?” she asked between coughs.
He frowned but nodded, reaching into the front of the wagon and pulling out a flask. He handed it to
her.
Kira wanted to turn so that he wouldn’t see what she did next, but her father stood watching her closely.
As carefully as she could, she slipped her hand into her pocket, pulled out the small canister that Galen
had given her, and quickly took a pinch of the concoction to put into the water.
Her father grabbed her wrist before she could mix the medicine into the water. “What is that?” he
demanded.
The coughing fit hadn’t completely eased. She took shallow breaths as she tried to work through it.
When he didn’t let go of her arm, she pulled back and mixed the medicine into the water, drinking it
quickly before he could say anything more. It tasted no better the second time she tried it.
“He gave that to you?” he asked.
The spell finally eased and she nodded. “Just a suppressant,” she answered. “But it works. I haven’t
coughed for hours.”
Her father frowned suspiciously. “Are you certain that all he gave you was a cough suppressant? I’ve
seen how his father works. Thinks he knows more than the Guild, he does!” He lowered his hand,
suddenly aware that he had still been holding it up. Something in his face changed, softening. “Kira—I
just want you to get well. That is all I’ve ever wanted.” He let out a long sour breath. “Once we reach
Annendel, we can finally start getting you the help you need. The study will find—”
“Nothing, Father. The study will find nothing.” She took another drink from the flask and shook her
head. “Why should the healers in Annendel succeed when the others have not? Can’t you see that nothing
has made a difference? The only thing that has helped has been this!” She held the flask containing the
cough suppressant out in front of her and shook it at him. “And you can’t get past your anger at Aelus to let
me have this one reprieve!”
“It is because of Aelus that we lost your sister.” His voice dropped to nearly a whisper.
Kira blinked and swallowed back what she nearly said next. “You can’t believe that. There was
nothing anyone could have done for Lisa, not after that injury. Even the Guild couldn’t have saved her.”
His eyes grew wide and he shook his head angrily. “But because of him, we’ll never know. He told
your mother that she would be all right. Offered her kind words, letting her think that Lisa would pull
through. Had we only known . . .”
“What? You would have subjected her to the same journey that I’ve had to take? Trudge her across the
countryside until you found someone else to take a crack at making her better?” Kira coughed once and
wiped her hand across her mouth. “She wouldn’t have survived the journey. No more than I will,” she
said, turning away from her father.
“I just want you to get well,” her father said.
Kira tried to suppress the tears that came to her eyes when she answered. “I know that you do.”
Then he touched her shoulder and squeezed, at least trying to show affection. Kira couldn’t help but
contrast it to the gentle way that Galen held her. They stood in place for a few moments. Kira let the tears
fall while her father made every attempt to look away.
“I can’t lose you too, Kira,” he said. “Losing Lisa has been the hardest thing your mother has ever gone
through. Don’t give up on the Guild. There’s still the chance that you might be healed.”
Kira looked down at the wagon, wishing that she didn’t have to tell her father about the missing trunk.
Losing the hope of her healing would break his heart almost as much as losing her.
But she had to tell him. Better that they have some time left together as a family.

“Father . . . I am not sure that we can.”
“What do you mean?”
She took a deep breath to answer.
As she did, Galen came running through town toward them, splashing through the muddy street. He
called out her name as he ran.
Kira turned, wondering if he came to tell her good-bye once more, but his face looked too serious for
that. He held out one of the sheets of parchment as he ran.
“Kira. Master Benril,” he said as he approached, nodding politely to them both.
Her father looked at the sheet of parchment, his eyes growing from surprised to angry in the span of a
few heartbeats. “You gave him that parchment?”
“A trade for the medicine,” Kira said weakly.
“Don’t you know what that is worth?” he asked.
“It is not worth anything, Father!” She tried to shout, but her voice did not cooperate. “Not without the
secret of how to write on it. I thought Galen could help me discover it. That we could then sell it to have
enough money to pay the Guild.”
“But we almost have enough for the Guild, Kira.”
She closed her eyes. “No. We don’t, Father.” She sobbed. “A thief . . . I was sick, coughing on the
wagon . . . You were at Rubbles’s . . .” Kira knew she was babbling but couldn’t stop herself.
“The money is gone?” he asked.
Kira opened her eyes, forcing herself to look at her father. His face had gone white. All the anger that
she had sensed from him had disappeared, replaced by an expression that he tried so hard to hide from her
—grief.
“I’m sorry, Father. I should have locked the wagon. Should have protected the trunk. Now the Guild
won’t help.”
Standing there, she knew the moment that his heart broke. It was overwhelming to her when it
happened. The flat expression disappeared, turned into a look of devastation. “But we were so close. The
Guild had agreed to take you into the study. We just had to make it to Annendel. Now . . .”
She saw on his face that he had already lost her. Like Lisa. “Maybe this is better,” Kira said. It was her
turn to try to comfort him. “We can return to Duras. To mother and Nathan. Be a family for the time that
remains.”
“That means that you will . . .” He couldn’t even finish the words.
“I don’t think that anything was ever going to change that.”
“That was the whole purpose of this journey. That we would reach Annendel with the silvers needed
for the study. That you could get the healing you need.”
“Maybe this is best. Now we can just be a family. I don’t know how much time I have left, but I would
rather be with you and mother, not sitting in a cold room in Annendel while the Guild picks me over.”
Her father stared at her and then nodded bitterly. He looked at Galen and waved a thick hand at him.
“Keep it. Just like what Aelus did for her, the parchment is useless. Tell your father it’s payment for what
happened with Lisa.”
“But that’s what I came to tell you,” Galen said. “We found the solution. Or really, Kira found the
solution.”
“What? How?” she asked.
Galen held up the page. Copied on it in his tight scrawl were the symptoms he had recorded for Hyp
and Ms. Rubbles in richly colored ink. A large smear of ink ran across the middle of the page, darker than
the rest. Kira saw another line and realized that Galen had recorded her symptoms there along with the
others.
“When you cut yourself. The blood stained the page.” Galen laughed a soft rich laugh. “Unlike the other

inks, it stayed.” He pointed to the long smear across the page. “I diluted some of my blood in plain ink
and it still worked. The colorant we needed is just blood!”
He looked up the street and Kira looked after him. She thought she saw Hyp, standing with a disheveled
appearance, his shirt untucked and his pants wrinkled. Something about him seemed different from the last
time she’d seen him. He smiled and waved at Galen, pointing to his stomach. Galen seemed not to notice.
Kira thought she saw Ms. Rubbles hurry down the street as well, then decided she must be mistaken.
When she had last seen her, Ms. Rubbles had needed a cane and had a soft sheen of sweat across her face.
The woman Kira saw looked different, more relaxed and younger than Ms. Rubbles.
Her father took the page from Galen and held it up to the gray light, frowning as he read it. “If this
works, then the Guild might pay dearly for the secret. I wouldn’t be surprised if we can trade the
remaining parchment for . . .” He looked over at Kira. “But you don’t want to go to Annendel, do you?”
She coughed, feeling a bubble of blood come up with it. “It won’t change anything. And I’m . . . I’m just
so tired.” She was relieved to finally admit it, but she hated the look on his face. “I’m sorry, Father,” she
whispered. She knew that the healing she could find in Annendel was not the healing she needed. What
she needed—what her family needed—was nothing more than time together. No healer could help her
with that. All that she wanted was to return to Duras, to be a family, for whatever time remained.
Kira grabbed her father’s hand. He did not pull away as he so often did. She smiled up at him and, after
a moment, he smiled sadly back at her, finally seeming to understand what she needed.
Her father handed the page back to Galen and then nodded. He stepped over to her and slipped his arm
around her shoulders, holding her up. He let out a pent-up breath, deflated and defeated. His voice came
out as a whisper as he said, “Then let’s go home.”
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THE DEALER , THE HAG, AND THE B OY WHO
DR EAMED
By Clint Johnson | 2,500 words
here once was a boy in love who loved as no other boy ever did: with the whole of his heart. It is often
T
said lovers offer their whole hearts. Few really do. Even rarer is the youth who knows what his heart
truly wants. But the boy was not like other boys, or girls or adults or children. This boy was like no one
else. So it was not surprising when he gathered together every kurush to his name, seventeen years worth
of child labor, and skipped with it to the Meandering Market to buy his beloved a dream.
The Meandering Market crouched in the mountain above the village three days of every month. On the
first day, the market was assembled within the sparkling coils of the boundary, silver thread so fine and
bright it was said to be spun by spiders in the dealer’s dreams. Inside, the villagers rioted in celebration,
with food and wine and music. That night, the entire village gathered within the boundary to sleep safely.
The third day was when bartered dreams were shared and interpreted. Then the market was
disassembled and hauled away on huge flatbed trucks spewing black smoke.
But on the second day, just before sunset, was the auction.
The richest, most desperate villagers, with bags beneath their haunted eyes, came to the velvet tent of
the Dream Dealer. At the sound of the gong, one by one, they disappeared inside to offer their greatest
treasures in hopes of procuring a dream.
Always before, the boy had watched the hopefuls huddled outside the velvet tent, marveling. Now he
stood as one of them.
Other hopefuls stared at him, hostile and confused. What could a poor shop boy have to offer in return
for a dream?
He smiled at their dark looks. “Good fortune to all. It is my blessing to be counted one of you.”
They scowled, hunched in their coats, and stamped their thick-soled boots. The boy hugged his frayed
cardboard egg box to his chest and waited for his turn to enter the tent.
He watched the others go, some arguing and shoving to be first, until all were gone but himself. It was
only with the last gasp of day, when orange and red fist-fought above the mountain, that a pale hand parted
the tent door, beckoning.
“You dare to dream?” a voice asked from the opening.
The boy closed his eyes and pictured his beloved. Then he walked into the velvet cavern of the Dream
Dealer.
He walked along a lightless cloth corridor, guided by the breathing walls, into the central hall. Circular
and small, it held nothing but a heavy wooden desk that sprawled bare but for a small incandescent lamp
dumping yellow light in a circle on its surface.
The Dream Dealer sat behind the desk, hunched and wizened, with hands folded before his face.
“What will you give me for my dream?” the dealer asked.
The boy hugged his life’s treasure once before setting the box on the desk. The dealer flicked the
tattered top away, exposing wadded bills and a scree of coins. He blinked.
“And?”
The boy shuffled his feet. “And what, Beyefendi?”
“And what more?”
“But . . . I have no more. This is all I’m worth.”
The dealer laughed until the velvet walls shivered, and the boy’s heart buckled and broke.
“You think this worth a dream?” the dealer mocked. “This pittance you’ve scrimped in the drudgery of

your life?” The dealer shook his head, dark eyes degrading in their pity. “Fool boy, do you know what
deals I have made? Hopefuls have bartered their hearts’ treasures on the altar of my desk: maidens’
virtue, men’s pride, freedom, fortunes fit for kings, and firstborn sons.” His hands arched up on grasping
fingers that raked the desk like striking scorpion tails. “Souls have been offered on this desk in return for
a dream.”
The dealer’s hands chittered within his sleeves, and he sat back. “What, in the whole of your life, could
you offer that I want and do not have?”
The boy knew he had nothing to sacrifice—but he did have one thing to share. A secret.
“In return for a dream for my beloved,” the boy said, “I will tell you what you do not know.”
The dealer smirked, his teeth rotted by shadow. “What do you think you know, boy?”
“I know one who is safe from the Hag,” the boy said.
The dealer’s smile dissolved in darkness as he sat back in his throne. His pale chitinous hand danced
on the arm of his chair, nails clacking.
“That is a more interesting offering.”
So the boy picked up his egg box, fixing the battered lid on top, and walked out of the tent, his bid
made.
***
That night during hagwatch, the boy’s beloved opened her family’s tent flap to see him standing there
with a smile and a small plastic vial in his hand.
“You promised to buy me something from the market today,” she chided. “All your talk of a gift was a
lie.”
“I’m sorry I did not see you,” he said. “But I did not lie.”
He gently squeezed the small plastic vial until a single drop fell to his fingertip. A silver honey-looking
bead.
“What is it?” she asked, breathless.
“My gift,” the boy said simply. “Your dream.”
He extended his finger, offering the drop to her small mouth. She licked her lips, large eyes meeting his
for one excited moment. Then she took the tip of his finger into her mouth, and the dream drop with it.
“What is this?” a gruff voice called.
The boy and his beloved quickly parted, the boy’s finger tingling in memory of her lips’ embrace. Her
father loomed over them in the entryway.
“Forgive me.” The boy bowed. “I brought your daughter a gift.”
Her father’s eyes slivered. “So near night?”
“This gift could not wait, Beyefendi.” He shared an excited glance with his beloved.
“It will have to.” The man put a large hand on his daughter’s shoulder, pulling her behind him. With the
other hand, he handed her a steaming mug. “Leave, boy. If you omit the Smothering, I’ll not be held
accountable.”
The tent flap shut, and the boy saw three shadows drink from steaming cups.
He ran home.
***
“Here.” The boy sat upon his sleeping pallet in the corner of his mother’s threadbare tent as she handed
him the draft. In one hand, a steaming ceramic mug. In the other, the tin of Smother. “May the Hag pass you
by this night,” his mother said.
The boy took the mug and a pinch of powder from the tin, nodding respectfully. “May she pass you by

as well, Mother.”
He watched her wrap herself in her too-thin blanket and in moments succumb to the relative safety of
drugged sleep. Then he drank the steaming water, set the mug in the wash basin that served as their sink,
and slinked into the night. In the freedom of the village’s Smother-induced slumber, he ran.
The powder slid from his fingers, gone on the wind.
***
The boy wrapped himself in his thin blanket next to his beloved’s tent. All the village slept Smothered,
so heavily drugged it barely counted as sleep. Sleep too dead to wake, or perceive, or much rest. Too
deep to tempt the Hag. Too deep to dream.
Then, as all slept in fitful fear, the boy lived his secret.
He dreamed. And he rode the dreams of others.
Every time the Meandering Market came to the village, he felt others’ dreams whispering in his sleep,
distinct from his own, drawing him in. He lived them more tangibly than his waking life.
So he nodded off, contently waiting to hitch a ride on his beloved’s first-ever dream.
But before, came the Hag.
He felt her as oil on black water, unseen but palpable. She searched, hungry for a victim to ride into
nightmare. So the boy closed off his mind. He didn’t know how. He just did, shutting down part of himself
as the slick oozed on by and away.
Then he opened to the dream, a bubble in the dark, then a burst of light.
He is his beloved, but he is himself, standing beside a table. On the table a body, small and
twitching and slick with sweat. A little girl, dying.
Something is odd.
He stretches out a hand and touches the shivering child. At the touch, she glows, radiant
flushes of purple that shimmer, then dim. The child’s eyes open, showing irises of electric
blue. His beloved. She has healed herself.
No. Not she. Not herself. No.
This is wrong . . .
***
The Meandering Market lay piecemeal, much collapsed in heaps on the back of semitrucks, when the
boy entered the still-standing velvet tent. He found the dealer behind his desk, staring glittering-eyed from
his cowl.
“Pay me, as you promised,” he said. “Who has escaped the Hag?”
“I will not pay,” the boy declared. “You did not give my beloved her dream.”
The dealer stood, casting an impossibly large shadow in the light of the single lamp. “Last night she
dreamed—and was safe from the Hag. My part of the bargain is done.”
“No,” the boy challenged. “A physician standing beside a table. On the table, a child, a girl he loves
with electric-blue eyes. He touches her and heals her. He touches her,” the boy repeated. “It was not my
beloved’s dream she lived last night. It was mine.”
The dealer’s hands fell from his sleeves, fists clenched. “What are you saying, boy?”
“I was a child,” the boy said. “Too young to understand what a dream truly was, or that others did not
have them as I did. Even then I loved her, and I dreamed of being a great physician and healing my
beloved so that she would love me too. I have had the dream many times since; it is a dream of my heart,

and so can never be stolen. But that first time, the very first dream, is missing.” He tapped his temple.
“The Hag came before I knew how to defeat her and stole it.”
The boy walked around the desk to face the shrouded lump that was the dealer. “Yesterday, you gave it
to my beloved. You gave what wasn’t yours.”
For a moment, the dealer’s eyes shown within baggy folds of skin, nodules of malice. Then two frail
claws snatched the boy’s head.
Oil, seething as it steams, yawns wide as the boy’s consciousness plunges into the dark,
which runs red with pain.
A mountain of silver, whole crags and peaks of it, flashing white-hot, then pouring into his
screaming mouth, washing him away.
Five horses all sprout fangs and grab a piece of him, galloping apart, and rending.
A room full of blades, roaring with the grind of steel teeth, gnashes down on him, hungry,
tearing.
The people of the village, and uncounted more, a sea of sleeping victims, all with silver
straws jutting from their foreheads as the Hag, wire haired and with cheeks rotted to striated
muscle around burning silver eyes, raises a claw with the same silver straw, which turns to a
drill and burrows into his screaming brain.
The boy’s eyelids flared open, twitching. As the nightmares racked him, some part of his mind not
completely immersed marked the snarling face of the dealer. Shock of bristling white hair free of the
fallen cowl. Gaunt cheeks twitching with rage. Two eyes cratered in that face, hot burning silver.
And the boy realized: You cannot hurt me. Not me.
He felt the dealer’s peaked fingers grasping his skull, and something far more intrusive gnawing inside.
But somewhere too deep for fingers to scratch or hunger to consume, he was his own. Something in that
untouched area tickled as the boy switched off part of his mind, just as he did when he was asleep to
escape the Hag.
The caravan of horrors rumbling through his brain became so many photos, hollow sun-scorched
negatives.
The boy grabbed the snarling dealer’s brow.
“Don’t just see it,” the boy said to the Hag. “Live it.”
The boy fed him the nightmares, circling them back to the dealer’s stolen trough of dreams. As he did,
he ignited the man’s brain, electrifying nerves, animating twitching fibers of muscle, recreating all he did
with his own body that allowed him to live the dreams he rode, body and soul. Then he plunged the
dreaming dealer into the torrent.
The dealer’s back arched near to breaking. His desiccated lips opened in a soundless scream as he fell
and dragged the boy onto his chest. There, the boy watched from a distance the steaming sea of oil and the
smoking mountain of silver and the five fanged horses galloping and the room of whirling blades and the
screaming face of the Hag, a match for the screaming face of the dealer. The boy’s hands burned with
silver fire as he held it all and drowned the dealer’s mind.
***
The next morning the Dream Dealer was found dead, his body twisted, face contorted in horror. The
Hag had taken him.
No one in the village ever saw the boy again.
His beloved woke and ran to his mother’s tent to share her dream, only to find him gone. She cried for

many days, and his gift dream remained special to her long after the village began to dream once more,
free from the Hag and bereft of the dealer.
She cried sometimes after that, though she drew odd comfort from the dream she’d had the night after
his disappearance.
She watches the boy walk the village streets at night. He comes to her as she is ridden by the
Hag, a horrid intermesh of a scarred woman and the cruel leathery visage of the Dream
Dealer. With his eyes flashing silver, the boy tears the Hag from her chest. He then chases
the Hag through the night, but not before turning back to give her a smile and a gentle kiss.
He then walks away, herding the Hag into the darkness, where she dissolves, and the boy
becomes a glowing mote of silver. She watches that mote draw radiant lines across the
world, and wherever it stretches, coils of silver light wrap around every home. The roof of
each such home bursts off, lifted by the dreams inside. The last thing she sees is the glimmer
moving town to town, stretching a web of silver over the entire dreaming world.
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haya, my dragon, my master, my friend, had been away for two weeks when the storm hit. An early
S
autumn squall barreled down the mountains and buried our valley in ankle-deep snow. Once the storm had
passed, I drew on my boots, wrapped myself in my dragon-feather cloak, and went to check for damage.
Snowmelt dripped from bowed pine branches. It beaded off my cloak as I checked on Shaya’s cave, its
door still locked. The cattle were safe in their meadow, and the greenhouse undamaged, its glass panes
glittering. Everything looked tidy.
Blue jays shrieked as I strode past the springhouse, on the way back to my cabin. Below their noise, a
woman moaned.
I spun. In summer, villagers trudged the day’s walk into the mountains to seek Shaya’s healing. But for
the last month, the only human voice I’d heard had been my own baritone.
Against the eastern wall of the springhouse, lit by golden sunlight, a woman huddled in a cloak too thin
for the recent storm. Snow crusted the hem of her dress. Ice glistened in her black hair at the edge of her
hood. Beneath it, her lips showed blue.
I dropped to my knees in front of her. “What’s your name? Are you hurt?”
She muttered something incoherent. Her cloak rustled; it seemed she tried to turn toward me, but her
movements were sluggish, uncoordinated.
“It’s okay,” I said, and hoped it was true. Shaya wasn’t here. I could only pray my meager healing skills
would be enough. I reached for her hand. “You’re safe. I’ll see you get warmed up.”
Her fingers wouldn’t grasp mine; her skin felt cold to the touch. She was past the point of shivering. In
desperation, I lifted her bodily from the ground. As I did, her hood slipped back. I gasped. I was staring
into the face of Bleu Chandler, daughter of the village’s late candlemaker.
Bleu, the only woman I’d ever loved.
***
Dragons are funny creatures when it comes to trespassers on their land. Shaya tolerated the villagers who
sought her out because she enjoyed their reverence, and they never stayed past sundown. Me, her latest
human companion, she welcomed because I was useful. She needed someone to uncork the wine, dry the
herbs, and corral the cattle—all tasks difficult to do with four-inch claws. The arrangement suited me.
Still brooding over my broken heart, I preferred the company of a dragon to the pitying stares of villagers.
Or I did, until Bleu’s pale face emerged from that hood.
What will I tell Shaya? I fretted as I peeled off Bleu’s wet things (keeping my eyes averted as much as
possible) and slipped her into my best tunic and trousers. Behind us, the hearth fire poured out heat. When
will Shaya be back? I wondered as I tucked Bleu (and a bed warmer, not me) into the cabin’s single cot,
under my dragon-down blanket. Already I imagined Bleu staying.
My cabin suited a bachelor hermit who needed only a cot, a chest, a table and stool, and a hearth kept
burning with dragon fire. Still, two could fit. Plus, my braided rug cheered up the room, and on a shelf
over the cot, I’d laid out my collection of birds’ eggs. Bleu had always loved things that flew.
While I boiled mint tea, thinking she would like the smell, I listed in my head ways to spruce up the
cabin. As I poured myself a mug, Bleu shifted on the bed.
“Ryeland Baker? Is that you?”
Her voice was throaty, deeper than I remembered. My heart didn’t care. It pounded against my ribs, and
suddenly I felt seven years younger, a lad of eighteen.

I turned, wiping my palms on my trousers. She looked older than she should have for a woman of
twenty-four. Gray streaked her hair, and her flushed skin stretched thin over sunken cheeks. Life with the
Sisters of the Ever-Burning Hearth must have been hard. Still, she was more beautiful to me than any
woman in the village.
And she was looking at me as she once had, as I’d hardly dared to hope that she would, as if she’d
found the one thing that would make her happy. “How are you back in town? Did you leave the dragon?”
To my shame, I didn’t answer. Let her think for a little while that she’d made it back to the village.
“How are you feeling?”
“Warm.” She nuzzled the top of the blanket. Once, she’d nuzzled me like that. “And pleased to see you.”
That was my Bleu, direct as always. I poured a mug of tea to give myself something to do and took it to
her. “Think you can drink something?”
She nodded and pushed herself up. She arched an eyebrow at finding herself in my tunic, but she took
the mug. I sat on my stool and sipped tea, content for the moment to sit beside her, smelling mint. I
remembered our engagement night, lying beside her by the village stream, watching stars shoot across the
summer sky.
When only dregs remained in my mug, I asked, “Will the sisters come after you?”
She shook her head. “They let me go, said my service was fulfilled.”
I coughed. I put my mug down quickly. I’d dreamed about that, but those dreams had faded years before.
“I thought you had eighteen more years.”
“I’d rather explain only once. Could you get my parents?”
I bit my lip. I asked, “Didn’t anyone write you last winter?”
She frowned. Slowly, her gaze never leaving my face, she set her mug on the blanket, her fingers still
wrapped around the mug’s sides. “Why should they have?”
“Your parents”—how I ached, being the one to tell her—“passed at midwinter. Pneumonia.”
Her eyes widened. She pressed a fist to her mouth. Seven years before, I would have gone to her,
would have hugged her close and stroked her hair. Now, unsure of our relationship, I only cupped her
hand in mine, feeling helpless and sad. They had been good folks, her parents, and had been as devastated
as I was when the temple tither selected Bleu as payment.
“The house was sold to pay for the funerals,” I said after a time. “There’s nothing left, I’m afraid. But
you can stay here. For now,” I added hastily.
She stared out my window, her thin hand gripping mine. I wondered what she was thinking, if she could
find solace in the sight of sun and sky. I hated to think of her alone in her grief.
She shook her head. “It’s nice of you, but I can’t stay, can I? The dragon won’t let me.”
Of course she’d figured it out. “You can for now. Shaya’s away on research.”
“How long until she gets back?”
My heart leaped. Maybe Bleu would consider staying. “I don’t know. She’s always back before full
winter, but other than that, I can’t say.”
She chewed her lip. “I’ve imagined finding you again for so long. I can’t believe I’m here. But I don’t
want to cause trouble.”
“No trouble. I’d like to have you here.”
“You never did have good taste,” she teased, the same as she had years before.
And just like that, the years disappeared. She was my Bleu, I was her Ryeland, and our love was our
own. Her lips looked as soft as ever. It had been so long since we’d kissed. I leaned toward her.
She stopped me with an upraised hand. “It’s too late for that, dear one.”
I blinked. Had I imagined the look in her eyes? “Why?”
She took a deep breath. “I won’t stay here long enough to become a burden.”
Instantly my body went on alert. I knew, in the twisting of my gut, that I wouldn’t want to hear what she

was about to tell me. Yet I couldn’t turn away.
“You’ll never be a burden,” I protested.
She met my gaze. “Ryeland, the sisters let me go because I’m dying.” She pressed a hand to her side.
“I’ll be buried alongside my parents by the solstice.”
***
The hard lump in Bleu’s side lurked just below her ribs. It was a ravenous lump, sucking her energy and
appetite. And hope. Seven years cloistered inside a temple had withered her belief in miracles.
“I just want a little peace,” she told me the next morning, her face turned toward the window. “I want to
see the sky and the clouds and to watch the birds streaming south. If I’m lucky, maybe I’ll see Shaya fly.”
“You can’t give up!” I banged my spoon. “It might not be too late. Shaya could still heal you.”
She shook her head. “I know my body. This is beyond even dragon healing.” She pushed her bowl
away. “I don’t want to prolong this. I’m not scared of dying. It’s the long decline that terrifies me. Promise
you won’t let me linger.”
“I can’t promise that.” Losing her once had broken my heart. I didn’t think I’d survive a second blow.
“At our engagement, I promised to care for you. Don’t you remember?”
“You must have something,” she continued. “Some plant to end my pain when it becomes too much.”
“Just hold on until Shaya gets back. Please.”
She pressed her lips together. “The pain’s not too bad yet.”
I breathed out. I wasn’t going to lose her, not if I could help it. And for now: “Let’s get you under the
sky.”
I wrapped her in my dragon-feather cloak and helped her hobble outside. We stepped into a world
topped by a crisp autumn blue. She beamed. A man would risk much to see that smile.
At her direction, I helped her sit on a stump just outside the cabin door. With her back to the wall, the
sky and the valley stretched before her. Her smile grew wider.
With that smile in mind and after I was sure she was tucked securely in the cloak, I walked to Shaya’s
greenhouse, glinting behind the kitchen garden. Almost too small for Shaya to enter, the glass ceiling
reached twice my height. Inside grew our cold-hardy herbs and greens.
Usually I enjoyed puttering in the dirt and tending the dragon fire in the central clay oven. Never before,
though, had I entered without some task from Shaya to do.
I paused at the entrance and scanned the sky. My fingers tingled; I felt as though I stood at the entrance
to a king’s unguarded counting house. Once inside, I stole through the heat to the raised beds with herbs
that Shaya used for stomach pains.
I snatched sprigs of feverfew, licorice, and chamomile. Even though I was alone, I hid them in a basket
and slunk back to the cabin. While Bleu dozed in the sun, I steeped them in a tea. Then I paced the cabin,
twisting my hands. Yes, I had stolen the herbs, but I’d done so to fulfill my vow to Bleu. Surely I could
care for her until Shaya came back. Then Shaya would cure Bleu and let her stay with me, right? I crossed
my fingers and prayed to any god who would listen.
Around noon, Bleu shifted on her stump. She was awake.
I brought her a mug. “Something for pain.”
She raised an eyebrow at the smell but accepted the mug. Before she took a sip, she pointed over my
shoulder. “What’s that?”
I knew what she was pointing at before I turned around. Sure enough, she pointed to the railed platform
perched at a dizzying height in an orange-leafed oak tree by Shaya’s cave. My head spun and my stomach
dropped just thinking about its distance from the ground. I had to lean against the cabin wall.
“The treehouse.” I was proud that my voice didn’t wobble. “One of Shaya’s former companions built
it.”

Her gaze lingered on it. I imagined that she breathed in the sight of it more than she breathed in the air
around her. A cold dread crept down my spine.
“What’s it for?” she asked.
“Fun, I guess.” Although I could not imagine anyone enjoying climbing that high. “Get a dragon’s-eye
view of the world.”
“Is it in good repair?”
I shuddered. I knelt beside her. “Please don’t think of going up there.”
She blinked. A frown creased her forehead. “You’re still not good with heights, are you?”
I shook my head. My face grew hot.
“It’s okay.” She rubbed my shoulder. “I should be able to get up there without you going. A pulley,
maybe.”
“Half the boards could be rotted through!”
She scrunched up her face. Then her gaze swung back to the treehouse. I don’t think she realized it, but
she licked her lips.
“Don’t,” I said. Panic made my voice rough. “It’s not safe.”
The breeze blew feathers from her cape around her chin. I realized I’d grabbed hold of the cape edge,
was holding on for dear life.
“All right.” She slumped back against the wall.
I breathed a sigh of relief. Only later, after the heat had left my face, did I realize she’d never explicitly
promised to stay away from the treehouse.
***
A dragon does as a dragon wishes. Shaya had winged away on many trips during my seven years with her.
She left when she wanted and returned as she wished. Never before had I gone to my knees, praying for
some sign of when she’d return.
Over the next three weeks, the nights turned colder. Skeins of geese honked their way south. The walnut
trees dropped their leaves, and the sugar maples deepened from orange to red. Bleu grew thinner and
thinner.
“I’m not hungry,” she said one evening when I roasted chestnuts. Their earthy smell filled the cabin.
“You haven’t eaten all day.”
She shrugged. Her dress, which I’d washed and patched, hung around her like a loose blanket.
“You have to eat to keep your strength up.”
She glared at me. “I’m not hungry. Stop asking.”
Dread coiled in my stomach. The next morning, I took the iron key from the ring at my belt. It was cold
in my hand, an accusation, and I knew I would pay for what I was about to do. Still I strode across dead
leaves to Shaya’s cave. For the first time, I unlocked its door without her beside me.
The cave was massive, stretching high overhead and deep into the mountainside. I felt as small and
unwelcome as an ant without her there. I hunched my shoulders and stole past the towering bookshelves
and strange models that littered the front of the cave. Toward the back, where the air grew cooler and
smelled faintly of salt, I slipped into one of the niches that held the most valuable medicines.
I lifted my lantern to see the shelves. My hand shook, causing the light to scatter over the vials. I took a
deep breath. Bleu needed this; my tea wasn’t working, and the gods only knew when Shaya would come
back.
Ancient labels named the contents of each jar: serpents’ tongues, bezoar stones, even rock dust from the
walls of her own cave, since dragon caves were said to have life-extending properties. Those I passed
by, preferring a white stone jar at the far end of the second shelf. I pulled it down and uncorked the top.
Inside was enough powdered unicorn horn to buy a castle.

My breathing sped up to hold such a treasure. Luckily, I didn’t need much. Even a tiny quantity could
counteract poison and seal wounds. What better than unicorn horn for an internal hurt that was eating Bleu
alive?
“Shaya forgive me,” I whispered as I helped myself to one of the small cloth bags she gave to visitors.
Into it I poured about a dram of the powdered horn. All the way out from the cave, I dreaded a claw on my
shoulder, a low growl of Thief!
Bleu, on the stump by the cabin door, caught one look at my face as I returned and asked, “What’d you
do?”
I froze. The pilfered bag hung awkwardly from one closed fist. I should have made up a story. Yet it
was a relief to be caught. I blurted, “I got you some unicorn horn.”
Her face softened. She didn’t ask where I’d gotten it. It must have been obvious. “Dear one, that was
kindly meant, but I’m not going to take it.”
Anger drummed in my ears. “You can’t give up!”
“Can’t I?” Sunlight gilded the circles under her eyes. “The tea’s not working. What makes you think this
will?”
“It’s stronger.” A statement, or a prayer? “Much stronger.”
“All I want is to sit in the sun and enjoy what time I have left with you. Not run after every possible
cure.”
“Just try it, please. Shaya has to come soon.”
She held out her hand, and I folded my fingers around hers. How very tired she looked.
“It means that much to you?” she asked.
I nodded fiercely.
“I’ll try it for a week, not a day more. And no more tea.”
“Thank you.” I squeezed her fingers and hurried inside to make unicorn horn broth.
***
Ice lined the puddles the next morning when I went to haul water. The flocks of geese had dwindled to a
few stragglers. Shaya had never returned so late before. I scanned the sky and tried not to imagine her in
some unknown forest with a broken wing.
For five days, Bleu ate only enough broth to fill an acorn. I offered to season it differently, to ladle it
over pumpernickel bread, to soak it with oats, if she would only eat a little more.
“I’m not hungry,” she said, and stroked my cheek and turned her gaze to the sky.
I chewed my lip and pulled my hair and searched the clouds for Shaya’s silhouette.
On the sixth morning, Bleu walked right past the stump by the cabin door. With the dragon-feather cloak
around her, she strode to the base of an oak tree beside Shaya’s cave. She sat, her back against the ridged
trunk and tipped her face to the sun.
I wanted to pump my fist and crow. Who cared about buying a castle when unicorn horn could bring
Bleu a different view of the clouds?
“Are you cured?” I asked, trying not to split my cheeks grinning. “Is the lump gone?”
“No.” She rubbed her side and crinkled her nose. “But the pain’s gone.”
An excellent start. “Do you want more broth?”
“Later. Let me enjoy the view here.” She patted the base of the trunk. “Go, shoo. You have chores to
catch up on.”
I’d neglected them, it’s true. By now I should have checked the entire length of the cattle’s meadow
fence. So that morning I walked to the near corner of the meadow, where I had a clear view of Bleu, and
squatted down to check the first boards.
Is there anything more glorious than whistling while you work under a crisp autumn sky? The

mountainsides were bright with orange and red leaves. Late-season crickets chirped under logs, and a
woodpecker tapped in time with my tune. All the valley seemed to celebrate the glory of the day.
Whistling still, I turned the corner of the fence and glanced back to Shaya’s cave. Bleu no longer sat
under the oak tree. The feather cape slumped empty at its base.
My song died.
“Bleu?”
No answer.
Maybe she’d slipped away to the privy, or gotten tired and gone inside. Maybe she’d simply moved to
a different tree. But my mouth was dry, and I had to wipe my hands on my trousers.
“Bleu?” I held my breath to listen.
No answer.
I strode back up to the cave. “Bleu!”
“Ryeland?”
Her voice floated down from above.
I froze. Reluctant to look, but knowing I must, I tipped my head toward the treehouse.
It was empty. Sunlight gilded the wooden rails and set the house in stark relief against the rich blue sky.
Below that, about a quarter way up the tree, Bleu clung to one of the oak’s thick branches.
Cold sweat doused my spine. My knees felt as solid as snowmelt. “What were you thinking?” I yelled.
“I thought I was strong enough to get to the treehouse.” Her voice was thick. She’d been weeping, but I
was too angry to care. “I can’t move. I’m too tired.”
I should have chopped down the tree before she’d ever had a chance to climb it. I should have burned
it.
I stripped off my jacket and prepared to climb. “I’m coming!”
Metal rungs nailed into the trunk made an easy ladder up the lower part of the tree. My fingers tingled
as I grabbed the first one. It was reassuringly solid. Still, my heart slammed against my ribs as I took the
first step up. I climbed a second rung, a third. Then my head spun, and my throat closed. I squeezed my
eyes shut and hugged a rung at chin height.
“Ryeland?”
“Coming.” My voice cracked like an apprentice’s.
“Ryeland, it’s all right. I’ll find a way down.”
“No, I can—” I gritted my teeth and forced myself up another rung. My knees buckled. My right foot
slipped from its hold. For a moment, I hung, my foot flailing.
“Ryeland!”
I fumbled to jam my foot back. My breath was harsh in my throat.
“Hang on!” From above, there came a scrabbling sound.
My foot found its place. Breathing hard, I looked up, just as the scrabbling ended in a shriek.
Bleu plummeted to the ground in front of me.
I felt her landing like a blow to my chest. “Bleu!” I scrambled down.
She moaned. Dry leaves scattered around her in golds and reds. I dropped to my knees beside her.
“Where are you hurt?”
She moaned again. I ran my hands over her legs and feet. She jerked—good, it meant she had feeling
and movement there. One arm was pinned beneath her. She screamed when I made to move it.
“I have to,” I said. “I think your arm’s broken.”
“Stupid arm,” she hissed through her teeth. “Stupid body. Everything hurts again.” Tears leaked from
her eyes.
“It’s okay,” I murmured. I wondered how on earth to mend this. Where was Shaya when I needed her? I
stroked Bleu’s hair; there were twigs in it. “I’ll take care of you.”

“Why? I’m no good for anything.”
“You’re good for me,” I said. She sniffled, and I stroked her hair some more.
I didn’t know how to heal a broken bone beyond rudimentary splinting. I didn’t know what it meant that
her old pain was back. The only thing I knew to do was to take her into Shaya’s cave for its healing
powers. But that meant leaving her inside, depriving her of the sky. And what if Shaya came back while
she was in there? Would Shaya be too angry to heal her?
“Maybe this is a sign from the gods.” Bleu gripped my wrist with her good hand. “A sign to stop
fighting.”
I stiffened. “No.”
“Ryeland, the plant I asked about—?”
“Not yet.” I fished for the key on my belt. “Hold on.”
I braced myself—please, gods, let me be doing the right thing—then gathered her in my arms. She
sucked in her breath. I stood, cradling her against me, giving her time to breathe through the pain.
Then I let us both into the cave.
***
I mixed cave dust into a paste and smeared it on her arm before splinting it. Wrapped in my feather cloak,
she curled up in a corner between two shelves. I’d given her poppy extract for the pain; she’d sleep for
some time.
Then what?
I had nothing stronger to give her to help her hold on. If Shaya didn’t come back—no, better not think
about that. When Shaya came back, she’d be angry. Still, she would heal Bleu. Of course she would.
Because if she didn’t—
I busied myself hanging Shaya’s two small mirrors on the walls so Bleu could awaken to a view of the
sky. Then I went to retrieve my dragon-down blanket so she might have something soft to lie on.
A shadow darkened my cabin window.
Heat flooded my face. I dropped the blanket. I turned.
Shaya peered into the window with one black eye, her pupil a yellow pinprick of anger. She clacked
her beak. “Come out. Now.”
I hurried out. She’s back, she’s back, my heart sang. Below it, my gut churned. I didn’t seem to know
what to do with my hands.
Shaya didn’t have that problem. She stood on four taloned feet. She was twice the height of the tallest
horse and lithe as a snake, a sleek, sinewy bundle of red, yellow, and bronze feathers. Her tail lashed, and
her wings flicked close to her body.
I wanted to hug her, and I wanted to scream at her. I said, “She’s ill. I had to—”
“My cave. My horn. How dare you?”
“She fell. I didn’t know—”
Shaya growled. “I smelled her. In my cave.”
I wasn’t explaining this right. “She’s Bleu! My Bleu. The one I told you about. She’s back.”
The feathers of her ruff stiffened in surprise. “Your Bleu?”
“She’s sick. Please go look at her. We’ve been waiting for you to come home. I’m sorry I broke your
trust, sorry I took the horn. I’ll do anything you ask, anything. Just please heal her.”
Shaya eyed me, her tail flicking. “Your Bleu?”
I nodded. My throat felt tight.
She clicked a talon. “I’ll see her. Wait here.”
Whisper soft, she vaulted into the air. In a moment, she was over the cabin, winging toward her cave.
I wanted to run after her, stand by her side while she examined Bleu, listen as she pronounced a cure.

But I’d broken enough of her rules. All these long weeks we’d waited for her to return. Waiting a few
more minutes to hear the good news wouldn’t matter.
I was worrying a thread on my shirt sleeve when she returned. She padded around the side of the house.
Her ruff was down, her tail curled close to her body, an odd posture for one delivering good news.
I straightened and smoothed my shirt. “Well?”
“Do you love her?” Spoken softly, her words still sounded like an accusation.
“Of course!”
“Then why put her in my cave?”
“I said—”
“She wants the sky. You put her in my cave. This is love?”
“She’s dying! Your cave—”
“Has no sky.”
“You don’t understand—”
She stamped one great foot. “All my companions go. You stay some years, you go. My heart breaks. I
do not lock you in my cave.”
I stiffened. “How dare you compare our comings and goings to Bleu? She’s dying! It’s not the same.”
“Sometimes it is.”
My jaw snapped shut. I sank down onto the stump where Bleu had spent many a day. How many of
Shaya’s companions had sat there? I’d not thought much about them, other than to curse the man who’d
built the treehouse. Had Shaya sat beside him as he died?
“How do you stand it?” I whispered.
She tilted her head. Her pupils widened, softened. “I told you.”
“You did? When?”
“I do not lock you in my cave.”
I stared at her. My brain clicked. “You gave them a choice. You let them choose their end.”
She huffed, a confirmation.
“I can’t! Bleu wants me to give her—”
“Her choice. You love her, you give her her end.”
I shot to my feet. My throat felt tight. “Cure her.”
“I can’t.”
“You must! Please. I’ll do anything.”
“I can’t.” Her voice was soft. “She past my aid. I’m sorry.”
“But—”
“You must have known. Bleu did. Why you not listen to her?”
I swallowed. My voice seemed lost in my throat.
“She not eating. Her lump so big. You not notice?”
I wrapped my arms around my waist. My throat felt raw. “I didn’t want to know. Didn’t want to admit
she would really die.”
Shaya bowed her head. “Her time runs out. Will you help her?”
“I—” My voice trembled. I’d fought so hard to care for Bleu. I’d done everything I could to make her
comfortable, to inspire hope. But maybe I’d cared for her the wrong way. Wasn’t that what Shaya was
saying? Rather than caring for Bleu, I’d locked her in my own cave of hope.
Now Shaya was showing me a different way, a softer way. She stood patiently, waiting to learn my
choice.
Choice. Bleu’s choice. She didn’t fear death, she’d said, rather the long decline. Though it pained me, I
could save her from that.
“Yes,” I whispered. “I’ll help her. Give me a moment.”

Shaya bobbed her head. She slipped away, whisper soft, around the side of the cabin.
My knees gave out. I sat down hard on the stump. I hung my head between my legs. I didn’t want to go,
didn’t want to ground the herbs or make that final tea for Bleu.
It didn’t matter what I wanted. Shaya had made that clear. Bleu was dying. My job was to see to Bleu’s
wishes, whatever they were.
A wren warbled in the afternoon sun, grating in its cheerfulness. The whole world seemed too bright,
the leaves too red, the breeze too mild. My mouth tasted of ashes.
I could have sat on that stump forever, if it meant Bleu lived. But that was not the way of the world. I
stood, creaking like a man three times my age.
The cave door stood open. I cleared my throat and knocked.
No answer.
Perhaps Bleu was asleep. I slipped inside. “Bleu? Shaya?”
The cave was empty. I wandered its length, as if Bleu or Shaya could have hidden behind a book or
inside a vial. I felt dumbfounded. Shaya could easily have gone elsewhere, but surely not Bleu?
I shuffled outside. Laughter from above made me look up.
Bleu sat on the treehouse, her black hair a smudge against the blue sky. Wrapped in the feather cloak,
she seemed a bird at home in the trees. On a limb beside her, Shaya clacked her beak in dragon laughter.
She arched her neck down at me. “Join us!”
“Don’t tease him,” Bleu said.
“I’m not.” Shaya cocked her head at me.
A challenge. I gulped. My stomach shifted uneasily. Bleu and Shaya looked impossibly high. “I’ll be
with you in a minute.”
I ran to the cabin and retrieved a length of rope. One end I tied around my waist. The other I tied to the
highest tree rung I could reach.
I took the first step. My knees shook. Sweat coated my palms. I climbed another rung, and another. My
head spun. I closed my eyes and pressed my forehead to the trunk.
“Keep going!” Shaya’s voice flowed down.
I breathed deep. I could do this. Darker challenges lay ahead, but this I could conquer.
I hoped.
The lower branches of the oak hung around me, a red curtain to block the outside view. It was easier to
focus on the trunk, on the bark, on the cool touch of the rungs under my fingers. To listen to the rustle of the
leaves, breathe in the smoky scent of the wood. To remember that Bleu waited high overhead.
I untied the tree end of my rope and retied it higher. Then I climbed. Rung after rung, rope tie after rope
tie. I reached a branch, swung the rope high and tied it off. Pulled myself up to the branch and hugged it
tight until my arms stopped trembling and the breath returned to my lungs. Then pushed myself up and
started over.
The sun crept across the sky. Leaves fluttered over my scratched wrists and against my sweat-cooled
neck. The branches grew smaller. My arms trembled. Still I climbed, and I climbed, and I felt like my
entire life had been climbing and Bleu would forever stay out of reach.
Then I looked up, and the next tie of my rope would snag around the railing of the treehouse. I lifted my
aching arm to swing—and Shaya plucked me from the branch to set me down in the middle of the
treehouse.
I lay gasping. My arms and legs quivered. I squeezed my eyes shut, reveling in being alive.
When I opened them, Shaya curled her front paw in a dragon wave. “You two talk,” she said. “I come
back at sunset.” She slipped off her branch like a leaf on the wind.
Bleu watched her go, wonder in her gaze. I would have climbed a thousand trees to see that look on her
face.

I dragged myself to a sitting position in the center of the platform. The view was breathtaking, blue sky
over autumnal mountains, but I felt better looking at Bleu’s face. She slid over until our shoulders touched.
“You didn’t have to come,” she said. She cradled her splinted arm in her lap.
“Yes, I did.” I leaned my head against hers. “I’m sorry I put you in the cave, that I didn’t listen to what
you wanted.”
“Forgiven, but I won’t go in any more caves.”
I nodded. “I’ll give you the herbs, since that’s what you want.”
“It’s not.”
I blinked. A green shoot of hope unfurled in my mind. “It’s not?”
She took my hand, traced my knuckles. The wind whistled in our ears, and far away a raven croaked.
She took a deep breath.
The green shoot withered. I braced for what she was going to say.
“When Shaya flew me up here, it was marvelous! She carried me as if I weighed nothing. And the wind
in my face, the world so small—” She squeezed my hand. “That’s what I want in my final moments.”
I stared at her. Her face was alive, as it had been when she first spied the treehouse. “You’re going
to”—I swallowed—“jump?”
“Not quite.” Her thumb stroked my knuckles, soothing, entreating. “Shaya’s willing to take me for
another ride. A final flight.”
My mouth was dry. “You’re going to fall.”
“Shaya will give me an herb. I won’t be awake at the end.” How serene her face looked. “It’s what I
want.”
I bent my head over her hand. Already I felt the chasm of her passing opening inside of me. I could see
the desolate days ahead, every one as bad as when she was first taken. Yet, this time I knew it would not
break me. It would not send me scurrying to deeper isolation. I had climbed this tree and survived. I could
survive the grief ahead of me.
I kissed the back of her hand. “Go, with my love.”
“Thank you.” She touched my cheek. “I didn’t believe in miracles before, but finding you again, and
now Shaya, this is a miracle.”
“Let me stay with you,” I said, “until sunset.”
“I’d like that.”
She shifted to draw the feather cloak around both of us. I held her close, my Bleu, until I had to let her
go.
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F IC TIO N AL S PAC E P R O P ULS IO N
By Nick Webb | 1,200 words
You want to get there, and you want to get there fast. How do you do it?
Well, if you’re Dale Earnhardt Jr., you stomp down on the accelerator. If you’re Usain Bolt, you push
balls to the wall and run like the wind. If you’re Lance Armstrong, you dope up and hope no one notices.
But what if you’re a starship captain? Fortunately, you are not real, and so have an advantage over the
rest of us. You can engage the warp drive, or the quantum jump engines, or fly through a wormhole and
explore the Delta Quadrant.
For argument’s sake, let’s assume you’re a real starship captain. That is, you need to obey as many
laws of physics as humanly possible. Basically, this is Hard Science Fiction—think Mark Watney on
Mars: even though that dust storm (that extremely rarified one-percent-of- Earth’s-atmosphere dust storm)
could never in a million years have blown you off your feet, you still need to obey physics to get back to
Earth.
Let’s go out on a limb and say that in five hundred years we have fusion down pat—as in, it’s no longer
perpetually thirty years in the future but is actually installed down in your ship’s engineering on Deck 10.
Let’s inch even farther along that limb and say that we have the problem of antimatter production and
containment solved, and know how to derive lots of useful energy from its reaction with normal matter.
Deal? Ok, so we’ve more than inched—we’re hanging by a thread off that limb. But these are realistic
technical goals within the next few centuries, and they at least let us begin to address the ugly truth:
interstellar space travel is very hard and will require unthinkably enormous amounts of energy.
Let’s jump tracks for a moment. What is our goal as a starship captain? Let’s keep it simple and easy
(and dire): Our colony on the third planet of Alpha Centauri just sent out a distress signal. Aliens are
attacking, and the colonists desperately need our help. Of course, they actually sent out the distress signal
five years ago, but the transmission didn’t reach us until now because, as we all know, radio waves are a
form of light, which travels at the speed of, you guessed it, light. What do we do?
Full speed to Alpha Centauri! Helm, lay in a course! Engage the engines! Full thrust! We will avenge
them! Eventually!
You see, Alpha Centauri, the closest star system to us, is still 4.3 light-years away. Let’s assume for the
moment that our starship can sustain a substantial thrust for an extended period. Just for convenience, and
because it’s nice to have Earth-like gravity on our ship, let’s say the thrust is 1 g. Furthermore, assume our
ship weighs about one thousand tons, and that we’re able to extract all the energy out of our antimatter
reaction and dump it into propulsion. Easy peasy, right? At this thrust, we’ll max out at about 96 percent
of the speed of light halfway through our journey before we flip the ship around and start slowing down in
time to not collide with the third planet of Alpha Centauri at relativistic and therefore splat-inducing
speeds.
We have a problem.
In this one-thousand-ton-ship scenario, it takes about five thousand tons of antimatter to get us there.
Did I mention that one thousand tons we allotted for our ship has to include fuel? I didn’t? Sorry, it does.
Basically, accelerating at 1 g with 100 percent antimatter fuel conversion requires about five times the
amount of antimatter that you can store on your ship. Remember—you have to accelerate the fuel too. No
free rides!
But let’s look on the bright side. Even though our fictional starship didn’t actually make it to Alpha
Centauri, our non-trip took us only 3.77 years! From our perspective on the ship. From the point of view
of everyone back on Earth, and the poor alien-besieged souls on the third planet of Alpha Centauri, our
non-trip took us 6.66 years. That’s because as we approached the speed of light from our perspective on

the ship, the distance between Earth and Alpha Centauri shrunk. By as much as 72 percent at our highest
speed. From Alpha Centauri’s perspective, our clocks slowed down. If they could have watched us
through our windows with an impossibly powerful telescope, they would have seen us moving in slo-mo
aboard our ships.
Okay, so we can’t sustain 1 g of acceleration for 3.77 years. How many g’s can we sustain, and still be
able to store all the fuel required for the trip?
About 15 to 18 percent of a g. That’s right, you’ll be running around on your ship with the same amount
of gravity as there is on the moon. And you’ll have a lot of time to do it—10.5 years. According to
observers back on Earth, 12 years.
Let’s inch back toward reality. Just an inch. Suppose that our fuel conversion rate is not 100 percent
like we assumed. Let’s make it something more within the realm of physics. Like, say, 10 percent (still
quite generous, if you ask me). Now we’re talking about a 34-year trip. For observers on Earth, that
would be 34.5 years because we only (only!) ever got up to about 28 percent of the speed of light.
You see why riveting, fast-paced interstellar hard science fiction is tricky? And we never even
addressed the problem of propellant—you know, the stuff you have to heat up and shoot out the back of
your thrusters.
And then there’s the single particles of dust that will destroy your ship while traveling at a fraction of
the speed of light. And if you’re fortunate to not run into a dust particle, then the one atom of hydrogen per
cubic meter of space will slam into your forward hull so fast that your ship will soon overheat and melt.
And if you can somehow cool off your hull from all the interstellar hydrogen running into it, there’s
always the background radiation of space itself—the leftover glow of the big bang.
Huh, you say? Isn’t that stuff harmless?
Yes, for us on Earth, it’s harmless, since we’re moving very slowly. But if you speed up in any
direction, those harmless microwaves can blueshift into sunburn-inducing ultraviolet waves, or worse, Xrays. But nothing a little lead shielding on your hull can’t handle, right?
Uh, better slap on an extra one thousand tons of lead to your one-thousand-ton spaceship. Which means
you’ll need more fuel. Much more fuel. Which means . . . crap . . . you died from old age trying to save
the Alpha Centaurians, Captain. So sorry.
Just stick to this solar system for your hard sci-fi, ok? Think Pluto. Pluto’s nice.
***
For fun, you can try out your own interstellar travel calculations here:
http://nathangeffen.webfactional.com/spacetravel/spacetravel.php
Use the calculator to plan your space travel at your own risk. I am not responsible for any accidental
time dilation, space contraction, shrinkage (the spaceship kind), old age from excessive space travel,
bone density loss, impotence, baldness, and/or death from any misuse of the calculator. Proceed at your
own risk.
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Nick grew up in the Seattle area, and bounced around California and Argentina, with a quick stop in
Utah to pick up a Ph.D. in Experimental Physics before working for Los Alamos National Lab as a
Scientist. From there it was on to Huntsville where he designs new materials for lightweight spacecraft
components, fends off weeds from his tomato garden, plays legos with his kids, and somehow fits in time
to write his novels.
facebook.com/authornickwebb
twitter.com/endiwebb
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One of the things that I value as a writer, personally, are tales of honor, defying the odds, and
doing the right thing. I’m not sure how many people know the story of how you ended up publishing
the anthology “Unfettered” but I think it’s worth repeating. Tell us how that came to be.
In 2011, I was diagnosed with cancer and, having been denied health insurance due to a preexisting
condition, did not have the coverage I needed not to fall into financial ruin. Rather than declare medical
bankruptcy, I decided to do something about the $200,000+ I owed for the treatment I received. I asked
many of my writer friends if they'd be willing to donate SF&F short stories to my cause. Unfettered is the
result, an anthology of amazing tales that eliminated my medical debt.
When I first reached out to you years ago, you were the new webmaster of fantasy master Terry
Brooks. How did you manage to land that gig?
That is a long story. In short, I developed a Terry Brooks dedication website in 1996, right when the
internet began growing exponentially. Since I was going to school in the same city where Terry lived, I
saw him often at book signings, and my website grew with the newest available information about his
work. In 1999, I approached him about making the website official. He went home, viewed the other
dedication websites, and decided to offer me the role as his webmaster. It has been a fun eighteen years.
Let’s talk about Grim Oak Press. In a world that has gone digital, you are bucking the trend and
publishing hardcover books. Tell us about one of your newest projects, the collector’s edition of The
Sword of Shannara and its stunning artwork by Marc Simonetti.
I first read The Sword of Shannara in 1988 when I was thirteen years old. To say it left an impression
would be an understatement. And, like many fantasy readers, I dreamed at that young age of having a large
library, all of the books in leather. Well, after almost thirty years, I now have the ability to bring my dream
to life. With Grim Oak Press, I am producing a beautiful, limited edition of The Sword of Shannara, one
that will be signed by Terry Brooks and Marc Simonetti. Marc has painted gorgeous new interior artwork
for the book and I couldn't be more thrilled about it. Only 1,000 copies will be produced. And once done,
we will go forward with publishing The Elfstones of Shannara and The Wishsong of Shannara in a
similar format.
You’ve been keeping watch over the fantasy genre for a long time and know just about everyone
in the business. Tell us about The Signed Page and what it is and how you get authors to come in and
sign copies of their books for you to sell to fans.
A lot of doors opened for me once I began working for Terry Brooks. One of them was the idea behind
The Signed Page. One of Terry's fans asked me in 2,000 if I could get his newest book signed for him. The
lightbulb went off. There were people out there who wanted signed books but who couldn't get them. I
decided to help bridge that gap between touring author and reader. The Signed Page was born. It has been
a wonderful business because everyone wins -- the author sells another book, the publisher sells another
book, the reader gets a signed book for about cover price, and I make a little on the side. I work closely
with publicists and authors to make these signings happen. And I have customers who have amassed large

signed-book libraries over the last fifteen years thanks to The Signed Page.
Not only do you support the industry yourself, you’re also a writer. Tell us about your aspirations
for your own writing career?
My aspirations as of late have been fighting for time to write. It's tough going sometimes with so many
irons in the fire and a ten month old son already walking all over the place. My first novel, The Dark
Thorn, is an urban fantasy in the vein of Terry Brooks's Word/Void series and Jim Butcher's Dresden
Files. The short stories I've written in various anthologies are set in that same world, so they are a good
place to first read my work. Right now though, I am working on a big concept fantasy idea that is
unrelated and I'm having a lot of fun with it. It is a book I will pitch to New York City publishers when it
is ready but that will be later this year sometime.
Years ago, you also worked for a famous book chain and now you run your own bookstore as well
as publishing company. What did you learn about readers working as a bookstore manager?
Readers love to read. And they love being recommended books by someone who is passionate about
reading as well. I just attended Emerald City Comicon and the best time I had was working in the Penguin
Random House booth and recommending books to the con goers as they walked by. I had to have handed
out over 100 free copies of Red Rising by Pierce Brown, one of my favorite books. I firmly believe it
was my enthusiasm for the book that connected with those who walked by. I think I bring that same
enthusiasm to my other endeavors.
You’re also a freelance writer at Unbound Worlds – what has that experience been like?
Absolutely wonderful. Unbound Worlds is the Penguin Random House SF&F website and it allows me
access to writers, artists, and the like. I write articles, conduct interviews, and feature forthcoming books.
The people I work with on Unbound Worlds are all just as passionate as I am about genre fiction and its
important place in our culture. Great experiences, every day.
You get to read Terry’s books before the rest of us do. What kind of input do you give him on his
projects?
The amount of input varies. Terry gives the first draft to his wife and she is his first reader. She gives
input before I do. I get it next along with his Del Rey Books editor, Anne Groell. For my part, I read the
book and look for continuity issues that can arise after writing more than two dozen books in the same
series. Shannara is epic and sprawling and it can be difficult keeping everything straight. I know the
books so well that, if I do find an error, I know where to reference the correction in previous books.
Having rubbed shoulders with so many authors, what has impressed you about your colleagues in
the industry?
Their heart. These people genuinely care about others -- their peers as well as their readers. There is a
real sense of community when it comes to SF&F and we protect our own. It really is a beautiful thing and
I'm happy to be a part of it.
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befriended New York Times best-selling fantasy author Terry Brooks and became his webmaster, leading
to an enchanted life surrounded by words.
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What is the first thing you remember drawing, and tell us about how old you were?
The first thing I remember drawing was a tractor. I think I was about five years old.
You were a concept artist for the Star Wars franchise ( The Force Awakens and Rogue One). How
did that happen, and how fun was it working on those projects?
I knew the production designer on [The] Force Awakens, Darren Gilford, who asked me if I wanted to
work with him on Star Wars. We had previously spent about 2.5 years working together on the movie
Oblivion. It was incredibly fun and inspiring to work on the Star Wars franchise, alongside some of the
greatest artists in the industry.

Not only do you do sci-fi, you also do fantasy work, as well as natural scenes. How do you switch
gears between types of projects?
There are actually many similarities between all the different genres, more than what one might notice
at first glance. So the difference isn’t always as big as you’d think. But what I usually do is watch movies
with a relevant aesthetic or simply do research on the specific project and try to wrap my head around it.
How were you able to turn your artwork into a career?
By constantly doing it, always practicing and putting it online, getting plenty of exposure through
various art sites and communities (such as DeviantArt, CGSociety, etc). Eventually someone in the
industry noticed my work and offered me a job as a freelance junior concept artist.

What are you working on now that totally excites you?
My own project, called State Zero. I can’t say much about it, but it’s definitely the most exciting right
now. Telling your own story is very fulfilling, and a necessary break from all the client work.
What is the story behind the picture we chose for the cover art this month?
It was actually a mental image I got one day when I woke up, so I wanted to quickly visualize it before
I forgot. There’s no particular story other than the fact I wanted to do a sci-fi piece that was very over the
top and still had a very grounded and realistic feel to it.

Tell us what inspires your creative imagination and how you get ideas for your work.
Real life, movies, and other artists. It may sound like a cliché, but taking a walk in the forest or by the
lake is pretty much all I need these days.
What is your favorite science-fiction movie or series? It’s okay if it’s not Star Wars.
There’re a few, but my all-time fav is District 9, followed closely by Avatar.

A B O U T A N D R É E WA L L I N

Andrée is a concept artist working mainly with feature films and commercials. In 2013 he started
creating his own IP's and is currently developing a project entitled STATE ZERO through his company
Number 81 Entertainment. Andrée is represented by WME. For concept art inquiries, please contact:
concept@goodbyekansas.se
andreewallin.com
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Author’s Note
The religion of the Tarachand Empire, the Parijana faith, is a fictional variation derived
from Sumerian deities. However, the Parijana faith and the Tarachand Empire do not
directly represent any specific historical time period, creed, or union. Any other religious or
governmental similarities are coincidental and do not depict actual people or events.

C HAP TER ONE
nowy mountains tear into the ashen sky, their jagged peaks pearly, like wolverine fangs. Cold winds
S
sting my bare cheeks and exposed hands. The frosty temple courtyard is barren of the other daughters and
sisters who reside here. Only my best friend is with me.
“Strike me here,” Jaya says, pointing to her neck.
I frown, gripping the bamboo staff harder.
“I have done this a thousand times,” she says. “Trust me, Kalinda.”
Jaya is the only daughter in the temple I do trust, so I swing the staff at her jugular, sweeping sideways
in an arc. She stops my attack with both hands and yanks backward. Still holding the other end, I am
dragged with her. Jaya jerks upward, wrenching the staff from my grasp, and brings the long end down
over my shoulder blades. The bamboo gives a hollow thwack, and I crumple to my knees in the snow.
Jaya straightens to her whole height, a head shorter than I am. “You should have let go.”
I grind my teeth together. Jaya is not gloating. She knows that I have to master this maneuver, one of
several I should have already learned, and would have, if it were not for years of lying in a sickbed. I am
well enough now, not that my performance shows it.
I push to my feet, my back stinging almost as much as my pride. “Again.”
Jaya passes me the staff and rubs her hands together for warmth. I must have done something
tremendous in my past lives for the gods to reward me with a friend like her. She will stay out in the cold
as long as I ask, exposed to the Alpana Mountains’ wintry moods.
I swing the staff at her once more. Jaya catches it and yanks back, no hesitancy or leniency in her
strength. I hang on, and we grip the staff face-to-face, our silvery breaths colliding in the icy air. My mind
goes blank. I can remember the last book I read and the last sketch I drew, but I cannot remember what to
do next.
“Spin it fast and pull,” Jaya reminds me.
I whip the staff in a dizzying circle. Jaya’s wrists cannot rotate with it, and she is forced to let go.
Finally, I have the upper hand. I jam the short end of the staff into her chest. She jolts backward and skids
on a patch of ice. I seize her arm before she falls.
“Sorry,” I say. “I should have warned you.”
“I would have done the same.” One corner of Jaya’s mouth curls up. “But I would have let you fall.”
Rightfully so. I cannot be unprepared for my first skill trials tomorrow, or my opponents will laugh me
out of the ring. Training with the younger girls at the preliminary level, and having them beat me, was
humiliating enough. I finally won my match two days ago and moved up to my age group, but I am still
inexperienced compared to the other eighteen-year-olds.
I skim the back of my hand across my forehead, relieved to find it cool to the touch. My health has
improved since Healer Baka first concocted a tonic that lowers my chronic fevers, but I have a lot of time
to make up for and a lot of skill to prove.
“Up for one more round?” I ask.
Jaya brushes her ebony hair from her eyes and takes the staff from me. “See if you can stop me this
time,” she says.
I grin, accepting her challenge. She knows that my strength lies in defensive maneuvers. She is trying to
increase my confidence as a dueler, and, gods’ virtue, I love her for it.
A sudden noise, like rocks being crushed, comes from beyond the high stone temple wall. We still and
tilt our ears to the wind.
Jaya’s gaze intensifies on me. “Wagons.”
By wagons, she means visitors—or, more specifically, men. I listen harder to the sounds of their

approach. Many mysteries surround our gender counterparts, but I am more curious than frightened. I grab
my slingshot and start for the gate.
“Kali, wait!” Jaya tugs me back. “You cannot leave the grounds alone.”
“So come with me.”
She worries her lower lip with her teeth. I glance at the gate. We do not have much time. The sisters
will discover us missing and come for us. The temple was built without windows, to withstand the
lengthy winters and to protect our innocence—or ignorance. This is our first and maybe our only chance
to glimpse an arrival party.
Jaya’s gaze flits to the gate. “All right. Quickly.”
We fling open the gate and race to an outcropping overlooking the road, the only thoroughfare leading to
and from the Samiya Temple. I crouch low behind an alpine shrub, my senses jumping. Jaya joins me,
shivering in the frigid wind. The steady clattering swells. I arm my slingshot with a firing stone. The
sisters have warned us of bhutas hiding in nearby caves. No one has seen the evil demons with dark
powers, but I want to be prepared.
A supply caravan plods into sight, a line of horse-drawn carts loaded with wares. My belly rumbles
with hunger. Our last delivery of fresh goods was three moons ago.
Jaya nudges me with her elbow. “Kali, look.”
A gold-leafed round-top carriage pulled by an ivory horse team ambles over the jutted roadway. The
golden carriage is the most beautiful thing I have ever seen, but an inner chill shakes me. I cannot mistake
who is inside. One of the empire’s elite has come to Samiya, and the benefactors make this journey up
from the valley below for only one reason. A Claiming.
Jaya frowns so hard that a crane could roost on her lower lip. I was raised in the Sisterhood of the
Parijana faith from infancy, but she was brought to the temple at age eight. When she shared horrible
memories with me from her life before, my stomach ached for days.
Several horseback riders come into view. My heart pounds harder. The lead soldier is the clearest to
make out; his long legs taper from narrow hips and a boxy, solid chest. He is the first man I have seen in
person. My eyes widen to take him in. He is more fascinating than the chapel murals of the sky-god, Anu,
and his son, Enlil, the fire-god. I want to see him more closely.
Slingshot ready, I rise for a better look—and stand in full view of Priestess Mita, the headmistress,
who calls for us to come in. Jaya goes directly to her. I drag my pace, hoping for another look at the lead
soldier, but it is too late to see his face again.
“Kalinda,” snaps the priestess.
I hasten into the courtyard. Jaya picks up the two potted plants she brought out for a spot of sunshine
and cradles them against her sides. Priestess Mita hustles us through the dark temple entry. Smoke curls
laced with sandalwood rise from the ever-burning incense sticks stationed in the corridor to lessen the
mustiness. The priestess passes us lit oil lamps.
“What were you doing outside the grounds?” For a short, shoulder-hunched woman, her authority could
make a mountain tremble.
I brace against her scowl. “Jaya was helping me practice for skill trials.”
“What did you see on the road?”
“Nothing.”
Her nostrils flare. “Is that true, Jaya?”
Jaya lowers her eyes. “Yes, Priestess.”
The priestess’s gaze cools. She believes Jaya over me. Last year, the priestess caught me trespassing in
the north tower. I was tired of being bedridden, and I often sneaked up to the restricted observatory for
fresh air. I tiptoed up there unseen for years, until she came upon me in the stairwell one night. The tower
door has been locked since, and Priestess Mita’s trust in me has been stowed away with the key.

“Jaya, go to supper,” orders the priestess.
My friend sends me a hesitant glance and then leaves, her lamp lighting the way down the corridor.
Priestess Mita pins me with her stare. “You know better than to leave the temple grounds, Kalinda,” she
says. Then her voice turns careful. “Are you content here?”
“Yes, Priestess.”
This is my home. I would scale the highest peak of the Alpanas to protect it, but, given the opportunity, I
would do the same for another look at the lead soldier. I tip my face away from the lamplight to hide my
flush.
Priestess Mita clucks her tongue. “Focus on your lessons, your sisters, and your devotion. Of the five
godly virtues, which do the gods esteem above all else?”
“Obedience,” I mumble. I do not add that I doubt that the gods intended us to be stripped of all but one
choice. Then again, when it comes to the Claiming, none of us have any choice at all.
“You will do well to remember your place here,” Priestess Mita says, shooing me along as she leaves
to greet the arrival party.
I stare at the closed door at the temple entrance after she goes. I could open it a crack and steal one last
peek at the men, but I know that it was fortunate that Priestess Mita did not punish me. I do not want to
tempt her further.
My lamp lights the way toward the dining hall. My footsteps resound through the corridors of the
building, where teachings about the Claiming are as old as the foundation. Long ago, the temple was
instituted by the land-goddess, Ki, as a refuge for female orphans, ranging from infants to young women.
Like all Sisterhood temples of the Parijana faith, it operates solely on monetary endowments from
benefactors. But the benefactors’ generosity is not without cost. They can travel to any Sisterhood temple
and claim a ward—to be their servant, courtesan, or wife.
I quicken my step. I do not want to be claimed for any of these positions. I do not want to be claimed at
all. Most daughters cannot wait to leave this remote fortress, but they will leave here only if they are
claimed to live whatever life a benefactor dictates for them. I would rather stay in Samiya and serve the
gods than leave and serve a man.
Chatter from a hundred girls spills out of the dining hall. I pause at the doorway and scan the knee-high
tables for Jaya. She is sitting with the other daughters our age, including Falan and Prita. Jaya motions me
over to an empty floor cushion next to her. Sarita and Natesa sit across from them at the same table. I
force away a frown and kneel beside Jaya. Falan and Prita smile a hello and return to their quiet chatting.
“Bamboo Girl,” Natesa mutters.
Sarita snickers around a mouthful of rice. I pick at my food with my fingers. I do not wish to take on
their tired insults about my awkward height and skinniness.
Jaya leans into my side. “Are you all right?”
I shrug and poke at my watered-down curry. I want to talk about the golden carriage, but not in front of
the others. I would rather that our rare glimpse of the outside world stay between us.
Priestess Mita enters the dining hall with an orderly line of sisters trailing behind her. Falan and Prita
stop talking, and all eating halts across the hall. The sisters line up at the front of the room. Jaya tenses
beside me, and I wipe my hands, no longer hungry. Our leaders rarely interrupt mealtime.
“Daughters, I have marvelous news.” The priestess presses her hands together, as if in prayer. “A
benefactor has arrived for a Claiming!”
Most of the girls, even those too young to be a recipient of this rite, gasp with delight. Priestess Mita
allows the outburst, smiling proudly. I seek out Jaya’s hand beneath the table and clasp her chilly fingers
in mine.
The priestess strides our way to address the girls of age. Twelve of us kneel at two tables. Our blue
saris are identical, the shade of obedience and submission, deference and conformity. That is where my

similarity with the other girls ends. My gangliness sticks out among their compact curves like a pin stuck
into a basketful of thread spools.
“By request of our honored benefactor, tomorrow’s skill trials will continue as planned,” says the
priestess. “They will take place in the courtyard, where the benefactor will watch anonymously from the
north tower observatory.”
Resentment ignites low in my belly. I want to duel for my own sense of accomplishment, not for a
benefactor’s entertainment. I do not care to gain the benefactor’s favor.
Priestess Mita paces the length of our table, her words deliberate and her steps measured. “You will be
given the choice to spar with a staff or a bladed weapon.”
Jaya squeezes my hand so hard that my fingertips tingle. Because my chronic fevers have held me
behind the other girls, I have not trained with bladed weapons. We learn to slash and parry with steel after
we master the staff. I am more than fair with a slingshot, but it is not considered a respectable weapon in
the ring.
“We want each of you to look your best when you are shown,” Priestess Mita says. Her smile contains
an edge of warning. “Be mindful not to leave too many marks on your opponent.”
I look askance at Natesa smirking. Everyone knows that she wants to leave the temple and become the
wife of a benefactor. If she had a choice, she would fight against the weakest girl to increase the
appearance of her own skill, and it is no secret that I am the weakest girl.

C HAP TER TWO
inter’s chill soaks into the temple’s ancient bones, dampening the shadowed corridors. Jaya and I
W
leave the dining hall in silence and return to our bedchamber. We change into our nightclothes and brush
out our braids, and then Jaya tends to her pots of seedlings, and I cozy into my cot with a sketchbook. Our
nightly routine is effortless, comforting. I refuse to think that this evening’s could be our last.
Jaya drizzles water over green shoots in her clay pots. She is assigned to tend to Healer Baka’s
medicinal garden, but these are not herbs. With little exposure to sunlight in our windowless home, Jaya
has successfully grown only poisonous plants, but she prefers to nurture something rather than nothing.
She sets aside her watering can and stands behind me, stroking her fingers through my hair. She
considers my sketch. This is how we first met. Jaya had spent her early weeks at the temple in the
infirmary, recovering from being starved, beaten, and hurt in other ways that Healer Baka only whispered
about. During one of my bouts of fevers, I was laid up in the cot beside Jaya’s, and she asked to see my
drawing. Most of the other girls would not come near me, for fear that I was contagious, but Jaya did not
mind. I have shown her all of my sketches since.
Jaya finishes smoothing down my hair. “The wheels were bigger.”
She has a fine eye for proportions, so naturally she is right. She sits down beside me. I rub away the
wheels and redraw them wider. Jaya picks up my other sketchbook and flips through finished drawings:
portraits of her, the garden where we played Fly-Fly Crane between the barley, and the meditation pond
where we raced lotus flower petals.
She stops on a drawing of the sky-god. Anu is the most prominent male subject I have ever sketched. I
am enthralled by the hard, angled lines of his rugged facial features, so like the formidable Alpana
Mountains. In my drawing, a sarong covers his thighs. His hairless, bare chest is flat and wide, like a
valley, and his lean legs are strong, like a river. He wields a shard of sunlight in one hand, his other hand
outstretched in invitation to follow him. Anu is the majesty of the world; his large eyes are the doorway to
the sky, his fierce expression a warning of his omnipotent power.
Jaya traces a finger down Anu’s nose. “What if you’re claimed?”
“What if Natesa starts being kind to me?”
Jaya’s lips tauten. “The benefactor could see your worth and claim you, Kali.”
I shake my head. I will be passed over. My best physical attribute, according to Jaya, is my long hair,
but hair is not enough to draw the eye of a benefactor.
Jaya’s shoulders curl over her chest, and her voice drops to a whisper. “What if I am claimed?”
I open my mouth to tell her not to worry, but Jaya is not gawky and whip-thin like me. She is petite and
lovely. Looking at her, I understand her anxiety. I cannot imagine anyone passing her over.
Her voice becomes even more scraggly. “What if the benefactor is like my—”
“Do not think about it. No matter who he is, it does not change our plans.”
Jaya and I plan to swear fealty to the Sisterhood and live out our days here, but we can do so only if we
are passed over during the rite. “They will not separate us. We will make certain of it.”
“How? You may not even pass inspection.”
I tamp down a groan; I forgot about inspection. Healer Baka examines each recipient before the
Claiming to weed out those who are not in prime condition for the benefactor. She has not said if my
illness will impede my chances, but taking a daily tonic may be grounds to fail me.
“We will worry about inspection later,” I say. “First, we have to discuss skill trials. The benefactor
must want to judge how well we are trained as sister warriors.”
Jaya nods solemnly. Sister warriors are prized among men. The most desirable girls are pretty and
skilled at battle.

“You have to lose your duel,” I say. “The benefactor won’t want you if you’re defeated.”
Jaya’s eyebrows slant together. “What about you?”
“Me?” I scoff. “Even if I somehow won, the benefactor would still prefer a pretty face.”
“And if we’re chosen to fight each other?”
I laugh. “Then I will best you, even though all the girls will know we cheated.”
Jaya rests her head on my shoulder and takes my hand. We weave our fingers together, clamping our
palms close. “All right, but we cannot get caught, or Priestess Mita will put us on refuse duty for the rest
of the year. Our losses must be believable.”
“That will be easy for me.” I lean my head against hers and stare down at our linked hands. “We will
be careful.”
“Can you sleep?” Jaya asks, sitting up.
“Of course.” I feign a smile. “I will dream of besting you.”
Jaya snorts a laugh. She squeezes my hand, our way of saying I love you, and then kisses my forehead
and goes to her bed.
Despite my attempt at humor, the reality of the next day saws at my nerves. Regardless of our plan for
skill trials, Healer Baka could fail me during inspection, and Jaya would face the Claiming without me. I
want to be seen by this benefactor and be done with the rite. Then, once passed over, Jaya and I can join
the Sisterhood. Most girls opt to be shown again for a chance to leave. A recipient who is not claimed by
age twenty-one is automatically sworn in as a sister, but few wards last that long. Benefactors are always
in need of more servants.
Amber candlelight warms my sketchbook. I open to a fresh page and slide my charcoal stick over the
ivory paper, leaving smooth, dark lines. I hope that putting my thoughts on paper will relieve my mind. I
waited for Jaya to go to bed to draw this; I cannot get it out of my head.
Finished, I lift my hand. The lead soldier looks exactly how I remember him—with shoulders a
mountain could rest upon and arms powerful enough to soar with the clouds. But his face remains blank,
as is true of all of the male faces I have attempted to draw.
As an infant, I was abandoned on the steps of the Vanhi Brotherhood’s temple, run by the men of the
Parijana faith. I cannot remember the brethren who cared for me until I was old enough to transfer here. In
fact, I do not remember ever seeing a man. Jaya has told me about her older brothers, warning of what
will await us should we be claimed. I believe her, but the brethren are proof that not all men are terrible,
and the sisters teach that men are our masters and protectors.
Staring at my sketch of the faceless soldier, I do not know what is true. Did the gods create everything
about us? They gave me fevers and gave certain plants poison, but did they give people their power? Was
Natesa born a tormentor? Was Jaya always cautious? Where is the line between the gods’ will and ours?
I set aside my sketchbook, still wondering if all men are fashioned like Jaya’s cruel older brothers and
if I really am better off without them.
***
A white satin robe is draped across the end of my bed when I awake. Someone left an identical robe at the
foot of Jaya’s cot, where she still sleeps. They are our clothes for the Claiming.
I slip out of my rumpled bed, achy with restlessness. I did not dream of skill trials. I did not dream at
all. Fretting about Healer Baka not passing me during inspection drove sleep away. I cannot speculate any
longer. I have to speak with her.
Flinging a shawl over my shoulders, I tiptoe down the hushed corridors, through incense smoke and
pools of lamplight. Though I have no way to see the dawn, a chill emanates through the stone walls,
whispering of the early hour.
The familiar pathway to the infirmary sets me on edge. I have spent more time with Healer Baka than

any other sister. I do not wish to argue, but if she uses my chronic fevers as an excuse to exclude me from
being shown in the Claiming, I will oppose her.
I pass a stairwell opening, and murmurs carry up from below. The rumbles are so faint that I nearly
miss them. I back up to listen, sharpening my hearing. The voices are low, lower than I have ever heard. I
silence my breaths, but my pulse drums a quickening tempo. I think that these voices are the voices of
men.
Priestess Mita’s reprimand from yesterday pricks at me. I should return to my bedchamber and be
obedient. The lower floors are forbidden to daughters. But, gods’ virtue, I want to see who is down there.
I descend into shadows, all light skittering away from the skulking darkness. I feel my way along the
wall, my fingertips chafing against rough stone. Each step drops me farther into bone-drenching cold. I
lose track of the number of stairs and the number of times I carefully survey for the bottom with my bare
toes.
The floor smooths out, and the wall I was trailing disappears. The low voice barely thrums above my
thundering heart. I chase the sound down an unlit corridor toward a gaunt glow at the far end. The temple
is the only shelter on this secluded mountaintop. I had not given any thought to where the benefactors
lodge, but it must be here, on this level.
The corridor juts into a lit alcove. Two deep voices steal out from behind a tall door, their exact words
broken by the barrier. I eye the way out. I know that I could be caught, but their conversation may tell me
who has come. I creep up to the entry and lean in to listen.
“You’re not supposed to be here.”
I spin around at the muted voice, no louder than those through the door, and alarm pushes me back a
step. A young soldier blocks my escape path. I must have passed him in the dark.
He grips the hilt of a sword slung at his side. “Does anyone know you’re down here?”
My tongue thickens to a useless lump in my mouth. From the drawings I have studied of the gods, I
wager that the soldier is two or three years older than I am. He is also taller. A rarity. I have towered over
everyone since I was thirteen.
Despite the soldier’s daunting stature, I do not sense aggression from him, merely suspicion.
I pull my shawl closer around me. “I—I heard voices,” I say. “And . . .” I have no reasonable excuse. I
doubt that he would believe that above all else, I wanted to see a man’s face.
His face is not what I expected. He looks more god than mortal. Though the angular shape of his jaw is
the image of Anu’s, the smooth sweep of his cheekbones, the fullness of his lips, and the straight slope of
his nose resemble Enlil, who takes after his mother, Ki, the land-goddess. His arrangement of delicate yet
sturdy features is striking.
“You need to go.” The soldier glances at the closed door. He must be guarding whoever is inside. “It
isn’t safe here.”
My palms turn clammy, but I cannot leave without the answer that I came for. “Who has come for the
Claiming?”
His gaze and voice flatten. “You must leave.”
Beyond the door, the talking ceases. My ears explode with the sound of approaching footsteps.
“Go!” The soldier sweeps me out of the alcove.
I flee down the dim corridor, pursued by the creak of an opening door and the annoyed voice of a man.
“Captain Naik?”
My lungs burn from short, shallow breaths. Something wet squishes through my toes. My teeth lock
down on a squeak. A little farther. Almost to the stairwell.
“I relieved Manas of his post,” says the captain. “I apologize for disturbing you, Your Majesty.”
I trip forward on the lowest stair and scrape my hands on the stone. Your Majesty.
Tremors rack my body. I cover my mouth, locking in a gasp. Rajah Tarek is here. The ruler of the

Tarachand Empire has come to Samiya.
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P R OLOGUE
The Fall of Callait
rynne stared fixedly at the Wizr board, sensing her father was about to defeat her but unsure of how.
T
She glanced up from the beautiful pieces and saw his smug smile, which made her even more determined
to prevent it. Her hand was poised over a knight, her favorite piece, but wouldn’t Father expect her to use
her favorite? The Wizr set was a gift he had received from the old king Severn when her father was a
child hostage at Kingfountain. Owen had been trained in the game by Ankarette Tryneowy, Trynne’s
namesake and the woman who had saved her father’s life when he was a child. She loved hearing stories
about her father’s past. She never grew tired of it.
She hated losing Wizr.
“I swear, Trynne,” Fallon said with an exaggerated yawn, “if it takes you any longer to move, the
pieces will actually grow moss.” He was only three years older than her, but he acted as if he were a man
grown. “Just move there and get it over with,” he added, pointing to one of the squares.
“Did I ask for your counsel, Fallon?” she said in frustration. She began grinding her teeth. “You can’t
beat Father either.”
“But it’s taking so long.” Fallon sighed melodramatically. “Let’s go down to the city for a pie.”
“You just ate,” Trynne said, turning her gaze to him. The boy had inherited a full dose of his parents’
impetuosity, a roguish grin, and a twinkle in his gray-green eyes that she found fascinating—not that she
would ever say so out loud. Their families had been friends for longer than she could remember. Her
father and his mother had once intended to marry, but circumstances had thwarted their union. They
remained close friends. Fallon had been sent to live with the Kiskaddons for several years so he could
learn the skills of leadership and the ways of other lands—knowledge he would need before inheriting his
titles.
“The sooner you move, the sooner Lord Owen will beat you. Then we can go somewhere more
interesting,” he quipped.
“I’m not done with the game yet,” she said stubbornly. She enjoyed roaming Ploemeur with Fallon, but
she also hated letting her father win Wizr without working for it. “Go fetch a pie, then. I don’t care.”
Fallon sighed and raked his fingers through his thick dark hair. He blew out his cheeks and started
pacing again, giving her one of his impatient looks that said Hurry up, Trynne. Well, let him fuss. She
didn’t want to be rushed. At seven years old, she could defeat almost everyone in the palace at Wizr
except her own parents and the Wizr master they had hired to teach her. She pressed herself every day to
get better, secretly hoping not just to defeat her father, but also to feel evidence that she was Fountainblessed herself. Both of her parents had the gift, after all. Her father was a knight in service to King Drew,
and her mother was one of two Wizrs who also served King Drew. Trynne hungered to follow in her
father’s footsteps.
Of all the pieces on the Wizr board, it was the knight that intrigued her the most. Even though it was not
the most powerful piece, it was the most capable of defeating the Wizr piece. Its hooklike pattern of
movement allowed it to get places other pieces could not, and it could be used in sneak attacks. She loved
the look of the piece so much that she would have preferred a horse’s head sigil to her father’s badge, the
heads of three antlered bucks, or her mother’s, the Raven.
Suddenly, everything snapped into place in her mind, and Trynne recognized the move her father was
about to make. She blinked in surprise. Why hadn’t she seen it before? She suddenly moved her hand
away from the knight and then countered his upcoming move with her deconeus. Her eyes flashed with
triumph as she looked up at him.
“Well done, Trynne,” he said approvingly. He was very patient with her, even though he was an

inordinately busy man. His duties often called him away to Kingfountain or other portions of the
expanding realm. He was the king’s most trusted emissary, and Trynne admired him for the way he
honored that trust.
“That means this is going to take even longer, doesn’t it?” Fallon said, depressed.
“I’m afraid so,” Owen replied with an honest chuckle. “Unless you want to forfeit now?”
“Never,” Trynne said obstinately. “Go on and get your pie, Fallon. We’ll probably be done by the time
you get back to the castle.”
He wore a dagger on his belt—he was ten after all—and closed his fist around it. “Do you want me to
bring you one, Trynne?”
“Blueberry,” she answered, not taking her eyes off the board. She was calculating all the possible
moves her father might make.
“I don’t like blueberries,” he said with a sniff.
“Get whatever berry you want, then,” she chided, watching eagerly to see what her father would do
next.
“I like apples,” he said.
“They have apple tarts at Madame Fisk’s,” she said absently.
“Where is that?”
“Two streets past Grenuin,” she answered. She could walk Ploemeur blindfolded without losing her
way.
“You wanted raspberry, right?”
“Fallon!” Trynne sighed with exasperation.
“He’s just goading you,” Owen said with a laugh. They could both hear Fallon chuckle as he sauntered
away. Her father’s next move countered her threat with one of his own. She was about to respond quickly,
but she paused again, tapping her finger on her lips, trying to see if there was another way. Her father was
always adept at finding solutions no one else would consider—a quality she wished to share.
Not long afterward, Trynne’s mother, Sinia, came into the solar with a guest. Trynne glanced up and
recognized the newcomer as Lord Amrein, master of the Espion. The game was halted immediately.
Trynne’s eyes shot to the little white patch amidst her father’s dark hair, which she adored. It was the
mark he had earned when Ankarette saved his life all those years ago.
“That you are even here does not bode well, Kevan,” Owen said simply as he rose from the stuffed
chair opposite Trynne. His frown deepened the wrinkles around his eyes; he expected bad news. “I take it
that Brugia has besieged Callait at long last.”
The master of the Espion smiled and shook his head. “It never ceases to amaze me how you know
things before you’ve been told. Am I to assume that Lady Sinia had a vision?” He glanced at Trynne’s
mother expectantly.
Sinia nodded, her gaze guarded and thoughtful. “The king sent you to bring Owen to Kingfountain.”
“Indeed, my lady. The matter is most urgent. King Maxwell has hit Callait with his largest force and
blockaded the city with his fleet.”
“That’s bold of him,” Owen said flatly. He sounded neither surprised nor worried. Trynne knew that no
man could best her father in battle. There was no doubt of what the outcome would be.
“Bold, stupid, call it what you will,” the Espion master said with a shrug. “The king would like you to
advise him. I came by boat, which is the fastest transportation I can muster, but with your lady’s help, you
can be at Kingfountain this evening.”
Owen glanced at his wife a moment. Her hand covered her swollen belly protectively. The two
exchanged a glance that was private and serious. Trynne didn’t understand it, but she was excited by the
prospect of war. Her father had managed to subdue all of King Drew’s enemies through his tactics and
cleverness. Now, it would seem that it was King Maxwell’s turn to fall into line.

“Can I come with you, Father?” Trynne pleaded. She loved visiting Kingfountain.
He glanced down at her, his raised eyebrows showing he was surprised by her question, and perhaps a
little annoyed. “No, Trynne. You’re only seven. You need to stay in Ploemeur.”
She understood why she had to stay, but it frustrated her. There was an ancient magic that held the Deep
Fathoms at bay and kept them from sweeping over the duchy of Brythonica. The invocations needed to be
renewed regularly, and by someone from Trynne’s lineage. Since Sinia and Owen didn’t know how long
they’d be away, Trynne would have to stay behind to manage the defenses of the borders of Brythonica. It
was an important job, but she chafed at the thought of being trapped in Ploemeur.
Trynne hungered to see the rest of the world, which she had only learned about by stories from her
father. She wanted to see the giant waterfalls of Dundrennan. She longed to visit Fallon’s homeland,
Atabyrion, and visit Wizr Falls. She’d been to Pree when the treaty was signed, but she could remember
only snatches of the journey. Her mother’s magic as a Wizr made it possible to cross great distances. But
that same magic bound her to Ploemeur so she could keep the boundaries that had been set by ancient
Wizrs long dead and gone.
The adults were talking again, not including her, and Trynne wished she had gone with Fallon to fetch
treats from the city. But while she wouldn’t be able to finish the game anyway, at least she’d be able to
see her parents off. Within the hour, she followed them to the bubbling fountain inside the chapel of the
palace. From that fountain, Sinia could transport them to any of the major fountains along the linked paths
binding the kingdoms’ cities together. She listened in on their adult conversation for a while, grew bored,
and then walked around the edge of the fountain, running her hand along the smooth stone. There were
flecks of wetness from the constant splashes of the waters. Her father had donned his hauberk and war
tunic. He’d strapped his sword over both, and she noticed the raven-marked scabbard that was so special
to him. A relic of the Fountain, it healed the wearer, and her father claimed it had saved his life more than
once. She was relieved to see him wearing it. Her parents clasped hands and gestured for her to come.
“Try not to argue too much with Fallon,” Sinia said gently.
“I’ll try, but he really can be difficult sometimes,” she said sincerely, making both of her parents laugh
for reasons she couldn’t understand.
Her father ran his fingers through her dark, curly hair. Trynne liked her hair color, even though its
mouse-brown tint wasn’t as fashionable as her mother’s golden locks. She rarely fussed over her hair as
girls were supposed to, but she privately enjoyed the way it linked her to the Kiskaddons. For while the
people of Ploemeur doted on her, which she enjoyed, it was her father’s approval she sought most. He
teased some of her curls, then knelt down and kissed her cheek. She kissed his cheek in return, the stubble
tickling her lips.
“I’ll miss you, Papa,” she said, squeezing him tightly. Her mother bent more awkwardly with her
swollen abdomen, and pressed a kiss into her hair.
“Will you stay long, Maman?” Trynne asked, hugging her in return.
“I don’t think so. You will be in charge while we are gone.”
Trynne beamed. It was disappointing they were leaving without her, but it was heartening to know they
trusted her. A mist rose up from the water, and when it receded, they both were gone.
Trynne went back to the solar to search for Fallon, but he wasn’t back yet. Lord Amrein had taken a
seat at the table and was savoring a meal one of the servants had brought him in her absence. She studied
the Wizr board for a while, thought about a move that would counter her father’s, and then shifted the
piece. They’d have to wait until he returned to continue the game.
Feeling restless, she went back to her room to read while awaiting word of Fallon’s return. The
corridor was empty and had a strange, lonely feel to it, like the loss of candles in a dimly lit room. It was
because her parents were both gone. She brushed her hand along the wainscoting, trying to decide on
which book she wanted to read. It was nearly sunset and the servants were starting to light the torches set

in the wall sconces.
She opened the handle to her room and walked inside. Her enormous bed with the large wooden posts
draped with silky cream-colored curtains greeted her. There was a fire in the hearth, and she savored its
warmth as she walked to the balcony ledge and stared down at Ploemeur, wondering where Fallon was at
that moment.
A strange, queer feeling bubbled up inside her chest. Wind from outside tousled her hair, bringing in the
beautiful scent of flowers from the planter box beneath her window. It was a long way down the cliffside.
A shudder went through her. Something felt . . . wrong.
Trynne listened carefully, trying to understand what she was feeling. The dread made her want to move
away from the window, and so she did. There was a shuddering feeling in her heart, a pulsing, agitated
sensation that made her fretful and worried. What was this feeling? She stared at the room and saw the
thickening shadows of evening. She was alone, but it didn’t feel like she was alone. Trynne took a few
steps toward the door, searching one way and then another. Was someone hiding in there?
With both of her parents gone, a slice of fear ran down her stomach to her toes. Her parents had gone to
Kingfountain together before. Yes, it did feel awkward and strange when they left without her, but it had
never felt like this before. It was probably her imagination, but she couldn’t shake the sensation that she
was in danger.
Trynne decided to go back to the solar, feeling a little silly and foolish, but walking helped calm her
heart. She was acting, moving. Was this sensation what the Fountain magic felt like?
That was the last thought she had before pain exploded blindingly on her face.
***
When Trynne awoke, there were faces hovering over her. She was lying on her bed, head propped up with
pillows, and her nose and her upper lip were throbbing and swollen. After blinking a few times, she
could see better.
There was Lord Amrein, looking sick with worry, and Fallon, watching her with scrunched-up
eyebrows and his mouth twisted into a wince. The palace surgeon was waving something sharp-scented
under her nose. She jerked her head, and her nose ached even more. Trynne’s maid, Yvette, was wringing
her hands.
“Tryneowy?” the surgeon asked. “Can you hear me?”
“Of course I can,” Trynne said, but her voice sounded wrong in her ears. Her nose was so swollen and
puffy, but when she reached to touch her face, the surgeon caught her hand. “What happened?”
“We were hoping you would tell us,” Lord Amrein said gravely. “Who did this to you? Did you fall?”
Trynne blinked. “I don’t . . . remember,” she said, feeling suddenly nervous. “Are my parents still
gone?”
The surgeon nodded. “Yes. They left earlier this evening. Your mother may not be back until morning.
You say you can’t . . . remember?”
“No,” Trynne said, growing more worried by the moment. “It hurts.”
“I’m sure it does,” he said. “I can give you some herbs for the pain.”
Trynne nodded, but the motion made her head hurt even worse. “Did you bring me the pie?” she asked
Fallon, smiling broadly. Her mouth felt distorted. “I should have gone with you.”
The look on Fallon’s face startled her. His eyes were wide with . . . was that fright?
“What’s wrong, Fallon?” she asked.
The boy looked at the doctor in obvious confusion. “What’s wrong with her?”
“I don’t know, lad,” the surgeon said.
“What do you mean? It hurts, but I’ll be all right,” Trynne said. She tried to sit up, but the doctor pushed
her back down.

Fallon was still staring at her worriedly. “Your mouth isn’t moving. On that side,” he said, pointing at
the left side of her face.
Her left eye also hurt a lot, and she realized that she hadn’t blinked once since awakening.
“Her smile . . . it’s gone,” Fallon whispered, still pointing.
In that moment, Tryneowy Kiskaddon realized that something truly terrible had happened to her.

***
Life teaches us through contradictions. If you don’t get what you want, you whine; if you get
what you don’t want, you suffer; even when you do indeed get what you want, you grieve
because you cannot hold on to it. The mind wants to be free of change, free of pain, free of
the obligations of life and of death. But change is law and no amount of pretending will
alter that reality. Change is the great teacher. Pethets refuse to be taught.
Myrddin
***

C HAP TER ONE
The Royal Wedding
rynne stared at herself in the mirror, tortured by what she saw there. No amount of healing, no amount
T
of magic, not even her father’s prized scabbard had been able to restore the smile she had lost. In the six
years that had passed since that night in Ploemeur, her smile had never fully returned. And she had never
felt the loss so keenly as she did on the day of Genevieve Llewellyn’s wedding, standing in the dressing
room of the beautiful woman who was to become the Queen of Ceredigion that very afternoon.
She did not often gaze at her own reflection. There were no mirrors in her room because she didn’t
wish for the constant reminder. Staring at herself now, she tried to focus on her other features—the bluegreen eyes that were more her mother’s, and the chestnut curls that favored her father. Still, there was no
denying that at thirteen, she was short, thin as a rail, and decidedly unbeautiful. At least that was how she
saw herself.
“Trynne?” Genevieve asked, snapping her attention back to the moment. The queen-to-be’s mother,
Queen Elysabeth Victoria Mortimer Llewellyn—called Lady Evie by the Kiskaddon family—was also
standing behind the princess’s chair, scrunching up her face at the handful of hair she was working into
intricate braids. That critical function would not be trusted to servants, not on such an occasion.
“Yes, my lady?” Trynne asked.
Genevieve smiled prettily at her. “Don’t be so formal. We’ve known each other far too long. You must
still call me Genny, even after the coronation.” She reached over her shoulder to clasp Trynne’s hand.
“Your mother isn’t coming to the wedding, correct?”
Trynne nodded. “My little brother is still rather sickly,” Trynne said, thinking of the coughing six-yearold she’d left behind several days ago. “She didn’t want to leave him with our grandparents. If he rests
and starts to feel better, she will try to come for the ceremony at Our Lady.”
Genevieve smiled again. “I’ll not forget the first time I went to Our Lady,” she said with a sigh. “I fell
in the river and Lord Owen saved my life. I still shudder to think of it.” There was a slight tremor at her
words, and Trynne could not resist the urge to smile. It was such a natural thing, so normal for most
people. Her eyes darted to the mirror again, and she saw the right side of her lips had quirked up,
revealing her teeth. But the left side was flat, unresponsive, giving her a mischievous look. Her heart
throbbed with anguish at what had been stolen from her.
The Queen of Atabyrion’s hands were working feverishly at the braids, but she had glanced up and seen
the darkness fall on Trynne’s countenance. “I understand from Owen that they never discovered for certain
who attacked you,” she said with compassion in her voice.
Trynne shook her head. “Everyone believes it was a thief named Dragan. Lord Amrein found a note that
had been tucked into his luggage after he’d arrived in Ploemeur. ‘A daughter for a daughter’ was all it
said.” She smoothed the beautiful fabric of Genevieve’s dress, feeling the ripples of tiny seed pearls and
the smooth, elegant brocade. Dragan’s own daughter, Etayne, had been the king’s poisoner years before.
Trynne didn’t know all the details, only that the woman had died saving Owen’s life.
“And he’s your father’s sworn enemy,” Lady Evie said with a serious tone. “I know the Espion have
been hunting him for years. It’s difficult finding a man who can become invisible.”
“Indeed it is,” Trynne said. “We don’t know for certain, of course. I never saw anyone, but I felt
something was wrong. The Espion and I are good friends now,” Trynne said with another half smile.
The queen’s eyebrows lifted in curiosity.
“She’s accompanied by them day and night,” Genevieve explained. “Who is your favorite? I love Clark
the best. He’s quiet and unassuming, but he’s quite funny.”
“Funny?” the queen said with a short laugh. “He hardly says two words together.”

“Only because you never stop talking, Mother,” Genevieve teased.
“Don’t be impudent, dearest,” said Lady Evie with a laugh. “Even though you will outrank me after
today, it doesn’t give you liberty to be rude to your mother.”
“I would never dream of it,” Genevieve said with a laugh.
A question bubbled out of Trynne’s mouth before she could stop it. “Do you love him, Genny?”
The princess’s smile shone with a radiance too great for words, and her eyes sparkled with warmth and
excitement. There was no doubt in the world how the girl felt. Oh, to smile . . .
“I do, Trynne,” Genevieve said with a sigh. “And not just because he’s a king.”
“The most powerful king in all the lands,” Lady Evie added wryly.
“He is that too,” Genevieve said, laughing. “We’ve known each other since we were children, Trynne. I
was half in love with him when I was practically a baby. We didn’t rush things, and some people gossiped
that he was biding his time for a political match. With Atabyrion already as an ally, he could have looked
farther afield. Some whispered that perhaps the Brugian king would sire a daughter, or that Drew could
marry another lady from that kingdom.”
“Do you know how it happened that he chose you?” Lady Evie asked. “Did you know of Myrddin’s
role?”
“No,” Genevieve said. “That man completely fascinates me. Doesn’t he fascinate you as well, Trynne?
What did he say, Mother? Tell me if you please.”
“If you please, there we go. Much better than a command from Your Highness.” Having finished the
braiding, the older woman set her hands on her daughter’s shoulders. “I heard this from Trynne’s father, of
course. When the king was almost eighteen, he asked his Wizr and Lord Owen for advice on whom he
should marry. He said he knew his heart, but would be guided by their counsel. Not many a young man
would take such a risk. But he trusted Lord Owen’s knowledge of the foreign courts and the impact his
marriage would have. And he knew Myrddin was very wise. He’s traveled to other worlds, you know.
There are distant realms where water comes gushing from stones. Places where men can fly by only taking
a breath. Myrddin has traveled far and has many tales.”
“But what did he tell Drew?” Genevieve pressed.
“I was getting to it. Be patient.” She smoothed the fabric along her daughter’s shoulders. “Myrddin
said”—and she changed her voice to match the Wizr’s interesting accent—“‘Well lad, if you are asking
for my advice, I will tell you. You should—’”
Another voice broke in at just that moment, a young man’s voice that was also mimicking Myrddin’s
tone. It was Fallon. “‘—marry Tryneowy Kiskaddon, that strange pethet from Brythonica. Bah, you can
even call her “my queen” so you won’t have to pronounce her awful name! I hate speaking this language.
It makes my tongue all itchy.’”
Everyone was shocked by his sudden arrival through one of the Espion doors. He was three years older
than Trynne, and it showed. He had sprouted into a man since their younger days, and when she’d first
seen him on arriving at Kingfountain, she had almost mistaken him for one of the palace knights. His dark
hair and mocking eyes appeared from the doorway, and he was grinning in his dangerous way.
“Iago Fallon Llewellyn!” Lady Evie scolded. “If you are not the rudest child a mother could ask for.
How long have you been skulking behind that spy hole?”
He sauntered up to his mother, gripped her shoulders, and then stooped to plant a noisy kiss on her
cheek. “Mother, all this fussing and primping is taking ages! Poor Drew is pacing at the sanctuary of Our
Lady right now, wondering if his bride will ever show up. Sister, you look uncomfortable in that gown.
How hard did they yank on the corset?” He bent down with an exaggerated flourish and kissed Genny on
the cheek as well.
Trynne bared her teeth angrily at Fallon as he lifted up and gave her a sly wink. It did nothing to hide
the fact that she’d blushed six degrees of scarlet.

“What, no kiss for you, Cousin Trynne?” he said mockingly.
Being with Fallon made her stomach feel akin to a rag being wrung out. He was probably the
handsomest man in Atabyrion, a willful flirt, and tended to trample on other people’s feelings without
care. He deliberately teased her about her affliction, even though she’d told him how much it hurt.
“I am not your cousin, Fallon,” she said.
“Well, it feels like it,” he said, beginning to wander the room, touching and poking at everything he
saw. He lifted a bottle of his sister’s perfume, smelled it with an appreciative nod, and then set it down
and folded his arms imperiously.
“Sister, you’re the ugliest wench I’ve ever seen,” he said with a sad shake of his head. “I don’t know
what Drew sees in you. But alas, his blindness is your blessing. Can we all come along now? The poor
chancellor is fidgeting outside, debating with himself about whether or not he should intrude. They were
going to send for Father, but I volunteered. You should have named me Farrel instead of Fallon, Mother. I
am rather brave.” He puffed out his chest and made a dashing pose.
“They should have named you Feckless,” Trynne countered, arching one eyebrow.
He gave her a wry look. “It was either Fallon, which means ruler, or Fionan, which means—”
“Dung shovel?” Trynne asked, fluttering her lashes.
“You two,” Lady Evie said with exasperation. “Why can’t there be some civility between you? Not so
long ago, you were thick as thieves. Fallon, tell them she’s almost done. Trynne, if you’d fetch the crown?
I want to make sure it will fit well on this heap of braids.”
Trynne went to obey, but Fallon darted impishly to the chest first, which made her anger flash to life.
No doubt he planned to hold it over her head or something childish like that. She rushed over to the chest,
her mind already conjuring a strategy to outwit him.
As their hands collided over the crown, Trynne stamped on his boot, distracting him with pain, and
pulled out the crown first, watching as a look of wounded amusement spread across her adversary’s face.
“Trynne,” he complained. “I was just going to fetch it for you.”
“I’ll believe that when pigs fly, Fallon,” she countered. Then she handed the crown to Genevieve’s
mother, who set it gently down on her daughter’s head. They all stared at the soon-to-be queen’s reflection
in the mirror. Instead of opulent jewels, she had chosen a single gold-threaded necklace fixed with seven
turquoise gems that Drew had given her for their engagement. The gems were symbolic of the Fountain
and had been made by master craftsmen from Genevar.
The crown fit perfectly and Genevieve looked so happy and beautiful it made Trynne’s heart ache. She
was exactly the sort of woman that a husband would want. She was kind but also quick to laugh;
moreover, she invited confidences and made others feel comfortable. While Fallon had inherited a double
portion of his parents’ impulsiveness, Genevieve’s experiences as a child hostage at Kingfountain had
marked her differently. She was more sober-minded, much like her husband-to-be.
Fallon gave Trynne a curt look, still limping slightly, and then wrinkled his nose disapprovingly. “It’ll
do, I suppose,” he drawled. “It’s probably too late to send for something better.”
“Thank you, Fallon. That’s the closest you’ll come to a compliment,” Genny replied with sisterly
affection.
He clasped his hands behind his back. “Old king Severn was Fountain-blessed, they say, though he had
a sarcastic mind and a barbed tongue. I treasure the thought that it will be my gift as well when the
Fountain chooses me. It’s best to practice early.”
His mother sighed and shook her head. A tap landed on the door.
“Come in, we are ready at long last,” their mother said. Her eyes suddenly filled with tears and she
bent over her daughter and kissed her fiercely.
“The siege has been broken!” Fallon said. He went to the door and opened it with a gallant bow.
It was a strange coincidence that Morwenna Argentine stood there, dressed in black and silver.

Trynne felt a shiver of worry go down her back. Had the girl overheard Fallon’s jibe about her father?
Morwenna and Trynne were of the same age, both born within the same year, but they didn’t know each
other and had never spoken. Morwenna was the only child born of the marriage of Severn and Lady
Kathryn, King Drew’s mother. It made her a possible rival to her brother’s throne. She had the looks and
coloring of the old king, paired with her mother’s beauty. Her hair was black and wavy and lusciously
thick, and it was said that her smile could turn a boy’s head—if she ever flashed it. She was staring at
Genevieve with a look that was difficult to describe. Could it be envy?
“My mother sent me,” Morwenna said with a bob of a curtsy. “The rest of the company has assembled
in the courtyard of the palace for the escort to Our Lady. Shall I tell them you are ready, my lady?”
Trynne shot a quick glance at Fallon to see how he had reacted to the intrusion, but he was fiddling with
flowers in a vase, not deigning to look at the girl at all.
“Yes, please,” Genevieve said, some of the brightness fading from her eyes. Morwenna was like a
winter’s chill. Despite her beauty, coldness seemed to radiate from her eyes and skin like a blizzard. The
effect rattled Trynne, who felt the icy tendrils try to wrap around her. The prickle of gooseflesh crept
across Genevieve’s arms, and the soon-to-be queen unconsciously stroked them.
Trynne felt her own magic prickle in response. Just as she’d hoped as a young girl, Trynne had
inherited her parents’ magic. The gifts of other Fountain-blessed could not affect her, or those near her, if
she repulsed them. But the constraints were the same for her as for everyone with the power. Her
reservoirs of magic had to be earned and stored, and she had found playing Wizr to be especially helpful
in that regard. That and discussing politics with her father. As she stared at the other girl, Trynne exerted
her influence on the room and suddenly the coldness sloughed away. The warmth from the braziers could
be felt once again. The strange whispering feeling was silenced.
Morwenna’s eyebrows lifted just slightly and her gray eyes settled on Trynne. A small, curious smile
stretched on her mouth.
“Thank you for fetching us, Morwenna,” Fallon said, starting to march toward the door. “Come along;
you’re shamefully late, my sister. Come along, Cousin Trynne. Mother, can I take your arm and escort
you? If I don’t, you’re likely to prattle on with half the castle staff.” He wagged his finger at her.
“You are incorrigible,” his mother said affectionately.
“Incorrigible, incomprehensible, infallible, impassible, and incontrovertible as well,” he added. “I’m
sure you regret making me study so hard instead of spending all my time in the practice yard.”
“You forgot unintelligible,” Trynne muttered.
“Only because I ran out of breath,” he shot back. “Really, Trynne. You can be so childish sometimes.
But then again, you are only twelve.”
His mistake was another deliberate insult, for he knew she was thirteen. She wanted to stomp on his
foot again, but Genevieve caught her arm and interlocked it with hers. “Ignoring Fallon is difficult,
Trynne, but it’s the only thing that truly works.” She gave her brother a sidelong look.
“Unignorable!” Fallon said with a disarming grin.
“That’s not a real word, dear,” Lady Evie said as they all proceeded to the door. “And it sounds too
much like ignoble.” She gave Trynne a look. “I almost named him Iago Farren, which means
‘adventurous.’ Or Fane, which means ‘good-natured.’ Those are all Atabyrion names I thought might suit
him. We realized soon enough that calling him by his middle name prevented much confusion. Besides, it
fits his personality almost too well.” Then she shook her head. “But he’s his father’s heir, the future king
of Atabyrion or duke of the North. I don’t think he’s decided yet which one he wants. To be a king or a
duke.”
“Neither actually,” Fallon said, coming up alongside Trynne. “I just want to be a knight and serve my
sister and brother-in-law. Being a ruler is boring. Have you seen the table that Myrddin conjured in the
great hall?”

Trynne shook her head, wrinkling her brow.
“You won’t believe it,” he said with an excited laugh. When they reached the doorway, no one
acknowledged Morwenna. Trynne met the girl’s gaze and saw an unreadable look there. The girl was
quiet and cold, but there was a spark in her eyes.
“Inscrutable” was the word that popped into her mind.
The girl was also Fountain-blessed. Like her father.

C HAP TER TWO
Coronation
t was a part of the coronation wedding tradition for the daughters of the high nobles of Ceredigion to
Ihold
the train of the new queen as she approached the fountain for the rite. It was a solemn and momentous
occasion that had not been performed since Severn’s first wife, Lady Nanette, had become queen
following his usurpation of the throne, and the shadow of that event hung over the gathering. Trynne felt
the tension in the hall as she carried Genevieve’s gauzy veil with the other girls.
All the lords of the realm had gathered at Kingfountain for the coronation, including the previous king.
Severn’s black hair was well silvered, and he looked haggard and in ill health. Lady Kathryn stood by his
side, their arms interlinked. For a moment, his stern gaze seemed to narrow on Trynne, and she felt a
tremor of fear at having been singled out, only to realize that he was looking past her to his daughter,
Morwenna. As they passed the nobles dressed in their finely cut doublets and vests, displaying for all to
see the growing wealth and dominion of Ceredigion, Trynne realized her gown was a bit on the simple
side. Her father, who smiled at her as they passed, was also simply dressed, though he wore the double
badge of his two duchies, the Aurum.
Grand Duke Maxwell of Brugia, who stood near her father, had a sardonic look that rivaled Severn’s. It
was clear he was not happy being a vassal of Ceredigion—the consequence of a lengthy, arduous war
instigated by his ill-conceived siege of Callait, back when Trynne had been injured. The armies of
Ceredigion had waged a full-scale assault on Brugia’s domain, breaking city after city, disrupting trade
with blockades, and grinding down Maxwell’s army month after bitter month. Eventually there was
nowhere left for Maxwell to run, though he had successfully dragged on the negotiations for his surrender
for nearly a year to ensure that his son, Prince Elwis, would rule after him and not be supplanted by one
of King Drew’s favorites.
Because the procession of the queen was slow and ponderous, Trynne flicked her eyes to the prince.
Elwis was a tall and slender young man of eighteen with a very fair complexion and hair so blond it was
nearly white. He wore the Brugian style of doublet, very opulent with frilly lace at his wrists and a wide
neck ruff that looked silly at Kingfountain but was considered the height of fashion in his realm. It made
him look like a strutting peacock, and any semblance of handsomeness he may have possessed was further
marred by his discontented frown.
So many of King Drew’s nobles are disaffected, Trynne thought sadly. Her father had tamed all of the
men instead of destroying them. But they resented him for it. She could feel that seething emotion bubbling
beneath their veneer of goodwill at the gathering.
The procession stopped as the hymn the chapel choir was singing reached its culmination. She had
stopped on a black tile on the checkered floor, and that felt unlucky, so she shuffled her steps until her
slippers were touching a white one. Then she turned her eyes to friendlier faces. Iago and his wife were
beaming with love and joy for their daughter, who would become the most powerful woman in all the
realms. Standing in the same line, Fallon was looking at her. He winked and then made an exaggeratedly
grotesque face—his attempt to make her break countenance. That boy could never be serious, even during
such a solemn occasion! She gave him an icy look before shifting her gaze back to the assembled lords.
There was Duke Ramey with his balding pate, stifling a yawn on his clenched glove. She also saw Lord
Amrein, the king’s chancellor and master of the Espion, his eyes darting to the various spies planted
throughout the hall acting as guests and bodyguards. He looked very worried, as if he were expecting an
archer to suddenly appear.
Trynne felt her father’s magic joining the turbulent waters of the fountain. She sensed it like an everpresent feeling of comfort. Her father was one of the most powerful Fountain-blessed in all the kingdoms.

The only ones who were stronger in the Fountain were possibly Trynne’s mother and the Wizr Myrddin
himself.
She caught sight of the Wizr as they began ascending the steps to the fountain. He was a dumpy-looking
fellow that looked more like a wandering pilgrim than an all-powerful Wizr. He wore sandals that were
chafed and broken and exposed some hairy ankles. His middle was girded with a leather belt, and his
dark hair was silvered at the ears and thick and wavy. Myrddin had a prominent nose and a jaw lined with
slight stubble. She’d always been fascinated by his crooked walking staff that looked as if it was a
massive root that had been wrung and twisted. The top had a mushroom-shaped end. A sword hung from
the massive belt spanning his hips. The pommel had the design of an eight-pointed star on it, and the metal
was beaten and battered.
Trynne’s attention was jarred from the Wizr when the procession came to a stop again. At that time,
they were to leave Genevieve. If it had been left up to Trynne, they would have just dropped the train in a
heap, but the ladies of court were particularly attuned to such details, so she helped the others neatly
arrange the gauzy fabric. Morwenna caught her eye and offered a private smile before leaving the steps
and joining her parents amidst the crowd.
With everything in order, Trynne joined her father’s side and reached for his hand. Against her best
intentions, she glanced at Fallon, who was wagging his eyebrows at her and giving her a mocking smile. It
made her want to stomp on his other foot.
The anthem finished with a swell of voices, instruments, and pitch that made the vaulted ceiling ring.
Trynne tried not to fidget, but she was ready for the ceremony to be finished. She was eager to get back to
the palace to see the new table in the throne room.
As the music calmed, the deconeus began to speak in a sonorous voice that made Trynne want to writhe
in frustration. But then she caught sight of Myrddin again, and it put her in mind of how well Fallon had
mimicked the Wizr’s voice. Myrddin did have an odd manner of speech; his Ceredigic was heavily
accented, and he often spouted off words and phrases that no one else understood. She’d asked her father
if he was Genevese because he was so fat. Owen had told her many stories about Dominic Mancini, and
she’d come to associate Myrddin with the wily spy in her imagination. Her father had laughed at that and
said that Myrddin was from another world. In that other world, he was called a Wayfarer, not a Wizr.
He’d also whispered to her that despite his ill-looking aspect, he was more than capable with his twisted
staff and sword. Anyone who could handle weapons earned Trynne’s respect. She knew that he was,
miraculously, the same Wizr who’d served the original King Andrew, the ruler who had brought all the
kingdoms together. His return had helped Drew achieve the same accomplishment.
Growing increasingly bored with the ceremony, Trynne glanced across the various faces again,
deliberately avoiding Fallon. Her eyes settled on Morwenna. What was the other girl thinking at that
moment? Did she crave the crown for herself? Trynne imagined that her life had not been easy. Her father,
who had been king, was relegated to the office of duke. No one willingly gave up power, but the girl
could have no memory of her father’s previous glory. Morwenna had not been raised at court and had
seldom traveled outside of Glosstyr. Despite Morwenna’s renowned beauty, which stirred Trynne’s
jealousy, Trynne had heard her name mentioned before in a teasing way. Some claimed she’d been born
out of Lady Kathryn’s pity for the crushed king. Others argued Severn had used his twisted power with the
Fountain to persuade Morwenna’s mother to love him—and the girl would never have existed if he hadn’t
committed that grave wrong. Having been teased herself because of her face, Trynne felt some sympathy
for Morwenna.
A sudden shout of acclaim startled Trynne, and she realized she had daydreamed her way through most
of the ceremony. Finally, it was over, and the city of Kingfountain would be celebrating for days. The
streets had been decorated, and the people were anxious to rejoice in their new queen. Genevieve was
popular, and little girls often sighed over the romantic elements of her match with King Drew. It was a

story for the ages, a repetition of the legends of the past. Trynne’s father had often said that time came
around over and over, like a waterwheel dipping into a river. There were roles people were destined to
play. In some cases, as in Drew’s and Genevieve’s, even the names were the same.
“How did you like it, Trynne?” her father asked, bending lower so she could hear him over the tumult.
Trynne watched as King Drew kissed his bride and then held up her hand to display the glittering
coronation ring. The king was a handsome man but not arrogant. His tunic bore the crest of his Argentine
ancestors, the Sun and Rose, the standard of his grandfather, the beloved King Eredur. Drew’s hair was a
golden color, having darkened with age to the color of wheat. The legendary sword Firebos was belted to
his waist, showing he bore the authority of the kings of the past.
“I’m glad it’s over,” Trynne said as an aside. “We were standing here so long my feet hurt.”
Owen laughed and squeezed her hand. “To be honest, I’ll be grateful when this is over as well. I wish
your mother were here to transport us back home instantly.”
“Fallon said that Myrddin conjured something in the throne room?”
“It’s a table,” Owen replied. They would need to start the procession back to the palace soon. “Unlike
any you’ve ever seen.”
“Tell me!” she insisted.
“You’ll see it soon enough. Patience, Tryneowy.”
She liked it when he used her full name. It reminded her of another question she’d been bursting to ask
—one that had only gone half answered earlier. “Why did King Drew choose Genevieve? If he’d married
one of the ladies of Brugia, it would have stopped the war earlier.”
Her father’s mouth quirked with amusement. “You love discussing politics, Daughter. Probably too
much.”
“I am your daughter, Father,” she replied sweetly. “He’s truly in love with her, isn’t he? I know she
loves him.”
Owen nodded simply. He was staring at the couple, a strange look coming over his face. “When he
asked Myrddin and me for advice on whom to marry, do you know what that shrewd old Wizr said?”
Trynne shook her head no, but gave him an eager look. At last she would hear the end of the story
Fallon had interrupted.
“He said, ‘Well, that depends, lad.’” Owen didn’t mimic the Wizr’s voice like others had. He had great
respect for the eccentric wanderer. They were often in counsel together for hours, just the two of them.
“‘There are many wealthy, prosperous lasses you could marry who would bring you certain advantages.’
Trynne, I’ve never forgotten what he said next. ‘It will be no greater miracle that brings us into another
world to live forever with our dearest friends than that which has brought us into this one to live a
lifetime with them.’” Trynne felt a shiver go down her spine at the words. Her father’s voice was low and
earnest and hopeful. He smiled at her. “Can you feel the Fountain shuddering at his words? I can.” He
smiled and then stroked her locks. “So then Myrddin asked the king if there was a girl who was already
his dearest friend.” Owen’s eyes glimmered. “And the king said yes, it was Genevieve Llewellyn of
Atabyrion. Then Myrddin answered with a shrug, ‘It seems to me that you’ve chosen well on your own.’
Then he asked after Liona’s honeycakes!”
Trynne laughed out loud. “He did? I love Liona’s honeycakes, ever since you first took me to the palace
kitchen at Kingfountain!”
Owen proffered his arm. “I’m sure we’ll find some at the palace. And you’ll get to see the new table.”
“I’m excited to see it,” she said, practically bouncing on her feet in excitement. “Can I stay at
Kingfountain while you’re here? I don’t want to go back to Ploemeur yet. I love it here.”
Owen pursed his lips. “I’ll discuss that with your mother.”
“Please, Father? There is so much happening at court right now. Grand Duke Maxwell looks as if he’s
bitten into a lemon. Elwis looks like he’s drunk vinegar. Duke Severn isn’t very happy with you either.”

“These are my concerns, Trynne,” he said, patting her arm. “And there are even more you don’t know
about yet.”
“Like what?”
“Now is not the time. Lord Amrein told me that some Genevese ships returned recently from the East.
There’s a civil war going on in Chandigarl.”
“I’ve not even heard of that place,” Trynne said, scrunching up her nose in embarrassment.
“It’s one of the massive eastern kingdoms far from our borders. They invented the game of Wizr over
there. Something to keep an eye on.” Together they started down the steps to join the procession.
There was a tug on Trynne’s arm, and suddenly Fallon was at her other side. He was easily as tall as
her father, which she detested because she was short, like her mother.
“What do you want?” she said scornfully. She shot a glance at her father. “He tried to get me to laugh by
making faces at me.”
“No, I was trying to make you smile,” Fallon said. He put one arm around her shoulders in a sideways
sort of hug. “You looked so serious.”
“And smiling would have helped?” she asked with growing anger. She still hadn’t forgiven him for his
rude remarks from earlier.
“I like your smile, Cousin!” he said, and then he made an exaggeratedly serious look that was mocking
her on another level.
“Fallon, you are—!” she started, nearly grinding her teeth with fury, but he barked out a laugh and
interrupted.
“Actually, I came to apologize for my rudeness earlier. I’m a jack and I know it. I can’t help myself.
You just take yourself too seriously, Trynne. I consider it my duty to make you stop. See you at the
palace.” He patted her on the back in a brotherly way and then skipped down the steps to join his parents.
Trynne kept walking down the steps to the front of the sanctuary, but her mind was busy unraveling her
feelings about Fallon. In many ways he was like an older brother or a cousin. He had been sent in
wardship to Owen and Sinia for several years during their youth to learn how to be a man. After his
fourteenth birthday, he’d returned to Atabyrion. It was there he’d sprouted like a beanstalk. She wondered
whether her parents—and his—had intended them for each other. Her mother could see the future, but she
rarely spoke of events until after they happened. When Trynne tried to pry for secrets, her mother would
look at her seriously and then say nothing. It was infuriating.
Trynne sighed and then sidled closer to her father, resting her head on his arm while holding his hand
with both of hers.
“Father, did you know Morwenna is Fountain-blessed?” she asked him softly.
“Yes,” he answered. “She started showing the signs about the same time you did.”
“I think she’s lonely,” Trynne said.
Her father grunted. “Yes, I suppose she must be. She chooses to spend so much time in Glosstyr with
her father.” There was another layer of meaning to his words, and Trynne wondered what it could be. Her
father was so wise and cunning. She wasn’t at all surprised that he knew about Morwenna’s ability.
“Do you know what her gift is?” she asked him.
He shook his head. “Not yet. It’s early still.”
Just as they were about to leave the sanctuary and enter the tumultuous street, a voice called out from
behind them. “Lord Owen?”
They turned around to face Lord Amrein. Father asked, “What is it?”
“Your wife just appeared in the sanctuary alcove with your son. I thought you’d want to know.” The
spymaster wrinkled his brow in confusion as his attention shifted to Trynne. “You have some crepe or
something on your dress . . .” He reached behind her and pulled off a strand of crinkled crepe that was not
part of her outfit at all. Her mind flashed back to the memory of Fallon slipping his hand around her

shoulders.
“He didn’t!” she seethed, and snatched it from Lord Amrein. She glowered, trying to find him in the
crowd, but he was already with his family. Raw fury boiled inside her. She wished she were a poisoner
and could get her revenge in any number of interesting ways.
But Trynne’s rage vanished when she saw her mother approaching them swiftly, tears streaming down
her cheeks.
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